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MINUTES FOR THE ORDINARY MEETING OF SURF COAST SHIRE COUNCIL 

HELD IN THE COUNCIL CHAMBERS, 1 MERRIJIG DRIVE, TORQUAY 
ON TUESDAY 26 FEBRUARY 2019 COMMENCING AT 6.00PM 

 
 

PRESENT:  
Cr Rose Hodge (Mayor) 
Cr David Bell 
Cr Libby Coker 
Cr Martin Duke 
Cr Clive Goldsworthy 
Cr Carol McGregor 
Cr Brian McKiterick 
Cr Margot Smith 
Cr Heather Wellington 
 
In Attendance:  
Chief Executive Officer – Keith Baillie 
General Manager Governance & Infrastructure – Anne Howard 
General Manager Culture & Community – Chris Pike 
General Manager Environment & Development – Ransce Salan 
Senior Governance Officer – Daniella Vasiloski 
 
Not In Attendance: 
 
8 members of staff 
67 members of the public 
2  members of the press 
 
 
OPENING: 
Cr Rose Hodge opened the meeting. 
Council acknowledge the traditional owners of the land where we meet today and pay respect to their elders 
past and present and Council acknowledges the citizens of the Surf Coast Shire. 
 
 
PLEDGE: 
Cr Clive Goldsworthy recited the pledge on behalf of all Councillors. 
As Councillors we carry out our responsibilities with diligence and integrity and make fair decisions of lasting 
value for the wellbeing of our community and environment. 
 
 
APOLOGIES:  
Nil. 
 
CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES: 
 
Council Resolution   
MOVED Cr Martin Duke, Seconded Cr Clive Goldsworthy  
That Council note the minutes of the Ordinary meeting of Council held on 22 January 2019 as a correct 
record of the meeting. 

CARRIED 9:0   
  
LEAVE OF ABSENCE REQUESTS:  
Cr Libby Coker leave of absence from 27 February 2019 to 30 June 2019 as she will be the Labour 
candidate for Corangamite.  
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CONFLICTS OF INTEREST: 
Cr Heather Wellington declared a direct conflict of interest for Item 10.4 -Confidential Council Governance 
Matters of the confidential agenda under Section 77A of the Local Government Act 1989.  The nature of the 
interest being that she is subject to an investigation by the Municipal Inspectorate in relation to an application 
for documents under FOI. It has been alleged that she has misused her position as a Councillor.  
 
Cr David Bell declared a direct conflict of interest for Item 10.4– Confidential Council Governance Matters of 
the confidential agenda under Section 77A of the Local Government Act 1989.  The nature of the interest 
being personal matters contained in report.  
 
PRESENTATIONS:  
Cr Carol McGregor acknowledged the passing of Barry Stevens known as Sparra – Winchelsea on 24 
January 2019. 
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PUBLIC QUESTION TIME:  
 
MAYOR’S STATEMENT: 
 
We have a number of questions with notice tonight that relate to Item 4.6 and the proposed changes to the 
Local Law No. 2. Councillors have copies of the questions and have reviewed them.  
 
It is a challenge to provide a response to questions at a meeting when the matter will be debated later in the 
evening.  But I am providing this response with the hope that it addresses all these Questions with Notice, 
many of which overlap each other. 
Firstly, I think it is really important that we understand what Council will consider tonight: 
Council will not make changes to its Local Law tonight. 
 
What Council will consider tonight is whether it should commence the process of exhibition and consultation 
about proposed changes. 
If that is the decision, then the proposed changes are exhibited for at least 28 days and submissions form 
the community invited. 
After that Council can consider whether it thinks the changes to the Local Law should be made or not. 
This is the first step in an important process. 
Secondly some people have asked that Council be very clear about the changes: 
 
If Council decides tonight that it wants to consider changes to the Local Law it will be exhibited alongside a 
document called a “Community Impact Statement”.  
 
That Community Impact Statement document lists every new, deleted or changed clause and sub-clause 
that is proposed so there shouldn’t be any ambiguity about the changes. 
Some have asked why we are considering whether the Local Law should be changed?   
Council has periodically sought to make improvements to its local law. This is not unusual and should be 
viewed as a good thing. 
 
As recently as last September Council recognised that it needed to include some more detail about Mayoral 
elections and it makes sense that we look at other opportunities for improvements while we are doing this. 
Some people are asking how the changes might compare to other councils? 
 
The proposed changes are not the result of a benchmarking exercise, but rather they are have come about 
as a direct result of councillors reflecting on the current Local Law and our experiences over time. 
 
Some people are concerned that the changes to be considered may restrict the opportunity for a councillor to 
express their view or opinion on a matter. 
 
Of course all councillors are able to express their opinions. And the right time for councillors expressing their 
opinions about a matter is actually during that debate.  
 
Right up until the time for that debate, it is actually more important that councillors are making efforts to 
inform themselves of the various issues, rather than be expressing their opinions. 
The final comment I want to make is about Council’s commitment to community engagement and 
transparency. 
Nothing in the proposed changes indicates a change in Council’s commitment in these areas. 
 
This is very much about ensuring that Council’s meeting procedures best support the decision-making of 
Council and that will always be dependent on community engagement and transparency. 
All the questions will still be included in the Council minutes along with my response. 
 
Questions with Notice relating to tonight’s agenda (14 questions in total) 
Question 1 received from Mary Lewis 
 
Question 1: Local Law No. 2 
The proposed motion as per the Agenda, page 83, section 21 Notice of Motion 21.1 (a) states that the 
motion must identify three supporting councillors ‘who are of the opinion that the proposed motion relates to 
a matter sufficiently important that it warrants formal consideration by council”. 
 
My question is ‘what does sufficiently important’ mean and what are the criteria for determining what 
constitutes ‘a matter sufficiently important that it warrant formal consideration by Council? 
 
Response: Refer to Mayor’s Statement  
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Question 2 and 3 received from Jim Collins of Geelong West 
 
Question 2: Local Law No. 2 
Why are you planning to disallow questions that are aimed at drawing opinions from Councillors about 
matters that will be considered at the meeting or a future meeting of Council? How does that fit with your 
obligations of transparency and engagement with ratepayers? 
 
Question 3: Local Law No. 2 
Would you please clarify whether it is the intent of your Local Law, now and in the future, that Councillors 
themselves are given the opportunity to receive and answer questions put to them by the community, rather 
than questions from ratepayers routinely being referred to Council officers for a response? 
 
Response: Refer to Mayor’s Statement 
 
Question 4 received from Kaye Rodden of Gnarwarre 
 
Question 4: Local Law No. 2 
How do you equate the intentions to the proposed amendments to the Local Law that governs Surf Coast 
Shire’s Council vision of community engagement and empowerment? 
 
Response: Refer to Mayor’s Statement 
 
Question 5 and 6 received from Frank Sullivan 
 
Question 5: Local Law No. 2 
Would you please tell us which other Victorian Councils meeting procedures require three Councillors to sign 
a notice of motion before it is accepted by the CEO for placing on the agenda where in the present local 
government act does it point this procedure? 
 
Question 6: Local Law No. 2 
Why have you not published a version of the proposed local law that shows ‘before and proposed ‘after’ 
state that ratepayers can easily see the difference between them? 
If council proceed along the path they have commenced and goes to consultation on this proposed amended 
local law, will you commit to publishing a version of the local law with the proposed changes clearly 
highlighted so ratepayers can see what is actually proposed to be changed? 
 
Response: Refer to Mayor’s Statement 
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Question 7 and 8 received from Rob Bullen of Mount Duneed 
 
Question 7: Local Law No. 2 
To help explain the benefit of the proposed changes to Local Law No. 2, especially the provision asking for 3 
councillors to approve a notice of motion, can you please give some examples where the council considers 
that the notice of motion may not have been approved? 
 
Question 8: Local Law No. 2 
If there are none, then why would the local law need to be changed? 
 
Response: Refer to Mayor’s Statement 
 
Question 9 received from Ewen Peel of Inverleigh 
 
Question 9: Local Law No. 2 
Do you believe that changing the ability of elected councillors to question and comment on various issues 
through the proposed changes will help meet the above goals? And if implemented will it be reviewed for the 
performance achievements with in a near time frame, say 12 months? 
 
Response: Refer to Mayor’s Statement 
 
Question 10 and 11 received from Anthony Jones of Barrabool 
 
Question 10: Local Law No. 2 
Could you please describe to the layperson rate payer what is the problem that has led to the proposed 
significant changes to Local Law No. 2?  
 
Question 11: Local Law No. 2 
Assuming this problem is not unique to the Surf Coast Shire, how has it been addressed by other shires? 
 
Response: Refer to Mayor’s Statement 
 
Question 12 received from Amanda Nave of Moriac 
 
Question 12: Local Law No. 2 
The proposed changes to Surf Coast Shire Local Law No. 2 include a number of constraints on the public 
raising questions and Councillors  having motions considered at meetings. These include new word limits on 
questions and notices of motion, new grounds for disallowing questions and notices of motion, removing the 
opportunity for Councillors to speak for up to 5 minutes to introduce a notice of motion and not allowing 
Councillors to answer questions relating to an agenda item. One of the stated aims of the new legislation is 
to improve public engagement with council. 
 
Can you please explain, in light of these apparent constraints, how this legislation change achieves this 
goal? 
 
Response: Refer to Mayor’s Statement 
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Question 13 and 14 received from John Bumford of Winchelsea 
 
Question 13 : Winchelsea Tea Rooms 
Could the Shire confirm the fact that, as the Shire have terminated the lease of the Winchelsea Tea Rooms 
business and as such the money paid by the proprietor to purchase the business has lost all value, with all 
business equity and good will down-graded to zero value due to the initiative of the Shire and subsequently 
there is no incentive for the proprietor to continue running the business in an uncertain environment, with no 
reward when the door is closed and given this position, would the Shire be willing to create a circumstance 
where there can be certainty of continuance of the business for the sake of the people and visitors to 
Winchelsea by using some of the $20,000 set aside to find another model of operation (as set out in the 
Shire agenda papers), given that there is no viable option forthcoming from community groups targeted by 
the Shire over the past 2 months?  
 
General Manager Culture and Community – Chris Pike responded: 
The Council will consider this issue tonight at Item 6.2. So I’ll leave the decision making to the Council. I can 
provide some context that I hope goes some way to addressing your question. 
The tenant has a lease with Council until the end of April. It is of course the current tenant’s decision to 
continue with their business and to agree to the conditions of any agreement with Council.  
Tonight’s report canvases a range of options and seeks the Council’s endorsement to offer an extension of 
the current lease. This is recommended on the basis that it has the potential to allow time to determine the 
preferred future use. But again this very much depends on the intentions of the tenant. 
If I understand your question correctly, you’re wondering if the Council could use some of the $20k proposed 
as an allocation in the officer report, to provide some kind of financial incentive to the current operator. The 
Council has previously considered this matter and in August 2018 noted that “the tenant operates a 
commercial business in a competitive environment and it is not appropriate for Council to reduce rent below 
market value because this could unfairly disadvantage other similar or competing businesses in town”. 
Again, the Council will consider this matter tonight at item 6.2. Thank you for your question. 
 
Question 14: Winchelsea Tea Rooms 
Would the Mayor at this time be prepared to respond to the request emanating from the Winchelsea Men’s 
Shed via the Growing Winchelsea Inc. meeting that the Mayor be invited to host a public meeting in 
Winchelsea to explain to community members the circumstances relating to the Shire decision at the August 
2018 meeting to close the Tea Rooms and given there have been many meetings and consultations behind 
closed doors over the past 2 months, to explain to residents and those interested the process that the Shire 
is taking in relation to current arrangements and steps the Shire is taking to ensure the Tea Room can stay 
open? 
 
Mayor – Cr Rose Hodge responded: 
I don’t want to presume what Council will decide tonight but I can assure you that the idea has been raised 
with us by Growing Winchelsea and of course by yourself tonight. 
The matter was raised by Growing Winchelsea at our recent meeting with their committee. I attended along 
with Cr McGregor and the Council Executive Management Team. We discussed this very item. Officers 
explained the idea of establishing a working group and also contacting all residents by sending out 
information by post including a Frequently Asked Question fact sheet. This seemed to have the support of 
Growing Winchelsea and as I look at the report produced by officers I see that idea put forward. But I also 
note that the proposed terms of reference for that working group asks for them to be ambassadors and 
contact points with the community so who knows what form that could take if the idea gets up. 
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Questions with Notice not relating to tonight’s agenda (1 questions in total) 
 
Question 15 received from Andy McClusky of Lorne 
 
Question 15: Great Ocean Road Environmental Coastline Authority 
To help protect, preserve and enhance our priceless coast line in all aspects where the bush meets the sea, 
is the Surf Coast Shire considering, and/or working with the Colac Otway and Corangamite Shire Councils, 
and all levels of government to help establish a Great Ocean Road Environmental Coastline Authority? 
 
General Manager Environment and Development – Ransce Salan responded: 
At its 24 April 2018 meeting, Council resolved on a submission to the state government’s Governance of the 
Great Ocean Road Region Issues Paper.  Council’s submission supported the establishment of a new lead 
agency for the Great Ocean Road coastal environment.   
The government subsequently committed to the establishment of a new authority known as the Great Ocean 
Road Coast and Parks Authority.   
More information relating to this matter and the intended roles and responsibilities of this new authority are 
available on DELWP’s web page.  
 
 
Questions without Notice relating to tonight’s agenda (8 questions in total) 
 
Question 16 received from Andy McClusky of Lorne 
 
Question 16: Local Law No. 2 
We live in a democratic society, I have not been informed but have been told that you as Council are 
proposing changes to Council meeting laws. Which includes clauses that may prevent rate payers and 
community members voices heard, why is this so. 
 
Response: Refer to Mayor’s Statement 
 
 
Question 17 received from Ian Kelly 
 
Question 17: Barwon Downs Borefield 
Have Council’s Audit & Risk Committee taken into account the statement made by Mr Mark Gunning, the CFA 
Operations Manager of the Big Swamp fire in 1998-99 that “The fire in the peat of the Big Swamp is the 
biggest time bomb ever facing the western district. Attached below Geelong on Fire. 
 
General Manger Environment and Development – Ransce Salan responded: 
Question will be taken on notice and we will provide a written response. 
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Question 18 and 19 received from Paul Morgan 
 
Question 18: Local Law No. 2 
Which other local council’s procedures and local laws were reviewed on this point? 
 
Question 19: Local Law No. 2 
How many local council’s require 2 or more, or 3 or more councillors on order to move such a motion? 
 
Response: Refer to Mayor’s Statement 
 
Question 20 and 21 received from Lyn George of Barrabool 
 
Question 20: Local Law No. 2 
How many notices of motion have there been in the past 12 months? 
 
Question 21: Local Law No. 2 
What particular problem is this amendment trying to address? 
 
Response: Refer to Mayor’s Statement 
 
 
Question 22 and 23 received from Sue O’Shanassy 
 
Question 22: Local Law No. 2 
As the removal of the right to ask questions without notice is one of the intended outcomes of the current 
review; I have chosen to ask my questions without notice, as I may not have the opportunity to do so in 
future.  
Why is it deemed necessary to remove this right at this time, when it wasn’t deemed necessary when this 
Law was reviewed in May last year? 
 
Question 23: Local Law No. 2 
Currently the Agenda for Council Meetings (which often consists of several hundred pages) is made 
available on the council website on Friday afternoons. Question with notice are required to be lodged by 
10.00am on Tuesday mornings. Is there impediment to the Agenda being exhibited at an earlier time to allow 
proper consideration of its content? 
 
Response: Refer to Mayor’s Statement 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Council Resolution   
MOVED Cr Heather Wellington, Seconded Cr Margot Smith  
That Council consider items 4.6:Review of Local Law No. 2 Council Meeting Procedures and Common Seal 
and 6.2 Former Winchelsea Shire Hall – Future Use  at this point in the Agenda for the benefit of the gallery 
present.  

CARRIED 9:0   
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4.6 Review of Local Law No. 2 - Council Meeting Procedures and Common Seal 
 

Author’s Title: Manager Governance & Risk  General Manager: Anne Howard  

Department: Governance & Risk File No:  F18/1898 

Division: Governance & Infrastructure Trim No:  IC19/251 

Appendix:  

1. Final Draft - Local Law No. 2 Meeting Procedures and Common Seal (D19/24861)     

Officer Direct or Indirect Conflict of Interest: 

In accordance with Local Government Act 1989 – 
Section 80C: 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil 

Status: 

Information classified confidential in accordance with   
Local Government Act 1989 – Section 77(2)(c): 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil  

 
 

Purpose 
The purpose of this report is to consider changes to Local Law No. 2 2019 – Council Meeting Procedures & 
Common Seal for placing on public exhibition in accordance with sections 119 and 223 of the Local 
Government Act 1989. 
 

Summary 
Council’s current Local Law No. 2 does not sunset until 2028, however opportunities to improve governance 
and procedures relating to public questions, election of the Mayor (where the vote is tied), notices of motion 
and other minor administrative changes.  Council therefore engaged Terry Bramham of Macquarie Local 
Government Lawyers to facilitate a review of the Local Law with Councillors and officers.   
 
Under the Local Government Act 1989 (the Act) section 119, Council is required to give notice of its intention 
to make a Local Law both in the Government Gazette and by public notice.  In that notice/gazettal, all 
persons affected by the Local Law are to be invited to make a submission under section 223 of the Act.  A 
Local Law Community Impact Statement (LLCIS) will also be provided to the public during the exhibition 
period. 
 
Any public submissions must then be heard and considered for inclusion through a Hearing of Submissions 
process, after which time the Local Law can be adopted by Council and gazetted.  A copy of the final 
gazetted Local Law is to be submitted to the Minister. 
 
The proposed Local Law is attached and is being recommended by officers for placing on public exhibition, 
as outlined above. 
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4.6 Review of Local Law No. 2 - Council Meeting Procedures and Common Seal 
 

 

Recommendation 
1. That Council approves the proposed Local Law No. 2 of 2019 – Council Meeting Procedures & Common 

Seal (as at Appendix 1) for placing on public exhibition in accordance with sections 119 and 223 of the Local 
Government Act 1989.   
 
Council Resolution   
MOVED Cr David Bell, Seconded Cr Carol McGregor  
That Council approves the proposed Local Law No. 2 of 2019 – Council Meeting Procedures & Common 
Seal (as at Appendix 1) for placing on public exhibition in accordance with sections 119 and 223 of the Local 
Government Act 1989.   

CARRIED 8:1  
Division 

Councillor Wellington called for division, voting on which was as follows: 

For  
Cr  Bell 
Cr  Coker 
Cr  Duke 
Cr  Goldsworthy 
Mayor  Hodge 
Cr  McGregor 
Cr  McKiterick 
Cr  Smith 

Against  
Cr  Wellington 

Abstained  
Nil 
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4.6 Review of Local Law No. 2 - Council Meeting Procedures and Common Seal 
 

 

Report 
 
Background 
Council’s current Local Law No. 2 does not sunset until 2028, however a review is now desirable in order to 
update some sections. 
 
Further updates have been suggested in light of comparison with other Councils’ Local Laws and to 
streamline and clarify procedures.   
 
In 2008 Local Government Victoria and LGPro launched the Better Practice Local Laws website which 
provides comprehensive instructions and advice in relation to making and reviewing Local Laws.  This has 
been taken into consideration throughout the review process. 
 
Discussion 
Council engaged Terry Bramham of Macquarie Local Government Lawyers to facilitate a review of Local Law 
No. 2 with Councillors and officers.  The final version of the proposed Local Law No. 2 has now been 
prepared with a summary of the key changes noted below: 

 Public Questions – updated procedures to give priority to those submitted by the deadline of 10am on 
the day of the Council meeting and an opportunity to provide a short submission to Councillors prior 
to the meeting in relation to an item on the agenda.  Questions without notice will only be accepted by 
specific resolution of Council. 

 Notices of Motion – to require that a rationale is provided for the proposed motion and that the Notice 
is signed by three Councillors (including the mover).  It is proposed that an opportunity is provided for 
the CEO to include a written report at the same meeting the notice of motion is to be considered. 

 Election of Mayor – formalising a process for election of Mayor when there is a tied vote. 

 Councillors on Leave – tidying up of definitions. 

 Revised Forms – public question and notice of motion forms updated. 

 Update of the Common Seal to remove the requirement for a witness to sign. 

 Miscellaneous improvements to provide clearer explanation, remove outdated practices (e.g. 
reference to facsimiles and lithographs), ensure the Local Law is future proofed to cater for potential 
live streaming of Council meetings, further updates and clarification to language and formatting. 

 
Under the Local Government Act 1989 (the Act) section 119, Council is required to give notice of its intention 
to make a Local Law both in the Government Gazette and by public notice.  In that notice/gazettal, all 
persons affected by the Local Law are to be invited to make a submission under section 223 of the Act.  A 
Local Law Community Impact Statement (LLCIS) will also be provided for the community’s information.  
(Public submission dates will be included once gazettal and notice dates are known). 
 
Any public submissions must then be heard and considered through a Hearing of Submissions process, after 
which time the Local Law can be adopted by Council and gazetted.  A copy of the final Local Law must be 
provided to the Minister. 
 
The approximate timeline for adoption of the Local Law is therefore proposed as follows; 
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4.6 Review of Local Law No. 2 - Council Meeting Procedures and Common Seal 
 

 

Date Action 
 

Completed Officer and lawyer review and benchmarking with other Councils.   

5 February 2019 Councillor Briefing 

26 February 2019 Council meeting resolution to adopt draft Local Law and place on public 
exhibition  

Mid-March 2019 Public notice and Government Gazettal of intention to amend the Local Law 
including invitation for public submissions.  
Publishing of Community Impact Statement (LLCIS) with draft Local Law.   

Mid-April 2019 Public exhibition period ends (minimum 28 days) 

Late April 2019 Hearing of Submissions Committee to consider public comments and hear 
submissions. Where appropriate, incorporate any amendments suggested during 
the submissions process. 

May 2019 Council to consider submissions and adopt finalised Local Law. 

May 2019 Prepare advertisements for newspapers and Government Gazette. 

June 2019 Submit an updated copy to the Minister. 

Late June 2019 Local Law No. 2 of 2019 commences. 

 
Financial Implications 
There are no financial implications associated with this report. 
 
Council Plan 
Theme 5 High Performing Council 
Objective 5.2 Ensure that Council decision-making is balanced and transparent and the community is 

involved and informed 
 
Policy/Legal Implications 
This process complies with sections 119 and 223 of the Local Government Act in relation to adoption of a 
Local Law and the public submissions process.   
 
Officer Direct or Indirect Interest 
No officer involved in the preparation of this report has any conflicts of interest. 
 
Risk Assessment 
Not applicable. 
 
Social Considerations 
Officers have assessed this proposed Local Law for compatibility with the Charter of Human Rights Act 2006 
and Responsibilities and it is not considered that the rights of any individual would be adversely impacted.  
 
There are minor restrictions on allowing the freedom of expression which is necessary to regulate how the 
public can ask questions or participate in Council meetings.  The restrictions are intended to provide for the 
efficient and orderly conduct of the meetings and are considered reasonable and justifiable pursuant to 
section 7(2) of the Act.   
 
Community Engagement 
The amended Local Law will be advertised in the Government Gazette and local newspapers, with the 
opportunity to provide a public submission.  Such submissions will be heard, where requested, and 
consideration given to incorporation into the final version.  A Local Law Community Impact Statement will 
accompany the advertisement.  
 
Environmental Implications 
There are no environmental implications. 
 
Communication 
The required public notices will be published within the local media, on Council’s website and in the 
Government Gazette pursuant to sections 119 and 223 of the Act.  A copy of the final Local Law will be 
made available for public inspection at Council’s offices, on the website and forwarded to the Minister. 
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4.6 Review of Local Law No. 2 - Council Meeting Procedures and Common Seal 
 

 

Options 
Option 1 – Adopt the Local Law for public exhibition as presented 
This option is recommended by officers as the Local Law has been through a robust review process in 
consultation with officers, Councillors, legal advisors and through benchmarking against other Councils. 
 
Option 2 – Do not update the Local Law at this time 
This option is not recommended by officers as there is an opportunity to streamline the meeting procedure to 
improve the governance of Council meetings. 
 
Option 3 – Adopt the Local Law with changes 
This option is not recommended by officers as all changes have been researched and benchmarked against 
other Councils.  A number of the changes were recommended by Councillors. 
 
Conclusion 
Local Law No. 2 – Council Meeting Procedures & Common Seal is due for review in order to correct the 
Common Seal, incorporate changes requested by Councillors and suggestions from officers.  The process 
outlined above ensures Council complies with its legal obligations and provides an opportunity for public 
consultation. 
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4.6 Review of Local Law No. 2 - Council Meeting Procedures and Common Seal 
 
APPENDIX 1 FINAL DRAFT - LOCAL LAW NO. 2 MEETING PROCEDURES AND COMMON SEAL  
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6.2 Former Winchelsea Shire Hall- Future Use 
 

Author’s Title: Recreation Officer  General Manager: Chris Pike  

Department: Recreation & Open Space Planning File No:  F18/1865 

Division: Culture & Community Trim No:  IC19/246 

Appendix:  

1. Terms of Reference Former Winchelsea Shire Hall Community Working Group (D19/23997)    

2. Former Shire Hall Survey Data 2522019 Redacted - Tabled Council Meeting - 26 February 2019 
(D19/28406)     

Officer Direct or Indirect Conflict of Interest: 

In accordance with Local Government Act 1989 – 
Section 80C: 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil 

Status: 

Information classified confidential in accordance with   
Local Government Act 1989 – Section 77(2)(c): 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil  
 
 

Purpose 
The purpose of this report is to receive an update on the Former Winchelsea Shire Hall Future Use 
consultation process and consider establishing a community working group empowered to develop and 
recommend to Council a preferred future use of the facility.  
 

Summary 
The Former Winchelsea Shire Hall has been used for a considerable time by private business operators 
under a commercial lease arrangement. Council, as landlord, has in recent months had to consider the 
status and future of the current lease when an impasse was reached with the tenant regarding the matter of 
rent.  
 
In October 2018 Council resolved that the current lease should be concluded at the end of April 2019. In 
November 2018 Council endorsed a consultation process to determine the future use of the facility whether it 
be community, commercial or a mix of both. The consultation process has included a review of community 
building use in Winchelsea; community facility operational model benchmarking; internal and external one on 
one meetings with key stakeholders regarding potential and preferred type of future use; community survey 
and a half day listening post at the former Winchelsea Shire Hall to capture community feedback. 
 
The key messages from the consultation process include: 

 A strong community connection to the Former Winchelsea Shire Hall 

 Community access to the facility is considered a high priority 

 The facility is an important tourist attraction for Winchelsea and a café complements this use 

 Winchelsea Community House and Historical Society need additional space to grow and develop their 
activities and services 

 Key stakeholders are eager to work together to develop and recommend a preferred future use model 

 Community involvement and ownership in designing a solution is critical. 
 
Stage 1 of the consultation process has confirmed that ongoing community use of the facility is a priority that 
reflects the current operating model. Given that Council is unable to subsidise a private business in a 
competitive market (competitive neutrality principle), further investigation is required to determine the future 
use of the facility and community ownership in the final solution is critical.   
 
For this reason, Officers recommend that Council establish a Former Winchelsea Shire Hall Community 
Working Group via an Expression of Interest process to identify parties interested in participating in this next 
stage of investigation. The group would be governed by a Terms of Reference with a clear set of parameters 
to develop options and recommend a preferred future use of the facility. 
 
Given the high level of community interest in ensuring public access to the facility remains a priority, Officers 
recommend resetting the end of the current lease to 30 September 2019 or earlier as agreed, to enable the 
tenant to continue to operate. Should the current tenant decline the lease extension, the community working 
group will be well placed to develop interim measures for ongoing use of the facility from 1 May 2019. 
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Recommendation 
That Council: 

1. Notes the community feedback received in relation to the future use of the Former Winchelsea Shire 
Hall. 

2. Endorses the process identified in this report to establish a Former Winchelsea Shire Hall 
Community Working Group to develop and recommend a preferred future use of the facility. 

3. Endorses the Terms of Reference for the Former Winchelsea Shire Hall Community Working Group 
as attached at Appendix 1. 

4. Allocates $20,000 from the Accumulated Unallocated Cash Reserve towards the next phase of the 
project that will include group facilitation, community engagement and a final report. 

5. Notes that any unused funds will be returned to their source.  
6. Receives a report by end of July 2019 relating to the Former Winchelsea Shire Hall Community 

Working Group preferred future use of the facility.  
7. Endorses the establishment of occupancy arrangements with the current tenant at the current rent, 

through resetting the end of the current lease to 30 September 2019 or earlier as agreed, to enable 
the tenant to continue to operate.  

8. Notes that the Chief Executive Officer will authorise the occupancy arrangements within the current 
delegations. 

9. Notes that if the current tenant declines the lease extension Council may need to consider interim 
measures.  

Amended Recommendation 
That Council:  

1. Notes the community feedback received in relation to the future use of the Former Winchelsea Shire 
Hall including the community survey results attached at Appendix 2. 

2. Endorses the process identified in this report to establish a Former Winchelsea Shire Hall 
Community Working Group to develop and recommend a preferred future use of the facility. 

3. Endorses the Terms of Reference for the Former Winchelsea Shire Hall Community Working Group 
as attached at Appendix 1. 

4. Allocates $20,000 from the Accumulated Unallocated Cash Reserve towards the next phase of the 
project that will include group facilitation, community engagement and a final report. 

5. Notes that any unused funds will be returned to their source.  
6. Receives a report by end of July 2019 relating to the Former Winchelsea Shire Hall Community 

Working Group preferred future use of the facility.  
7. Endorses the establishment of occupancy arrangements with the current tenant at the current rent, 

through resetting the end of the current lease to 30 September 2019 or earlier as agreed, to enable 
the tenant to continue to operate.  

8. Notes that the Chief Executive Officer will authorise the occupancy arrangements within the current 
delegations. 

9. Notes that if the current tenant declines the lease extension Council may need to consider interim 
measures.  
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Council Resolution   
MOVED Cr Carol McGregor, Seconded Cr Brian McKiterick  
That Council:  

1. Notes the community feedback received in relation to the future use of the Former Winchelsea Shire 
Hall including the community survey results attached at Appendix 2. 

2. Endorses the process identified in this report to establish a Former Winchelsea Shire Hall 
Community Working Group to develop and recommend a preferred future use of the facility. 

3. Endorses the Terms of Reference for the Former Winchelsea Shire Hall Community Working Group 
as attached at Appendix 1. 

4. Allocates $20,000 from the Accumulated Unallocated Cash Reserve towards the next phase of the 
project that will include group facilitation, community engagement and a final report. 

5. Notes that any unused funds will be returned to their source.  
6. Receives a report by end of July 2019 relating to the Former Winchelsea Shire Hall Community 

Working Group preferred future use of the facility.  
7. Endorses the establishment of occupancy arrangements with the current tenant at the current rent, 

through resetting the end of the current lease to 30 September 2019 or earlier as agreed, to enable 
the tenant to continue to operate.  

8. Notes that the Chief Executive Officer will authorise the occupancy arrangements within the current 
delegations. 

9. Notes that if the current tenant declines the lease extension Council may need to consider interim 
measures.  

CARRIED 8:1  
Division 

Councillor Wellington called for division, voting on which was as follows: 
For  
Cr  Bell 
Cr  Coker 
Cr  Duke 
Cr  Goldsworthy 
Mayor  Hodge 
Cr  McGregor 
Cr  McKiterick 
Cr  Smith 

Against  
Cr  Wellington 

Abstained  
Nil 
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6.2 Former Winchelsea Shire Hall- Future Use 
 

 

Report 
 
Background 
The Former Shire Hall in Winchelsea has been used for a considerable time by private business operators 
under a commercial lease arrangement. Council, as landlord, has in recent months had to consider the 
status and future of the current lease when an impasse was reached with the tenant regarding the matter of 
rent. 
 
Council resolved at its meeting on 28 August 2018 to terminate the lease on 30 November 2018, primarily on 
the basis that continuing to subsidise a private business in a competitive market was not appropriate. At the 
same meeting Council also noted “that no alternative use of the building has been considered and that this 
will be the subject of a future report to Council”. 
 
Council considered the matter again through an item of Urgent Business at its meeting on 23 October 2018, 
primarily in response to community concern that the public access previously experienced under the current 
lease may be diminished. At the meeting held 23 October 2018, Council resolved as follows: 
 
That Council: 

1. Endorses the establishment of occupancy arrangements with the current tenant, though the 
current lease or short term license, to enable the tenant to continue to operate at current rent 
until 30 April 2019 or earlier as agreed with the tenant. 

2. Notes that the Chief Executive Officer will authorise the occupancy arrangements within the 
current delegations. 

3. Notes that a report is to be presented to Council regarding the process by which the future use 
of the building may be determined. 

 
Council officers presented a process by which the future use of the building may be determined at the 27 
November 2018 Council meeting. Council resolved as follows: 
 
That Council: 

1. Commences community consultation in-line with the two stage process identified in the report to 
determine the future use of the Former Winchelsea Shire Hall prior to the condition of the current 
lease in April 2019. 

2. Notes that prioritising this work will impact the scheduling of other recreation and open space 
projects. 

 
Officers commenced this process in December 2018.  
 
Discussion 
In November 2018 officers commenced a consultation process to determine the future use of the Former 
Winchelsea Shire Hall. The consultation activities and reach is summarised as follows:  

Activity Attendees 

Internal Workshop 

 

 Economic Development 

 Community Development 

 Planning and Development 

 Recreation Planning 

 Property and Legal Services 

 Youth Development 

 Community Engagement 

One on One meetings  Winchelsea Community House 

 Growing Winchelsea 

 Winchelsea Historical Society 

 Morning Melodies 

 Winchelsea Visitor Information Centre Coordinator 
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Community Survey (12 - 25 Feb 2019)  88 surveys received 

Listening Post (12 Feb 2019 1 - 6:30pm)   20 people attended the listening post 

Key Stakeholder workshop: 
 

 Winchelsea Community House 

 Growing Winchelsea 

 Winchelsea Historical Society 

 Morning Melodies 

 
At these consultation sessions stakeholders were asked to consider the following options for the future of the 
Former Winchelsea Shire Hall: 

1. Community Use. 
2. Commercial Use. 
3. Mixed Use – a blend of community and commercial use. 

 
The pros and cons associated with each future use option were discussed and key messages included: 
 
Stakeholder meetings 

 A strong community connection to the Former Winchelsea Shire Hall 

 Community access to the facility is considered a high priority 

 The facility is an important tourist attraction for Winchelsea and a café complements this use 

 Winchelsea Community House and Historical Society need additional space to grow and develop 
their activities and services 

 Key stakeholders are eager to work together to develop and recommend a preferred future use 
model 

 Community involvement and ownership in designing a solution is critical. 
 
Survey and Listening Post  

 There is a strong connection to the Former Shire Hall, the history of the building represents a time 
when the Council was in Winchelsea 

 The community feel that the building belongs to the people of Winchelsea 

 Some community members feel that they have had a lot taken away from them outside of this issue 
(Scouts Hall, Seniors Building, Winchelsea Common), so they want to keep the former Winchelsea 
Shire Hall open as a space that they can visit  

 There is no other space like this in Winchelsea that is quiet, relaxing and you are able to have a 
coffee or hold a meeting 

 Community members do not understand how Council has arrived at its current position due to the 
confidential nature of the lease agreement with the current tenant 

 Key stakeholders are keen to work together toward a solution that is accepted by the majority of the 
community 

 The 88 respondents* in the survey want to keep the building as mixed use, emphasis on commercial 
but only for hospitality not corporate retail 

 Community are worried that if the building closes after April how will it be maintained and cared for. 
 
* Note the survey remains open until 25 February. Councillors will be provided with a full set of survey results 
upon closure. 
 
Stage 1 of the consultation process has confirmed that ongoing community access to the facility is a priority 
that reflects the current operating model. Given that Council is unable to subsidise a private business in a 
competitive market (competitive neutrality principle), further investigation is required to determine the future 
use of the facility and community ownership in developing the solution is critical.  
 
For this reason, Officers recommend that Council establish a Former Winchelsea Shire Hall Community 
Working Group via an Expression of Interest process to identify parties interested in participating in this next 
stage of investigation. The group would be governed by a Terms of Reference (TOR) which outlines the 
group’s purpose, objective, membership requirements and working parameters (as attached at Appendix 1). 
Rather than drive the process of considering the preferred model for the future, officers will play a supporting 
and advisory role to assist working group members to develop a local solution. 
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It is important to be transparent with the working group members about the boundaries that they must work 
within, most of which are the same restrictions that officers would face. The parameters that will help guide 
the working group in developing future use options are as follows: 
Meet any legal obligations required of/by Council 

 Final future use must be approved by the Crown (land owner) 

 Comply with Council’s SCS-033 Use of Council Facilities Policy 

 Comply with Council’s SCS-034 Property Use Agreements Policy 

 Implementation cost to Council should be minimal  

 Preferred option to be presented at July Council meeting. 
 
This proposed process for establishing the community working group and determining the future use of the 
facility is as follows: 

 
 
Officers recommend the above process as the most appropriate next step in identifying the future use 
options for the Former Winchelsea Shire Hall.   
 
Given the high level of community interest in ensuring public access to the facility remains a priority, Officers 
recommend resetting the end of the current lease to 30 September 2019 or earlier as agreed, to enable the 
tenant to continue to operate.  
 
Should the current tenant decline the lease extension, the community working group will be well placed to 
develop and recommend interim measures for ongoing use of the facility from 1 May 2019.  
 
Financial Implications 
It is requested that Council allocate $20,000 from the Accumulated Unallocated Cash Reserve to undertake 
the next phase of the project. This will include group facilitation, community engagement, a final report, 
project management and contingency.  
  

1 
•Advertise 2 week EOI process 

•Officers to develop brief and engage an independent facilitator to lead the community working group  

2 
•Evaluation panel to assess EOI submissions and determine seven (7) community representatives. 

•Evaluation Panel to notify successful/unsuccessful applicants in writing. 

3 
•Officers to organise the first Former Winchelsea Shire Hall Community Working Group meeting 

•Introduce facilitator and confirm process and timeframes as per Terms of Reference 

4 
•Facilitator to lead group in developing interim measures for the ongoing use of the facility from 1 May 2019 

should the current tenant not accept offer to extend the current occupancy arrangement to 30 September 2019 

5 
•Facilitator to lead the process for the group to determine their preferred future use of the facility  

6 
•Council to receive a report by end of July 2019 relating to the Former Winchelsea Shire Hall Community Working 

Group preferred future use of the facility 
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Council Plan 
Theme 1 Community Wellbeing 
Objective 1.1 Support people to participate in and contribute to community life 
Strategy 1.1.1 Develop and implement a program to support communities of place and interest, and to 

provide opportunities for them to identify and achieve their community aspirations 
 
 
Theme 4 Vibrant Economy 
Objective 4.3 Strengthen the vitality of town centres  
Strategy 4.3.1 Identify and support the economic and social drivers of town centres within the shire 
 
Theme 5 High Performing Council 
Objective 5.2 Ensure that Council decision-making is balanced and transparent and the community is 

involved and informed 
Strategy 5.2.2 Evolve our community engagement approach to inform strategic Council direction and 

decision-making 
 
Policy/Legal Implications 
The process by which Council can engage with the community and then consider futures uses of the building 
is not constrained by legislation. Depending on the type of future use preferred by Council, legislation, 
regulation and policies may determine the process by which a user, user group or business can be identified 
and established. 
 
One of the parameters to guide the Former Winchelsea Shire Hall Community Working Group is to ensure 
that any future use option complies with Council’s SCS-033 Use of Council Facilities Policy and SCS-034 
Property Use Agreements Policy. Both of these policies were adopted by Council in 2018 and incorporate 
the legal boundaries that Council is required to work within as a manager of public assets. 
 
Officer Direct or Indirect Interest 
No officer involved in the preparation of this report has any conflicts of interest. 
 
Risk Assessment 
No formal risk assessment has been undertaken to prepare this report. Risks considered and addressed in 
the development of the report include: 

 The development of a preferred option that is not owned by the local community. 

 Development of community working group options are not informed by community preferences. 

 Processes to establish future use of the facility do not comply with legal obligations or Council 
policies. 

 Failure to consider the purpose of the facility in the context of other facilities and services within the 
town. 

 If the current tenant does not agree to extend to 30 September 2019 there is a community 
expectation that Council will keep the facility open to allow community activities such as Morning 
Melodies to continue. Interim measures will be a consideration of the community working group if 
required.  

 Prioritising this work will impact the scheduling of other recreation and open space projects. 
 
Social Considerations 
A process that engages with the community is important when considering the future use of the Former Shire 
Hall, particularly due to the high importance of the building and existing level of interest in the matter.  
 
A level of sensitivity should be used when discussing this topic within the local community due to the 
potential loss of jobs for some local employees should the current tenant not wish to extend the lease.  
 
Community Engagement 
Extensive community engagement over the past three months has been undertaken to inform the 
recommendations within this report. Empowering the community through a collaborative working group to 
assist Council to make an informed decision will ensure an understanding all of the issues in play and a 
positive outcome is achieved.  
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Environmental Implications 
There are no environmental impacts associated with this project. 
 
Communication 
The Expression of Interest process for establishing the Former Winchelsea Shire Hall Community Working 
Group will be communicated through a variety of communication channels including: 

 Media release 

 Email database gained through consultation sessions and survey 

 Council website and community and Council social media platforms 

 Mail drop to the entire Township (951 houses based on rate payer database) 

 Sent to local community groups for dissemination to their members. 
Options 
Option 1 – Allocate $20,000 from the Accumulated Unallocated Cash Reserve to establishing a community 
working group to determine future use options for the Former Winchelsea Shire Hall and the engagement of 
an independent facilitator to work with the group. In addition offer a lease extension to the current tenant until 
30 September 2019. 
This option is recommended by officers as it is considered the most appropriate next step in determining the 
future use options for the Former Winchelsea Shire Hall. Establishment of a working group will ensure the 
community has ownership over any future decisions that are made in relation to the building and having an 
independent facilitator coordinate the group will give that group the best chance of succeeding.  
 
Offering a lease extension to the current tenant until 30 September 2019, if accepted, will allow the 
community to continue to utilise the facility in its current format whilst the preferred option is developed. 
 
Option 2 – Endorse the establishment of a community working group to determine future use options for the 
Former Winchelsea Shire Hall with Council officers to act as the group facilitator. In addition offer a lease 
extension to the current tenant until 30 September 2019. 
This option is not recommended by officers as not engaging a facilitator to independently coordinate the 
working group may result in residents not fully owning the outcome due to concerns Council has led the 
community to a predetermined outcome. It also places significant resource implications on Council and will 
result in the delay of other Council projects.  
 
Offering a lease extension to the current tenant until 30 September 2019, if accepted, will allow the 
community to continue to utilise the facility in its current format whilst the preferred option is developed. 
 
Option 3 – Acknowledge the feedback received by the community through the consultation sessions, surveys 
and listening post already held, and endorse a mixed use future use outcome for the Former Winchelsea 
Shire Hall to be further investigated by Council officers.  
This option is not recommended by officers as the option of mixed use can take the form of various models. 
Implementation of a working group will allow for further investigation of specific uses of the facility in 
partnership with the community. If Council does not implement a community-led approach to determine 
future use options the final solution may have reduced acceptance and an opportunity to trial a new 
approach to problem solving may have been missed. 
 
Conclusion 
Officers have received a variety of feedback about the future use of this important community building. There 
is a lack of consensus amongst respondents. The success of any solution implemented by Council rests on 
the community gaining a firm understanding of the opportunities and constraints for a public building such as 
this. Furthermore, acceptance that the best options have been examined requires community buy-in. This is 
best achieved by sharing the challenge with community through a working group that is well supported to 
provide local advice to the Council. This will take time and is relatively resource intensive. Accordingly, an 
extension of the current tenant’s lease is recommended.   
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APPENDIX 1 TERMS OF REFERENCE FORMER WINCHELSEA SHIRE HALL COMMUNITY 

WORKING GROUP  
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6.2 Former Winchelsea Shire Hall- Future Use 
 
APPENDIX 2 FORMER SHIRE HALL SURVEY DATA 2522019 REDACTED - TABLED COUNCIL 

MEETING - 26 FEBRUARY 2019  
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1.  PETITIONS & JOINT LETTERS 

Nil  
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2.  RESPONSIBLE & PLANNING AUTHORITIES 

Nil  
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3.  OFFICE OF THE CEO 

3.1 Workplace Health and Safety Report - February 2019 
 

Author’s Title: Co-ordinator WHS  General Manager: Chris Pike  

Department: People & Culture File No:  F17/309 

Division: Culture & Community Trim No:  IC19/223 

Appendix:  

Nil 

Officer Direct or Indirect Conflict of Interest: 

In accordance with Local Government Act 1989 – 
Section 80C: 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil 

Status: 

Information classified confidential in accordance with   
Local Government Act 1989 – Section 77(2)(c): 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil  

 
 

Purpose 
The purpose of this report is to present strategic and significant Workplace Health and Safety (WHS) issues 
to the Council.  
 

Summary 
The strategic and significant WHS issues relating to the period 12 January 2019 to 6 February 2019 are 
included in this report.   
 

Recommendation 
That Council notes the Workplace Health and Safety Report - February 2019. 
 
Council Resolution   
MOVED Cr Margot Smith, Seconded Cr Martin Duke  
That Council notes the Workplace Health and Safety Report - February 2019. 

CARRIED 9:0   
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3.1 Workplace Health and Safety Report - February 2019 
 

 

Report 
 
Background 

 
Council adopted the SCS-038 Councillor Workplace Health and Safety policy at its 27 November 2018 
ordinary meeting. The policy requires the Council to receive information regarding strategic or significant 
WHS issues to enable it to fulfil its responsibility to provide leadership on workplace health and safety issues. 

 
Council’s safety framework is comprised of the policies relating to health and safety, internal audit program, 
strategies to address key focus areas identified through the management review process and 
OHSMS18001/4801 certification. 
 
Strategic focus areas identified as part of Council’s safety framework are: 

 Occupational Violence & Aggression 

 Manual Handling 

 Mental Health 

 Incident & Hazard reporting. 
 
Discussion 
Current and emerging WHS issues relating to Council’s safety framework are detailed in Table 1 below: 
 
Table 1 – Safety Framework Issues 

Safety Framework element  Issues arising 

Policies & Procedures  Policy and procedure reviews in progress: SCS-014 Workplace 
Health & Safety, WHS 1.0 Issue Resolution, WHS 13.0 Legal 
Compliance, MPP 032 Asbestos Management 

Internal WHS Audit program  Two internal audits have been completed during February 

 No internal audits completed during January. 

Strategic Focus Areas 

 Occupational Violence & 
Aggression 

 Manual Handling 

 Mental Health 

 Incident & Hazard 
reporting rates 

 Risk management funding of $4400 obtained from workers 
compensation insurer to assess physical and psychosocial job 
demands for high intensity roles 

 Next Management review: 14 March 2019 

OHSMS18001/4801 Certification  Next audit due: 26 April 2019 

Table 2 – Other emerging WHS Issues 

Other emerging WHS issues are detailed in Table 2 below: 

Emerging Issues  Description 

Notifiable incidents (to WorkSafe)  No notifiable incidents were reported in the reporting period   

Reportable incidents (to police 
and/or other authorities) 

 No incidents were reported to authorities in the reporting period   

WorkSafe improvements  Two WorkSafe improvement notices relating to asbestos 
management were formally closed  

 
Financial Implications 
None 
 
Council Plan 
Theme 5 High Performing Council 
Objective 5.1 Ensure Council is financially sustainable and has the capability to deliver strategic objectives 
Strategy Select Strategy 
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3.1 Workplace Health and Safety Report - February 2019 
 

 

 
Policy/Legal Implications 
This report aligns with SCS-038 Councillor Workplace Health & Safety Policy. 
Officer Direct or Indirect Interest 
No officer involved in the preparation of this report has any conflicts of interest. 
 
Risk Assessment 
No risks have been identified. 
 
Social Considerations 
Not applicable 
 
Community Engagement 
Not applicable 
 
Environmental Implications 
Not applicable 
 
Communication 
Not applicable 
 
Options 
Option 1 – Note the Workplace Health & Safety report 
This option is recommended by officers as it demonstrates Council’s commitment to workplace health and 
safety and complies with the Councillor Workplace Health & Safety policy. 
 
Option 2 – Do not note the Workplace Health & Safety report 
This option is not recommended by officers as is contradictory to the procedures outlined in the Councillor 
Health and Safety policy. 
 
Conclusion 
It is recommended that Council notes the Workplace Health and Safety Report for February 2019. 
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4.  GOVERNANCE & INFRASTRUCTURE 

4.1 Project Budget Adjustments and Cash Reserve Transfers - February 2019  
 

Author’s Title: Coordinator Management Accounting  General Manager: Anne Howard  

Department: Finance File No:  F18/850 

Division: Governance & Infrastructure Trim No:  IC19/273 

Appendix:  

Nil  

Officer Direct or Indirect Conflict of Interest: 

In accordance with Local Government Act 1989 – 
Section 80C: 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil 

Status: 

Information classified confidential in accordance with   
Local Government Act 1989 – Section 77(2)(c): 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil  

 
 

Purpose 
The purpose of this report is to present the project budget adjustments and cash reserve transfers for 
Council approval. 
 

Summary 
The project budget adjustments relating to February 2019 are included in this report. All figures in this report 
are exclusive of GST.  
 

Recommendation 
That Council: 

1. Approves the Project Budget Adjustments outlined in Tables 1 to 4 in this report. 
2. Approves the following net change to cash reserves resulting from the project budget adjustments 

listed in this report: 

Funding Sources 
Transfers From/ 

(To) Reserve 

Accumulated Unallocated Cash Reserve 1,580 

Asset Renewal Reserve (174,710) 

Developer Contributions Reserve 200,000 

Waste Reserve 14,788 

Grand Total 41,658 
 

 

 
Council Resolution   
MOVED Cr Clive Goldsworthy, Seconded Cr Margot Smith  
That Council: 

1. Approves the Project Budget Adjustments outlined in Tables 1 to 4 in this report. 
2. Approves the following net change to cash reserves resulting from the project budget adjustments 

listed in this report: 

Funding Sources 
Transfers From/ 

(To) Reserve 

Accumulated Unallocated Cash Reserve 1,580 

Asset Renewal Reserve (174,710) 

Developer Contributions Reserve 200,000 

Waste Reserve 14,788 

Grand Total 41,658 
 

 
CARRIED 9:0   
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4.1 Project Budget Adjustments and Cash Reserve Transfers - February 2019  
 

 

Report 
 
Background 
Council allocates funding to projects through its annual budget or specific resolution. 
 
From time to time, situations arise whereby initial budgets need to be reconsidered to achieve their planned 
objectives and project scope. It is important that Council’s decisions to adjust project budgets are open and 
transparent to the community. Therefore any changes to project budgets or cash reserves are reported in a 
manner that demonstrates the diligence and transparency of the organisation’s financial management 
principles. 
 
Closure of projects is another important process for maintaining a well-managed program and involves 
financial review, asset management and project review activities. Projects reported for closure have been 
through Council’s project review and closure process. 
 
Discussion 
The following budget transfers, detailed in Table 1, are newly initiated projects. 
 
Table 1 – Newly Initiated Projects  

Project Name Funding Source Basis for Variation 
Project 

Allocation 
$ 

Fleet Management System 
Asset Renewal 
Reserve 

Council’s fleet management system is at 
the end of its life, and is now creating 
reporting errors that can’t be fixed as 
software is no longer supported by 
vendor. This project will replace the 
system and deliver enhancements. 

60,000 

Bellbrae Heart Space Sculpture 
Installation 

Accumulated 
Unallocated 
Cash Reserve 

The estimate for sculpture installation 
costs in the small grant application was 
based on assumed installation that has 
proven to not be practical and final 
installation will incur costs to address 
VicRoads requirements. The group finds 
itself facing exceptional circumstances 
that require additional funds. 

1,580 

Surf Coast Hwy / Coombes Rd 
Intersection - Design (RD03) 

Developer 
Contributions 
Reserve 

Design of traffic lights for the Surf Coast 
Highway and Coombes Road intersection 
using Torquay / Jan Juc Developer 
Contribution funds. 

200,000 

Inclusive Kindergarten 
Equipment Purchases 

Grant Funded 

Victorian Government grant agreement 
executed for Inclusive Kindergarten 
Facilities Program to purchase kinder 
equipment. 

19,305 

 
The following budget transfers, detailed in Table 2, are required where it has been identified that projects 
require adjustments to their approved budgets to allow achievement of project scope and objectives; or there 
is a request to adjust scope of project. 
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4.1 Project Budget Adjustments and Cash Reserve Transfers - February 2019  
 

 

Table 2 – Project Budgets Requiring Adjustment  

Project Name Funding Source Basis for Variation 
Project 

Allocation 
$ 

Stribling Reserve Terrace 
Renewal 

Asset Renewal 
Reserve 

Detailed design completed and 
engineers budget estimate greater than 
current project budget. Scope cannot be 
changed and still achieve desired 
outcomes. Actual cost is currently being 
market-tested through request for 
tenders but no contract will be awarded 
until the budget is re-set. 

150,000 

Anglesea Landfill Flare 
Maintenance 

Waste Reserve 

Contractor has reviewed requirements 
and found that the wiring and control 
panel needs to be upgraded to meet the 
new Australian regulations. 

58,000 

Anglesea Netball Club Shelters 
Contribution 
Funded 

Funding agreement signed with club for 
contribution to project. 

9,580 

Anglesea Netball Club Shelters 
Contribution 
Funded 

Club agreement to increase contribution 
to ensure budget adequate for scope 
requested. 

5,000 

Fischer Street (Zeally Bay Road 
to Highlander Road) - Renewal 

Asset Renewal 
Reserve 

Increased pavement construction 
requirements identified through design 
phase has resulted in higher cost 
estimate for works. Preferred option is 
to reduce the scope of the 2018-19 
project and deliver the remaining works 
as a new project in 2019-20. 

(262,600) 

Anglesea Recreation Sports 
Club - Asset Protection  

Contribution 
Funded 

Funding agreement with community 
amended to acknowledge additional 
community contribution to add security 
lighting to scope. 

693 

Economic Development 
Strategy 

Grant Funded 
Funding agreement with Victorian 
Government executed. 

195,000 

Asset Condition Audits 
Asset Renewal 
Reserve 

Seeking release of funds to undertake 
data capture and condition audit of 
Council's Water Sensitive Urban Design 
drainage features. 

75,000 

Great Ocean Road Bus 
Terminus 

Grant Funded 

Contribution from PTV confirmed to 
cover additional scope costs to locate 
the bus terminus on the Great Ocean 
Road, rather than the initial location on 
Strathmore Drive. 

10,500 

 
The following budget transfers detailed in Table 3 represent projects that have been successfully completed 
and are presented to Council for acknowledgement. Where unexpended funds remain they are returned to 
the source of funding as per Council’s business practices. If the source of funds is the Accumulated 
Unallocated Reserve, the funds are returned to the Project Savings Account during the year and at the end 
of the year the balance of the Project Savings Account will be returned to the Accumulated Unallocated 
Reserve. 
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4.1 Project Budget Adjustments and Cash Reserve Transfers - February 2019  
 

 

Table 3 – Projects to be closed 

Project Name Funding Source Basis for Variation 
Project 

Allocation 
$ 

Anglesea Landfill Composting 
Area D&C 

Waste Reserve 
Scope complete. Savings and 
contingency to be returned to source. 

(43,212) 

Connewarre Equestrian Facility 
Rehabilitation 

Project Savings 
Account 

Project complete and savings can be 
returned to source. 

(1,800) 

Winchelsea Town Centre 
Beautification 

Project Savings 
Account 

Scope complete and savings to be 
transferred to Winchelsea Sculptures 
Project W8394. Projects are linked by 
grant funds to be acquitted together. 

(1,165) 

DAMP Implementation - All 
Terrain Vehicle and Bikes 

Project Savings 
Account 

Equipment purchases complete. Savings 
to be returned to source. 

(14,607) 

Hesse Street Renewal (Princes 
Hwy to End) 

Asset Renewal 
Reserve 

Scope complete and savings to be 
returned to source. 

(20,104) 

Anglesea Arthouse Internal 
Refurbishment 

Asset Renewal 
Reserve 

Scope complete and savings to be 
returned to source. Life of Project 
budget $20K and actual cost $18,799. 
2018/19 carry forward of $1,201 not 
required. 

(1,201) 

Anglesea Arthouse Sheds 
Renewal 

Asset Renewal 
Reserve 

Scope complete and savings can be 
returned to source. Life of Project 
budget $295,286 and actual cost of 
$294, 684. Contingency carry forward 
$5,433 unused. 

(6,035) 

Winchelsea Former Shire Hall 
Roof Replacement 

Asset Renewal 
Reserve 

Scope complete and savings to be 
returned to source. 

(2,075) 

 
The following budget transfers detailed in Table 4 represent projects, that due to exceptional circumstances, 
the Chief Executive Officer has approved project budget adjustments that now require Council ratification. 
 
Table 4 – Ratification of CEO Approved Transfers 

Project Name Funding Source Basis for Variation 
Project 

Allocation 
$ 

Cape Otway Road Bridge 
Strengthening 

Grant Funded Fixing Country Roads Grant funding. 172,236 

Cape Otway Road Bridge 
Strengthening 

Asset Renewal 
Reserve 

Fixing Country Roads Grant funding. (167,695) 
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4.1 Project Budget Adjustments and Cash Reserve Transfers - February 2019  
 

 

Table 5 – Accumulated Unallocated Cash Reserve Movement 

Accumulated Unallocated Cash 

Reserve 

2018-19 

$'000 

2019-20 

$'000 

2020-21 

$'000 

2021-22 

$'000 

Opening Balance        5,018            606            252          (210) 

Budgeted Annual Surplus/(Deficit)           159          (449)         (462)         (500) 

Allocations through Adopted Budget         (566)              -                 -                 -    

Transfer for Digital Transformation      (2,500)         (730)              -                 -    

Transfer for Recreation and Open Space              -             825               -                 -    

Net Allocations During Year      (1,505)              -                 -                 -    

February Net Allocations Proposed             (2)                 -                 -                 -    

Closing Balance *          605           252         (210)        (709) 

* Note includes budgeted annual surplus/(deficit) as per Adopted Budget 2018-19. 
 

Table 6 – Allocations during current financial year 

Accumulated Unallocated Cash Reserve 
2018-19 

$'000 

Net Allocations During Year   

July 2018 - Anglesea Bike Path             (6) 

July 2018 - Cairns Military Remembrance Winchelsea           (30) 

July 2018 - Torquay Town Centre Project Grant Submission            20) 

July 2018 - Torquay Town Centre Project      (1,000) 

July 2018 - Eastern Reserve Land Purchase         (720) 

August 2018 - Djila Tjarri Skate Bowl Leak Investigation           (80) 

August 2018 - Stribling Reserve Stair Renewal             (7) 

August 2018 - Surf Coast Soccer Club Pavilion Project - Community Project           (30) 

August 2018 - Winchelsea Entrance Sculptures         (127) 

September 2018 - Natural Disaster Financial Assistance - Emergency Response           115  

September 2018 - Natural Disaster Financial Assistance - Asset Restoration           (28) 

September 2018 - Winchelsea Flagpole Lighting              (5) 

September 2018 - Community Project Development Program Investigations           (18) 

September 2018 - Rural Hinterland Strategy             (8) 

September 2018 - Sale of Hendy Main Road Mount Moriac Blocks           663  

October 2018 - Positive Ageing Service Review               () 

October 2018 - Records Management Program - BC 17/18             (2) 

October 2018 - Rural Hinterland Strategy           (10) 

November 2018 - Modewarre Cricket Training Facility            (30) 

November 2018 - RACV Water Harvesting Agreement Licence             (4) 

November 2018 - Stribling Reserve Stadium Ventilation           (40) 

November 2018 - Anglesea Cricket Pavilion Upgrade Stage 1           (61) 

January 2019 - Mt Moriac Depot Rehabilitation Stage 1           (13) 

January 2019 - Bellbrae School Second Crossing             (5) 
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4.1 Project Budget Adjustments and Cash Reserve Transfers - February 2019  
 

 

January 2019 - Great Ocean Road Regional Tourism - Centenary Celebration           (25) 

January 2019 - Alcohol and Other Drug Action Plan 2018-2021           (15) 

Net Allocations (From)/To     (1,505) 

    

February Net Allocations Proposed 

 
Bellbrae Heart Space Sculpture Installation (2) 

February Net Allocations (From)/To            (2)    

 
 

Financial Implications 
The proposed Project Budget Adjustments and Cash Reserve Transfers are outlined in this Report. Through 
this report all financial implications of the project budget adjustments and cash reserve transfers are clearly 
and transparently presented to Council and the community. 
 
Council Plan 
Theme 5 High Performing Council 
Objective 5.1 Ensure Council is financially sustainable and has the capability to deliver strategic objectives 
Strategy 5.1.1 Establish long-term financial principles and incorporate into the long-term financial plan 
 
Policy/Legal Implications 
Not applicable. 
 
Officer Direct or Indirect Interest 
No officer involved in the preparation of this report has any conflicts of interest. 
 
Risk Assessment 
Not applicable. 
 
Social Considerations 
Not applicable. 
 
Community Engagement 
Not applicable. 
 
Options 
Option 1 – Not approve transfers as recommended 
This option is not recommended because transfers are necessary to allow ongoing delivery and closure of 
projects, and have been through a series of governance checks. 
 
Option 2 – Adopt officer recommendation 
This option is recommended by officers as the project budgets and cash reserve transfers supports 
implementations of Council’s strategies. 
 
Environmental Implications 
Not applicable. 
 
Communication 
Not applicable. 
 
Conclusion 
It is recommended that Council approve the Project Budget Adjustments and Cash Reserve Transfers for 
February 2019 and ratify the project budget adjustments relating to the finalisation of accounts for the prior 
year.  
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4.2 Performance Reporting (Council Plan Incorporating the Health and Wellbeing Plan, and 
LGPRF Indicators) 31 December 2018 Year-to-Date 

 

Author’s Title: Coordinator Governance & Corporate 
Planning  

General Manager: Anne Howard  

Department: Governance & Risk File No:  F16/850 

Division: Governance & Infrastructure Trim No:  IC18/2039 

Appendix:  

1. Council Plan (Incorporating the Health and Wellbeing Plan) 2017- 21, Year Two Action Plan 
(D18/60540)    

2. Council Plan 2017-21 6 Month Progress Snapshot to December 2018 (D19/17163)    

3. Council Plan 2017-21 Strategic Indicators December 2018 Year-to-Date Performance (D19/14866)    

4. LGPRF Service Indicators - December 2018 Year-to-Date (D19/14857)     

Officer Direct or Indirect Conflict of Interest: 

In accordance with Local Government Act 1989 – 
Section 80C: 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil 

Status: 

Information classified confidential in accordance with   
Local Government Act 1989 – Section 77(2)(c): 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil  

 
 

Purpose 
The purpose of this report is to present to Council the 2018-19 December progress report against key 
strategic plans including the Council Plan (incorporating the Health and Wellbeing Plan) 2017-2021 and the 
Local Government Performance Reporting Indicators (LGPRF) as per statutory reporting requirements. 
 

Summary 
The Governance and Management Checklist contained in the Local Government (Planning and Reporting) 
Regulations 2014 specifies performance reporting requirements against the Council Plan and service 
performance reporting requirements referred to in section 131 of the Local Government Act 1989.  
 
Council adopted the Council Plan (incorporating the Health and Wellbeing Plan) 2017–2021 in June 2017 
and adopted an annual action plan to deliver strategies contained in the Plan in July 2018, refer appendix 1. 
 
The December year-to-date performance report against the Council Plan action plan adopted by Council in 
July 2018 is attached at appendix 2.  
 
The December year-to-date performance report against the strategic indicators contained in the Council Plan 
(incorporating the Health and Wellbeing Plan) 2017–2021 is attached at appendix 3. 
 
December year-to-date against the service performance indicators contained in the Local Government 
(Planning and Reporting) Regulations 2014 is attached at appendix 4. 
 

Recommendation 
That Council receives and notes the December 2018 year-to-date performance reports for the: 

1. Council Plan (incorporating the Health and Wellbeing Plan) 2017–2021 actions and strategic 
indicators, refer appendices two and three. 

2. Local Government (Planning and Reporting) Regulations 2014 service performance indicators, refer 
appendix 4. 

 
Council Resolution   
MOVED Cr Martin Duke, Seconded Cr Margot Smith  
That Council receives and notes the December 2018 year-to-date performance reports for the: 

1. Council Plan (incorporating the Health and Wellbeing Plan) 2017–2021 actions and strategic 
indicators, refer appendices two and three. 

2. Local Government (Planning and Reporting) Regulations 2014 service performance indicators, refer 
appendix 4. 

CARRIED 9:0   
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4.2 Performance Reporting (Council Plan Incorporating the Health and Wellbeing Plan, and 

LGPRF Indicators) 31 December 2018 Year-to-Date 
 

 

Report 

Background 
The Governance and Management Checklist contained at Schedule One of the Local Government (Planning 
and Reporting) Regulations 2014 requires Council to confirm that: 

1. Council has a Performance Reporting Framework in place and the date of effect (Item 16) 
2. Council receives a report reviewing the performance of the Council against the Council Plan, 

including the results in relation to the strategic indicators, for the first six months of the financial year 
(Item 17) 

3. Council receives six-monthly reports measuring results against financial and non-financial 
performance, including the performance indicators referred to in section 131 of the Local 
Government Act 1989 (Item 20). 

 
Discussion 
Council adopted the Council Plan (incorporating the Health and Wellbeing Plan) 2017–2021 in June 2017.  
 
The Plan contains five themes, each of which includes a number of strategic objectives and strategies.  
 
An annual action plan to deliver the strategies in the Council Plan was adopted in July 2018. A statistical 
summary of the December year-to-date results in delivering against the action plan is included below. 
 
Table 1 – Six-monthly progress for actions  

Themes & Objective  Strategies 
2018 – 2019 

Actions #1 
Progress 

Community Wellbeing    

a) Support people to participate in and contribute 
to community life 

3 12 12    

b) Support people to be healthy and active 4 6 5   1 

c) Improve community safety 2 2 2    

d) Provide support for people in need 4 7 7    

Environmental Leadership    

e) Drive the use of renewable energy 2 2 2    

f) Improve the re-use of resources  4 10 10    

g) Support local food production 1 1 1    

h) Retain and enhance rural land for appropriate 
and sustainable use 

3 4 4    

Balancing Growth    

i) Ensure infrastructure is in place to support 
existing communities and provide for growth 

6 19 19    

j) Strengthen township boundaries and support 
unique township character 

3 3 1   2 

k) Understand and manage the impact of 
population and visitation growth in 
neighbouring municipalities and our own shire 

4 5 5    

Vibrant Economy    

l) Support the creation and retention of jobs in 
existing and new businesses to meet the needs 
of a growing community 

4 7 6   1 

m) Facilitate high quality events throughout the 
year 

1 4 4    

n) Strengthen the vitality of town centres 1 2 2    

o) Support key industry sectors such as surfing, 
tourism, home-based, construction and rural 

4 10 10    
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LGPRF Indicators) 31 December 2018 Year-to-Date 
 

 

Themes & Objective  Strategies 
2018 – 2019 

Actions #1 
Progress 

businesses 

High Performing Council    

p) Ensure Council is financially sustainable and 
has the capability to deliver strategic objectives 

4 5 5    

q) Ensure that Council decision-making is 
balanced and transparent and the community 
is involved and informed 

3 4 4    

r) Provide quality customer service that is 
convenient, efficient, timely and responsive 

5 7 5   2 

s) Ensure the community has access to the 
services they need 

4 5 5    

December year-to-date 62 115 109   6 

 
Note #1: 2018 – 2019 actions endorsed by Council on 24 July 2018 

 
Legend 

Work in progress Met or exceeded Not met No action 2017 -18 

    

 
A high level summary report against the annual action plan is attached at appendix 2. 
 
The Plan also includes 10 strategic indicators as the basis of measuring Council’s performance in improving 
important outcomes for the community. A summary of Councils performance against the strategic indicators 
contained in the Plan is included at appendix 3. 
 
The December year-to-date Service Performance report against the LGPRF indicators contained in the Local 
Government (Planning & Reporting) Regulations 2014 is attached at appendix 4. A number of cost indicators 
are not able to be reliably reported against until 30 June 2019 due to the requirement for end of year 
financial results. 
 
Financial Implications 
There are no additional direct costs associated with performance reporting. 
 
Council Plan 
Theme 5 High Performing Council 
Objective Nil 
Strategy Nil 
 
Policy/Legal Implications 
This report complies with the Local Government Act 1989 and Local Government (Planning and Reporting) 
Regulations 2014. 
 
Officer Direct or Indirect Interest 
No officer involved in the preparation of this report has any conflicts of interest. 
 
Risk Assessment 
There is a reputational risk to Council if it does not comply with its legislative obligations. 
 
Social Considerations 
Ensuring performance against strategies and measures is reported ensures transparency and public 
accountability. 
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LGPRF Indicators) 31 December 2018 Year-to-Date 
 

 

Community Engagement 
Considerable community engagement was undertaken in the development of the Council Plan 2017 – 2021. 
Council’s progress in delivering the strategies and reporting its performance against the measures will be 
presented to a public Council meeting six-monthly and reported in the Surf Coast Shire Annual Report each 
year. 
 
Environmental Implications 
There are no specific environmental implications associated with this report. Reports are made available to 
the public and other stakeholders electronically via the Surf Coast Shire website. 
 
Communication 
This report will be incorporated into Council minutes and made available to the public and other stakeholders 
via the Surf Coast Shire website www.surfcoast.vic.gov.au. 
 
Options 
Option 1 – Council does not receive and not this report 
This option is not recommended by officers as it is contrary to the requirements of the Local Government 
(Planning and Reporting) Regulations 2014. 
 
Option 2 – Council defers receiving and noting this report 
This option is not recommended by officers as performance reporting is most useful when it is timely. 
 
Option 3 – Council receives and notes this report 
This option is recommended by officers as this would support the timely consideration of December year-to-
date performance results and open and transparent reporting to the community. 
 
Conclusion 
This report provides information on Council’s performance in delivering against the 2017-2021 Council Plan 
strategies and strategic indicators endorsed by Council in July 2018 and the strategic indicators contained in 
the Local Government (Performance Reporting) Framework 2014. Together these will provide a transparent 
reporting mechanism to the community in relation to Council’s performance. 
 

http://www.surfcoast.vic.gov.au/
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APPENDIX 1 COUNCIL PLAN (INCORPORATING THE HEALTH AND WELLBEING PLAN) 2017- 21, 

YEAR TWO ACTION PLAN  
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APPENDIX 2 COUNCIL PLAN 2017-21 6 MONTH PROGRESS SNAPSHOT TO DECEMBER 2018  
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APPENDIX 3 COUNCIL PLAN 2017-21 STRATEGIC INDICATORS DECEMBER 2018 YEAR-TO-

DATE PERFORMANCE  
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APPENDIX 4 LGPRF SERVICE INDICATORS - DECEMBER 2018 YEAR-TO-DATE  
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4.3 Quarterly Report - Road Management Activities - October to December 2018 
 

Author’s Title: Manager Engineering Services  General Manager: Anne Howard  

Department: Engineering Services File No:  F18/1655 

Division: Governance & Infrastructure Trim No:  IC19/180 

Appendix:  

Nil 

Officer Direct or Indirect Conflict of Interest: 

In accordance with Local Government Act 1989 – 
Section 80C: 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil 

Status: 

Information classified confidential in accordance with   
Local Government Act 1989 – Section 77(2)(c): 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil  

 
 

Purpose 
The purpose of this report is to provide Council and the community with an overview of key road 
management activities carried out during the period October to December 2018. The purpose is to provide 
information on road management metrics and outcomes rather than seek direction or decision from Council 
at this time. 
 

Summary 
The report provides Council with information for this period relating to: 

 Compliance with the Road Management Plan 

 Overview of maintenance activities 

 Overview of key capital works activities 

 Road safety program implementation. 
 
The report also provides some information on planned works for the current quarter. 
 
The information contained in this report supports a conclusion that Council is performing well against the 
service levels in the Road Management Plan, albeit not achieving 100% compliance at this time.  
 
Key performance metrics against the Road Management Plan include: 

 92% of reactive inspections (arising from customer contact) were completed within target timeframes 

 100% of programmed inspections (scheduled by Council) were completed within target timeframes  

 99.6% of completed tasks to repair defects were completed within target timeframes  

 95% of open tasks to repair defects are still within target timeframes. 
 
The information also outlines a range of activities underway across the network with some key observations 
that include: 

 Almost half of customer contact relates to the unsealed road network 

 97.5% of completed tasks to repair defects that sit outside of the RMP (were completed within the 
timeframes set in the Service Level Agreement) 

 Annual maintenance activities are progressing and an action plan has been developed to use the 
additional unsealed road funding in areas to improve customer service and improved quality of work 

 The 2018-19 Resheet and Reseal Programs are underway and will deliver works across most of the 
municipality this financial year 

 The 2018-19 Road Safety Program is underway with works including both infrastructure and driver 
education activities. 
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Recommendation 
That Council: 

1. Notes the performance against the timeframes set in the Road Management Plan; and 
2. Notes that a range of other road management activities are underway across the municipality. 

 
Council Resolution   
MOVED Cr Carol McGregor, Seconded Cr David Bell  
That Council: 

1. Notes the performance against the timeframes set in the Road Management Plan; and 
2. Notes that a range of other road management activities are underway across the municipality. 

CARRIED 9:0   
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Report 
 
Background 
Council is responsible for approximately 1,062 kms of the local road network, comprising both sealed and 
unsealed roads in urban and rural areas. Council is continuing to work on an integrated management system 
for road-related activities, as outlined in Figure 1 below. 
 

Figure 1 – Integrated Road Management System Overview 
 

 
 
This quarterly activity report has been prepared to provide information regarding a range of road-related 
activities with a focus on outcomes and achievements against key objectives where they have been set. 
 
Discussion 
The report has been broken down into a number of sections to assist with the presentation of the information. 
 
1. Road Management Plan Overview 
Council’s primary obligations, powers and functions as a road authority are founded in the Road 
Management Act 2004. The Road Management Plan (RMP) is an important document through which Council 
demonstrates how it will meet its duty of care to road users, in particular the service levels relating to the 
inspection, repair and maintenance of roads and footpaths. 
 
Council responds to issues raised by customers through reactive inspections. Council also has a program of 
proactive inspections across the network based on a risk management approach. If the inspections identify 
defects or hazards that exceed the intervention levels set through the RMP, the defect is scheduled for 
repair. The process for inspections and repairs is shown in Figure 2 below. 

 
Figure 2 – Inspection and Repair of Roads - Process Overview 
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The RMP sets out the service levels relating to timeframes and intervention levels for most road-related 
defects. The following datasets (figures 3, 5 and 6) present performance against the three activities outlined 
in the process diagram above. 
 
Customer requests are registered as CRM’s for tracking and performance measurement. Performance 
against the service levels set in the RMP for these inspections is shown in Figure 3 below. 
 

Figure 3 – Compliance of Proactive Inspections with the RMP Service Levels 

    
 
Figure 3 indicates that of the 362 inspections arising from customer requests, 332 (i.e. 92%) were completed 
within the target timeframes.  
 
Six reactive inspection tasks are still to be completed of which three were already overdue at the end of the 
period. 
 
Figure 4 provides information about the type of issue raised by customers during the period. 
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Figure 4 – Types of issues raised by customers in the period 

 
 
Over half of the customer requests relate to unsealed roads. Council undertakes routine road inspections on 
a schedule set through the RMP. These inspections are grouped into three geographic areas of the 
municipality. Some roads may be inspected more than once in the period, while others may be inspected on 
a cycle that is outside of this period. The length of roads inspected is detailed in the Table 1. 
 
Table 1 – Compliance of Proactive Inspections with the RMP Service Levels 

Zone July - Sept 

 
Inspections Length(km) 

Inspections 
within time 

Inspections 
overdue 

Road - Torquay 1359    426  1359 0 

Road - Lorne 396    132 396 0 

Road - Winchelsea 332    345  332 0 

Footpath - Torquay 726      97  726 0 

Footpath - Lorne 32      4 32 0 

Footpath - Winchelsea 50     7 50 0 

Totals 2895 1011 2895 0 

 
All programmed inspections were completed within the timeframes set in the RMP. 
 
Council has established different timeframes for the repair of different types of defects, e.g. pot holes and 
missing signs have different timeframes. The target timeframes apply consistently regardless of whether the 
defect is identified through a reactive inspection (i.e. initiated by customer) or proactive inspection (i.e. 
through Council’s routine inspections). 
 
Figure 5 details compliance with the timeframes for repair of defects as set in the RMP. 
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Figure 5 – Compliance of Repair of Defects with the RMP Service Levels 

 
 

Of the 539 defects repaired in the period, 537 of these were completed within the target timeframes in the 
RMP, representing 99.6% of completed tasks. 
 
Of the 221 defects identified and programmed but still to be repaired at the end of the period, 210 of the 
tasks are still within the target timeframes, representing 95%. 
 
While the majority of safety–related defects are detailed in the RMP, there are a number of activities that are 
delivered through a separate Service Level Agreement (SLA). Compliance against these timeframes are 
presented in Figure 6 below. 
 

Figure 6 – Compliance of Repair of Defects with the SLA Service Levels 

 
 

Of the 531 tasks that relate to the SLA rather than the RMP, 489 were completed within the target 
timeframes in the RMP, representing 92.1% of completed tasks. 
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2. Maintenance Activities  
Council undertakes a range of routine maintenance activities each year, with an overview of key activities 
highlighted below: 

a. Dust Suppression Program 
Data is currently being collected to determine the program for 2018-19 with a planned 
commencement in December before the summer period when dust becomes an increased 
concern. 

b. Line Marking 
The line marking program has commenced with 46% of the program now complete. 

c. Unsealed Road Grading Program 
Council has continued its grading program in accordance with its inspection program. Proactive 
pavement shaping and drain cleaning has been carried out on a number of roads. 

d. Unsealed Roads Action Plan 
Council increased its budget allocation by $150k this financial year, primarily to respond to a 
decline in community satisfaction in the Winchelsea Ward with Council’s management of unsealed 
roads.  
 
An action plan has been developed in response to the issues raised over the preceding 6-12 
months and the additional resources will be focussed on improving customer liaison, increased 
checking on the quality of work completed and improving maintenance outcomes through 
additional compaction equipment. 
 

3. Capital Works Activities 
a. Unsealed Roads Resheet Program 

Council undertakes cyclic reviews of the overarching condition of all of its assets including sealed 
and unsealed roads. These inspections are focussed on structural integrity of the road assets rather 
than the day-to-day condition. The asset condition assessments may identify where an asset can no 
longer support intended service without excessive maintenance costs. These roads become asset 
renewal candidates with unsealed roads being resheeted through importing, placing and compacting 
new rock material.  
 

The roads identified for the 2018-19 resheet program are listed in Table 2. Preparation has 
commenced on a number of these projects which includes drain cleaning, vegetation management 
and formation shaping. 

 

Table 2 - Resheet Program 2018-19 

Road Section 

Roads completed this quarter  

Prices Road  End of Seal at Noels Road to Wormbete Station Road 

Gum Flats Road  Bald Hills Road To Otway Forest Park 

Bambra-Boonah Road  From Ch 8000m To Ch 8870m 

Kildean Road  Floodway  To Ingleby Road 

Hesse Street Reserve 

Roads still to be completed during the balance of the year 

Lorne Avenue  Roadknight Street To John Street 

Blackgate Road  Ghazeepore Rd To Anglesea Road 

Erskine Falls Road  290m past Erskine Falls Access Road to 245m past No.985 

Willowite Road Rail Crossing To Mt Duneed Road 

Benwerrin-Mt Sabine Road  Erskine Falls Road for 1000 metres 

Benwerrin-Mt Sabine Road  1000m either side of Delaney Road 

Otway Street  Access road to car park on Riverbank 

Gosney Street  Princes Highway To Mousley Road 

Pearse Road  From No 36 to McConachy Road 

Mawson Avenue  Noble Street To Nr Holmwood Ave 

Romaro Street  Smithers Street To Dorman Street 

Sincocks Road  Deans Marsh/Lorne Road To End 

Grove Road  Unnamed Road Reserve To Erskine Falls Road 
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Barreet Lane Deans Marsh Lorne to Pennyroyal Station Road 

Broadbent Road  200 metres 

Francis Lane  Francis Street To End 

Myrtle Lane Access laneway to Lialeeta Road 

Broadbent Road  Last 150m of road 
 

b. Reseal Program 
Road seals also undergo asset condition assessments to identify asset renewal candidates. The 
roads included in Table 3 are identified in the 2018-19 program. Preparation has commenced on a 
number of projects with patching, regulation of pavements, shoulder maintenance, drain clearing and 
vegetation management. 

 

Table 3 – Reseal Program 2018-19 

Road  Section 

Roads completed this quarter  

Buckley Road South  Princes Hwy to Atkins Road 

Horseshoe Bend Road Blackgate Road to South Beach Road 

Roads still to be completed during the balance of the year 

Blackgate Road Minya Road to Horseshoe Bend Road 

Smith Street  Albert Street To Armytage Street 

Summerhills Avenue  Hazel Street To Nr Skyline Court 

Alpha Terrace  Minapre Street To Howard Street 

Boundary Road  Intersection seal at Gilbert Street 

Hesse Street  Armytage Street To Princes Hwy 

Menczer Lane  Stuart Ave To Princes 

Fernald Avenue Mawson St To Murray Street 

Grays Road Flaxbournes Road to Forest Road 

Point Addis Road  Change of Seal To Car Park Entrance 

 
c. New Works and Network upgrades 

Work has almost been finalised on the Horseshoe Bend pavement rehabilitation and shoulder 
sealing project. There is still some minor drainage works and guard rail to finalise on this project. A 
final seal will be laid in the next financial year. 

 
Work will commence on Buckley Road North and Cressy Road in the next quarter. Design work is 
complete on the Gnarwarre Road project, with proposed works to include culvert sleeving and 
extension and embankment stabilisation. It is anticipated that this project will be tendered in the third 
quarter of this financial year. 

 
4. Road Safety Program 
Council has developed a Road Safety Strategy with key partners to guide safety-related activities over a four 
year period. An overview of activities is provided below: 
a. Capital Improvements  

 Sealing of part of Bambra Cemetery road will be finalised in the 3
rd

 Quarter to increase road safety. 

 Designs have been completed for The Esplanade and Bell Street pedestrian and traffic 
improvements. This project will be delivered in the 4

th
 Quarter of the year. 

 Implementation of Road Safety Audit recommendations on Erskine Falls and Ghazeepore Roads in 
3

rd
 quarter. 

 
b. Program Development  

 Road Safety Audits have been undertaken on high accident site – Vickery’s and Gundry’s Road 

 Guard rail installation on Mount Duneed and Barrabool Road. 

 Development of Camp Road Pedestrian Crossing improvements. 

 Signage and line marking at Anglesea School. 

 Road Safety Audit undertaken at Torquay Coast Primary school and Deans Marsh Primary School 

 Darian Road pedestrian crossing improvements being planned. 

 Gilbert Street Precinct Speed Limit reduction to 40kph being planned. 
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c. Education and Awareness 
Council has recognised that its role in road safety extends beyond the provision and maintenance if 
infrastructure. Education is an important element in assisting road users to be safe. Council has a mobile 
speed detection trailer to advice drivers of their speed.  
 
The speed trailer has been deployed to the following locations during this period to provide road safety 
messaging. 
 

Table 4 – Speed Trailer locations during period 

Area Location 

Aireys Inlet Bambra Road 

Torquay Sands Boulevard 

Torquay Pacific Drive 

Torquay St Georges Way 

Anglesea 
Cameron Road Car Park – Display for new 4hour 
parking 

Torquay Marine Drive 

Anglesea Tenth Avenue – Christmas Period 

Jan Juc Torquay Boulevard 

 
The speed education campaign for various high speed roads will continue to be implemented over the 
remainder of year.  
 
To strengthen the education process a speed education flier developed and deployment of speed trailer to 
be followed by Police enforcement. 
Other education activities planned and underway include: 

 Centreline Installation on key corridors aimed at reducing speed through requiring vehicles to stay 
within their lane 

 Education campaigns on speed, fatigue, alcohol, and trial bike will be delivered. 

 A Wiser Driver Course was delivered at Anglesea Community House 

 Co-ordination with Vicroads and Parks Victoria on motorcycle messaging on key trailhead access 
points. A meeting was held in December about co-ordinating the messaging. 

 
Financial Implications 
There is no financial implication with the recommendation contained in this report. 
 
Council Plan 
Theme 3 Balancing Growth 
Objective 3.2 Ensure infrastructure is in place to support existing communities and provide for growth 
Strategy 3.2.4 Ensure appropriate funding mechanisms are in place to support future growth including 

developer contributions  
 
Theme 3 Balancing Growth 
Objective 3.4 Understand and manage the impact of population and visitation growth in neighbouring 

municipalities and our own shire 
Strategy 3.4.4 Explore the impact of increased traffic on the road network including inland transport 

routes  
Theme 5 High Performing Council 
Objective 5.2 Ensure that Council decision-making is balanced and transparent and the community is 

involved and informed 
Strategy 5.2.3 Use technology to make Council decision-making more accessible 
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Policy/Legal Implications 
The report provides information about Council’s performance against the Road Management Plan. There are 
no other policy or legislative implications identified. 
 
Officer Direct or Indirect Interest 
No officer involved in the preparation of this report has any conflicts of interest. 
 
Risk Assessment 
The report has no risk implications. 
 
Social Considerations 
The report has no social implications. 
 
Community Engagement 
Management of the road network includes a variety of activities, many of which are not visible across the 
whole community. Council will seek opportunities to provide the community with an increased understanding 
of the broad range of activities that are undertaken, and this report provides some information about this. 
 
Environmental Implications 
The report has no environmental implications. 
 
Communication 
The report is a public document that can be accessed through Council’s website and may be promoted 
through media and social media. Officers will also draw the report to the attention of Moriac Community 
Network group and other community-based groups that have demonstrated an ongoing interest in road 
management matters. 
 
Options 
Option 1 – Endorse the officer’s recommendation  
This option is recommended by officers because it is consistent with the purpose of the report, which is to 
provide information on road management metrics and outcomes rather than seek direction or decision from 
Council at this time. 
 
Option 2 – Not endorse the officer’s recommendation  
This option is not recommended by officers because alternative decisions may not relate to the purpose of 
the report and therefore may not have required information available at this time. 
 
Conclusion 
The information contained in this report supports a conclusion that Council is performing well against the 
service levels in the Road Management Plan, albeit not achieving 100% compliance at this time. 
 
The information also demonstrates that Council has a range of activities underway across the network that 
relate to both infrastructure management and driver education. 
 
Key performance metrics against the Road Management Plan include: 

 94% of reactive inspections (arising from customer contact) were completed within the timeframes 
set in the Road Management Plan (refer to Figure 3) 

 100% of programmed inspections (scheduled by Council) were completed within the timeframes set 
in the Road Management Plan (refer to Table 1) 

 99.5% of completed tasks to repair defects were completed within the timeframes set in the Road 
Management Plan (refer to Figure 5) 

 95% of open tasks to repair defects are still within the timeframes set in the Road Management Plan 
(refer to Figure 5). 
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Other observations include: 

 Almost half of customer contact relates to the unsealed road network 

 92.1% of completed tasks to repair defects that sit outside of the RMP(were completed within the 
timeframes set in the Service Level Agreement (refer to Figure 6) 

 Annual maintenance activities are progressing and an action plan has been developed to use the 
additional unsealed road funding in areas to improve customer service and improved quality of work 

 The 2018-19 Resheet and Reseal Programs are underway and will deliver works across most of the 
Shire this financial year 

 The 2018-19 Road Safety Program is underway with works including both infrastructure and driver 
education activities. 
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Author’s Title: Manager Engineering Services  General Manager: Anne Howard  

Department: Engineering Services File No:  F18/1036 

Division: Governance & Infrastructure Trim No:  IC19/274 

Appendix:  

Nil 

Officer Direct or Indirect Conflict of Interest: 

In accordance with Local Government Act 1989 – 
Section 80C: 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil 

Status: 

Information classified confidential in accordance with   
Local Government Act 1989 – Section 77(2)(c): 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil  

 
 

Purpose 
The purpose of this report is to seek Council’s consent to lodge a number of applications to the Fixing 
Country Roads Round 2. 
 

Summary 
Application for round 2 of the Fixing Country Roads program are now open and Council officers have 
developed a list of potential projects to be able to submit to Regional Roads Victoria for consideration. These 
candidates have been developed from Council Road Safety Program and the G21 Regional Roads 
Transport Plan 
 

Recommendation 
That Council:  

1. Authorises the General Manager Governance and Infrastructure to lodge and pursue Fixing Country 
Roads funding applications for the following projects: 

1.1 Horseshoe Bend Road Culvert replacement and improvements, for an estimated project cost 
of $900,000; 

1.2 Coombes Road rehabilitation and widening, for an estimated project cost of $830,000; 
1.3 Sealing of Messmate Road for an estimated cost of $900,000; 
1.4 Forest Road rehabilitation (item 5 & 7 combined) for an estimated cost $450,000; 

2. Approves the sources of leverage funds proposed in Table 1 within this report for any successful 
applications. 

3. Authorises the Chief Executive Officer to sign Fixing Country Roads funding agreements on behalf of 
Council for any application that is successful. 

 
Council Resolution   
MOVED Cr Carol McGregor, Seconded Cr Libby Coker  
That Council:  

1. Authorises the General Manager Governance and Infrastructure to lodge and pursue Fixing Country 
Roads funding applications for the following projects: 

1.1 Horseshoe Bend Road Culvert replacement and improvements, for an estimated project cost 
of $900,000; 

1.2 Coombes Road rehabilitation and widening, for an estimated project cost of $830,000; 
1.3 Sealing of Messmate Road for an estimated cost of $900,000; 
1.4 Forest Road rehabilitation (item 5 & 7 combined) for an estimated cost $450,000; 

2. Approves the sources of leverage funds proposed in Table 1 within this report for any successful 
applications. 

3. Authorises the Chief Executive Officer to sign Fixing Country Roads funding agreements on behalf of 
Council for any application that is successful. 

CARRIED 9:0   
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Report 
 
Background 
The fixing Country Roads Program (FCRP) is the Victorian Government Commitment to regional Victoria to 
improve the condition of regional local roads. The State budget provides $100 million over two years to 
establish this program for regional and rural councils. This Council received $569,218 from round one of the 
program. Applications are now open and will close on 18 March 2019 for round 2. Any projects approved 
must be delivered by June 2020. 
 
Discussion 
Council officers have developed the following projects (Table 1) which could be considered for submission to 
this funding round. This rounds project will be capped at $1.5 million per project. The program will not fund 
business as usual such as road maintenance, road resurfacing or line marking replacement.  
 
Regional Roads Victoria distributed $30 million in round 1 to 48 councils, a balance of $70 million remains for 
round 2. The round two projects require Council contributions with regional councils receiving 50% of the 
project costs (1 for 1) and Rural Councils 67% of the project costs (2 for 1). 
 
Based on the level of funds available it is not anticipated that Council would receive in excess of the average 
available funds per Council, but it is considered prudent to increase our chances of success. Due to the 
assessment criteria officers believe that submitting applications of suitable candidates may generate more 
funding for Council. 
 
Following initial discussions with Regional Roads Victoria, Coombes Road rehabilitation and widening has 
been added to the potential candidate list due to its potential to meet the funding criteria. 
 
Council leverage funds could be obtained from a range of sources without impact on other funded projects. 
The recommended sources of funding are shown in Table 1.  
 

Table 1 – Project Candidates 

  
Item 

Road Project Candidates Contribution 
from Fixing 
Country 
Roads  

Leverage 
funds 
required 
from Council  

Source of 
leverage funds 

Likelihood 
of meeting 
funding 
criteria 

1 Sealing of Messmate Road $600,000 $300,000 Gravel Pits 
Cash Reserve 

Good 

2 Horseshoe Bend Road Culvert $600,000 $300,000 Asset Renewal 
Cash Reserve 

Good 

3 Duffields Rd Roundabout $40,000 $20,000 Asset Renewal 
Cash Reserve 

Poor 

4 Lorne Primary School Traffic 
Works 

$170,000 $85,000 2019-20 Roads 
to Recovery 
allocation 

Poor 

5 Forrest Road  
(South of Norton’s Road) 

$100,000 $50,000 Asset Renewal 
Cash Reserve 

Good 

6 Coombes Road (Anglesea to 
Ghazeepore Road) 

$830,000 $415,000 Combination of 
Asset Renewal 
and DCP funds 

Good 

7 Forrest Road (North of Grays 
Roads) 
(maintaining road widths)  

$200,000 $100,000 Asset Renewal 
Cash Reserve  

Good 

8 Bambra-Aireys Inlet Rd  
(gravel widening in  
sections) 

$200,000 $100,000 Asset Renewal 
Cash Reserve  

Poor 

 Sub-total $2,730,000 $1,365,000   
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A number of the projects that Officers have included in the potential candidates for inclusion in the Fixing 
Country Roads Program are identified in the G21 Regional Roads Transport Plan. 
Following further consultation with Regional Roads Victoria and the amount of preparation works required 
officers believe that Messmate, Coombes, Horseshoe Bend and Forest Roads have the greatest chance of 
meeting the selection criteria and receiving funding. Council Officers will continue to investigate funding 
options for the balance of projects candidates that are not submitted to round 2 of Fixing Country Roads 
Program. 
 
Financial Implications 
If successful these projects would be offered on 2 for 1 State/Council funding contribution. Should the 
projects exceed its total estimated costs it will be the responsibility of Council to fund the additional costs.  
 
Council Plan 
Theme 3 Balancing Growth 
Objective 3.2 Ensure infrastructure is in place to support existing communities and provide for growth 
Strategy 3.2.4 Ensure appropriate funding mechanisms are in place to support future growth including 

developer contributions  
 
Theme 3 Balancing Growth 
Objective 3.4 Understand and manage the impact of population and visitation growth in neighbouring 

municipalities and our own shire 
Strategy 3.4.4 Explore the impact of increased traffic on the road network including inland transport 

routes  
 
Policy/Legal Implications 
Under the Road Management Act, Council has a responsibility to provide a road network which is ‘as safe for 
road users as is reasonably practicable’. Applying for this grant opportunity is one action that provides an 
opportunity to receive external funds to improve this infrastructure. 
  
Officer Direct or Indirect Interest 
No officer involved in the preparation of this report has any conflicts of interest. 
 
Risk Assessment 
No direct risk to Council, but aims to obtain additional funding to upgrade our roads infrastructure.  
 
Social Considerations 
The application is an opportunity to significantly improve road infrastructure in this municipality. 
 
Community Engagement 
A communications plan and a community engagement plan may need to be developed for each individual 
project if successful to ensure all adjacent landholders and relevant stakeholders are engaged in the delivery 
of proposed works. 
 
Environmental Implications 
Any environmental impacts in regards to vegetation or tree removal or trimming will be carried out in 
consultation with Councils environment and planning department with any impacts kept to a minimum. 
 
Communication 
As per above a communications and community engagement plan may need to be developed for each 
individual project if successful, however it is envisaged that the local community will be consulted regarding 
the works via letter and in person via site meetings as required.  
 
Options 
Option 1 – Submit grant funding applications 
This option is recommended by officers as these fully funded grants will help improve the road safety on local 
roads at identified black spot locations. It aligns with recommendations of the 2016-21 adopted Surf Coast 
Shire Road Safety Strategy. 
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Option 2 – Do not submit grant funding applicants 
This option is not recommended by officers as Council will be required to fund any road safety improvements 
from its own budget.  Could potentially lead to more accidents at these identified locations if road safety 
improvements are not funded.  
 
Conclusion 
These Fixing Country Roads funding grant opportunities would provide Council with an excellent opportunity 
in receiving additional external funds to upgrade Council roads network. These grants are available on a 2 
for 1 basis that gives Council the opportunity to upgrade these assets at a third of the costs being contributed 
by Council. 
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4.5 SCS 010 Fraud and Corruption Control Policy 
 

Author’s Title: Coordinator Risk Management & Legal 
Services  

General Manager: Anne Howard  

Department: Governance & Risk File No:  F12/1547 

Division: Governance & Infrastructure Trim No:  IC19/213 

Appendix:  

1. SCS 010 Fraud and Corruption Control Policy V6 - Final for Council Adoption (D18/136778)     

Officer Direct or Indirect Conflict of Interest: 

In accordance with Local Government Act 1989 – 
Section 80C: 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil 

Status: 

Information classified confidential in accordance with   
Local Government Act 1989 – Section 77(2)(c): 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil  

 
 

Purpose 
The purpose of this report is to provide the revised SCS-010 Fraud and Corruption Control Policy (the Policy) 
for Council’s adoption. 
 

Summary 
The Fraud and Corruption Control Policy has been reviewed by officers and the Audit and Risk Committee in 
accordance with the policy review schedule.   
 
The updated Policy is based on AS 8001:2008 Fraud Control and Corruption Control and the review 
considered the VAGO Report into Fraud & Corruption Control and recommendations from the Internal Fraud 
& Corruption Review that was completed by Grant Thornton in 2018. 
 
The updated Policy is now being presented for formal adoption by Council. 
 

Recommendation 
That Council adopts the revised SCS-010 Fraud and Corruption Control Policy, as attached at Appendix 1. 
 
Council Resolution   
MOVED Cr Clive Goldsworthy, Seconded Cr Carol McGregor  
That Council adopts the revised SCS-010 Fraud and Corruption Control Policy, as attached at Appendix 1. 

CARRIED 9:0   
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4.5 SCS 010 Fraud and Corruption Control Policy 
 

 

Report 
 
Background 
A complete review of the fraud framework has been undertaken based on AS 8001:2008 Fraud Control and 
Corruption Control and to take into consideration the release of the VAGO Report into Fraud and Corruption 
Control and the Fraud Review by Grant Thornton. The Fraud and Corruption Control Policy was due for 
review in line with Council’s policy review schedule. 
 
Discussion 
Outcomes of the review include: 

1. The Policy has been developed in line with AS 8001-2008 Australian Standard on Fraud and 
Corruption Control. 

2. It has been reviewed by the Audit and Risk Committee and Executive Management Team. 
3. Modifications to the Policy include: 

a) Modification to  purpose and scope to reflect the requirements of the Australian Standard 
b) An expanded list of definitions, in particular actions deemed to be fraudulent 
c) An updated policy statement 
d) Modified roles and responsibilities including how to make a report 
e) Reference to Codes of Conduct, Protected Disclosures and IBAC 
f) Encouragement of ethical behaviours 
g) External reporting guidance is now included in the Fraud and Corruption Control Plan 

including the local Council complaint handling flowchart. 
 

4. The Fraud and Corruption Control Policy has been benchmarked against both rural and city councils 
and state government departments including: 

a) Brimbank Council - Fraud Prevention Policy 
b) Wangaratta Council - Fraud Control Policy 
c) Warrnambool City Council - Fraud Control Plan 
d) Horsham Rural City Council - Fraud Control Plan 
e) Government of Western Australia - Fraud and Corruption Control Framework. 

 
Financial Implications 
Nil 
 
Council Plan 
Theme 5 High Performing Council 
Objective 5.1 Ensure Council is financially sustainable and has the capability to deliver strategic objectives 
Strategy 5.1.1 Establish long-term financial principles and incorporate into the long-term financial plan 
 
Policy/Legal Implications 
Local Government Act 1989  
Protected Disclosure Act 2012  
Independent Broad Based Anti-Corruption Act 2011 
Crimes Act 1958  
 
Officer Direct or Indirect Interest 
No officer involved in the preparation of this report has any conflicts of interest. 
 
Risk Assessment 
Supports financial stability through the prevention, detection, investigation and reporting of fraud and 
corruption. 
 
Social Considerations 
Ability to continue to meet the needs of the community and Council’s strategic objectives. 
 
Community Engagement 
Nil 
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4.5 SCS 010 Fraud and Corruption Control Policy 
 

 

Environmental Implications 
Nil 
Communication 
Council officers will be notified after the Policy is adopted.  The Policy will be available on council’s website. 
 
Options 
Option 1 – Adopt the Fraud and Corruption Control Policy 
This option is recommended by officers as it ensures Council has a robust policy in place that is in line with 
current best practice. 
 
Option 2 – Request Changes to the Fraud and Corruption Control Policy 
This option is not recommended by officers as the policy has been reviewed by key stakeholders and is 
consistent with current Australian Standards. 
 
Option 3 – Do not Adopt a Policy 
This option is not recommended by officers as the Policy is due for review and the update includes important 
changes recommended by integrity agencies, the Audit & Risk Committee and the Australian Standard. 
 
Conclusion 
The Fraud and Corruption Control Policy is now ready for adoption having been reviewed by key 
stakeholders and being consistent with current Australian Standards. 
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4.5 SCS 010 Fraud and Corruption Control Policy 
 
APPENDIX 1 SCS 010 FRAUD AND CORRUPTION CONTROL POLICY V6 - FINAL FOR COUNCIL 

ADOPTION  
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Item - 4.6 Review of Local Law No. 2 - Council Meeting Procedures and Common Seal - has been moved to 
another part of the document. 
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4.7 Council Policy Review 
 

Author’s Title: Coordinator Governance & Corporate 
Planning  

General Manager: Anne Howard  

Department: Governance & Risk File No:  F17/78 

Division: Governance & Infrastructure Trim No:  IC19/257 

Appendix:  

1. Status of Surf Coast Shire Policies - February 2019 (D19/21778)    

2. Status of Surf Coast Shire Policies - Proposed Amendments (D19/21980)     

Officer Direct or Indirect Conflict of Interest: 

In accordance with Local Government Act 1989 – 
Section 80C: 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil 

Status: 

Information classified confidential in accordance with   
Local Government Act 1989 – Section 77(2)(c): 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil  
 
 

Purpose 
The purpose of this report is to present the current status of Council Policies and proposed revisions to the 
review schedule for Council Policies. 
 

Summary 
Council currently maintains 39 Council Policies that guide Council activities and decision making.  
 
A desktop review of the current status of Council Policies has been conducted by officers and is attached at 
Appendix 1.  
 
Of the 39 Council Policies, nine are currently overdue for review. Two of those policies are proposed to be 
revoked and seven are currently under review and proposed for presentation to Council in 2019. (Refer 
Appendix 2). 
 
The proposed revisions included in Appendix 2 are provided for Council’s consideration. 
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4.7 Council Policy Review 
 

 

Recommendation 
That Council: 

1. Adopts the proposed review date of 24 September 2019 for SCS-001 Councillor Entitlements Policy. 
2. Adopts the proposed review date of 1 September 2019 for SCS-006 Community House Policy. 
3. Revokes SCS-007 Kindergarten and Toy Library Policy as this policy is no longer required. 
4. Adopts the proposed review date of 30 June 2019 for SCS-009 Infrastructure Special Rate or 

Charge Scheme Policy. 
5. Revokes SCS-014 Occupational Health & Safety (Workplace Health & Safety) Policy as it has been 

replaced by SCS-038 Councillor Workplace Health and Safety Policy. 
6. Adopts the proposed review date of 26 March 2019 for SCS-020 Community Bus Policy. 
7. Adopts the proposed review date of 30 June 2019 for SCS-022 Events Policy. 
8. Adopts the proposed review date of 30 April 2019 for SCS-030 Waste Facility Fees and Charges 

Policy. 
 
Council Resolution   
MOVED Cr David Bell, Seconded Cr Carol McGregor  
That Council: 

1. Adopts the proposed review date of 24 September 2019 for SCS-001 Councillor Entitlements Policy. 
2. Adopts the proposed review date of 1 September 2019 for SCS-006 Community House Policy. 
3. Revokes SCS-007 Kindergarten and Toy Library Policy as this policy is no longer required. 
4. Adopts the proposed review date of 30 June 2019 for SCS-009 Infrastructure Special Rate or 

Charge Scheme Policy. 
5. Revokes SCS-014 Occupational Health & Safety (Workplace Health & Safety) Policy as it has been 

replaced by SCS-038 Councillor Workplace Health and Safety Policy. 
6. Adopts the proposed review date of 26 March 2019 for SCS-020 Community Bus Policy. 
7. Adopts the proposed review date of 30 June 2019 for SCS-022 Events Policy. 
8. Adopts the proposed review date of 30 April 2019 for SCS-030 Waste Facility Fees and Charges 

Policy. 
CARRIED 9:0   
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4.7 Council Policy Review 
 

 

Report 
 
Background 
Council Policies provide a statement of attitude or intent that Council has towards a specific issue. These 
issues may be of a legislative nature, an identified high risk, or an issue that requires a clearly stated position 
of intent and defined boundaries of Council’s involvement and what will be achieved. They provide guidance 
and the basis for decision making. Many policies at the Council level have an external community focus. 
 
Discussion 
Council currently has 39 Council Policies published on the Surf Coast Shire Council website. Of these nine 
are currently overdue for review. 
 
The following extract from Appendix 2 summarises the proposed revisions together with comments providing 
background. 
 
Table 1 - Extract from Appendix 2 

No. Policy 
No. 

Policy Name Proposed 
revision 

Comment 

1.  SCS 001 Councillors 
Entitlements 

24/09/19 A review of this policy is currently in progress. 

2.  SCS 006 Community House 01/09/19 An organisation wide Community Development and 
Volunteering Strategy is being developed before a 
review of this policy can be completed. The new 
strategy will determine Council’s principles, approach 
and direction in relation to community development 
work, including Community Houses. The strategy will 
be completed in June 2019. The Community House 
Policy will be updated by September 2019 to ensure 
it aligns to the strategy. 

3.  SCS 007 Kindergarten & 
Toy Library 

Revoke Kindergartens are now managed by Council with the 
exception of Moriac with whom Council has a lease 
agreement. The policy therefore is no longer required 
for the purpose of stating Council’s relationship with 
independent kindergartens. 

4.  SCS 009 Infrastructure 
Special Rate or 
Charge Scheme 

30/06/19 A review of the policy was deferred when Council 
resolved on 13/12/2016 to undertake a strategic 
review of the unsealed road network. Council 
adopted the Unsealed Road Network Strategy in 
March 2018. The proposed introduction of the Local 
Government Bill in 2018 resulted in a further delay. A 
review of this policy will now progress with proposed 
presentation to Council before the end of the 2018-
19 financial year. 

5.  SCS 010 Fraud Control 26/02/19 A draft policy was referred to the Audit and Risk 
Committee in November 2018. This policy is being 
presented to the February Council meeting. 

6.  SCS 014 Occupational 
Health & Safety 
(Workplace Health 
& Safety) 

Revoke Policy to be revoked, replaced with SCS-038 
Councillor Workplace Health and Safety (WHS) 
Policy. A management procedure is being drafted to 
focus on organisational WHS matters. 

7.  SCS 020 Community Bus 26/03/19 Scheduled for the March Council meeting. 

8.  SCS 022 Events 30/06/19 A review of this policy is currently in progress and is 
scheduled for the June Council meeting. 

9.  SCS 030 Waste Facility 
Fees and Charges 

30/04/19 A review of this policy is currently in progress. 
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4.7 Council Policy Review 
 

 

Financial Implications 
The review of Council Policies is included in operational budgets and no further expenditure is anticipated. 
 
Council Plan 
Theme 5 High Performing Council 
Objective 5.2 Ensure that Council decision-making is balanced and transparent and the community is 

involved and informed 
Strategy Nil 
 
Policy/Legal Implications 
The Local Government Act 1989 prescribes the requirement for a number of Council Policies. Council can 
elect to develop additional policies to meet the specific needs of Council. 
 
Officer Direct or Indirect Interest 
No officer involved in the preparation of this report has any conflicts of interest. 
 
Risk Assessment 
Council Policies provide a framework for Council decision making. There is a risk to Council if policies are 
not current and reviewed in a timely manner. 
 
Social Considerations 
Council Polices provide transparency, accountability and are fundamental to good governance.  
 
Community Engagement 
No external community engagement was required for the report. Community engagement is undertaken 
when required to inform Council Policy development where there is an external focus. 
 
Environmental Implications 
Not applicable. 
 
Communication 
Council Policies are available on Councils website www.surfcoast.vic.gov.au 
 
Options 
Option 1 – That Council does not adopt the proposed revisions included at Appendix 2. 
This option is not recommended by officers as it may result in a community perception that Council Policies 
currently overdue for review and published on the website have lapsed and are no longer relevant. 
 
Option 2 – That Council adopt the proposed revisions included at Appendix 2. 
This option is recommended by officers as it will provided confidence to the community that Council Policies 
are current and are being reviewed in a timely manner. 
 
Conclusion 
Council Policies form an important part of Council’s governance framework by providing a clear position on 
important issues and direction for Council decision making. It is important therefore that they are current and 
reviewed in a timely manner. 

http://www.surfcoast.vic.gov.au/
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4.7 Council Policy Review 
 
APPENDIX 1 STATUS OF SURF COAST SHIRE POLICIES - FEBRUARY 2019  
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4.7 Council Policy Review 
 
APPENDIX 2 STATUS OF SURF COAST SHIRE POLICIES - PROPOSED AMENDMENTS  
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4.8 LED Street Light Program Upgrade 
 

Author’s Title: Project Engineer  General Manager: Anne Howard  

Department: Engineering Services File No:  F17/750 

Division: Governance & Infrastructure Trim No:  IC19/252 

Appendix:  

Nil 

Officer Direct or Indirect Conflict of Interest: 

In accordance with Local Government Act 1989 – 
Section 80C: 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil 

Status: 

Information classified confidential in accordance with   
Local Government Act 1989 – Section 77(2)(c): 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil  

 
 

Purpose 
The purpose of this report is to recommend Council enter an agreement with Powercor to replace existing 
street lights with LED equivalents in the townships of Torquay, Anglesea, Aireys Inlet to Lorne, Winchelsea & 
Moriac; and for Council to approve an additional $100,000 in funds be allocated to the Street Light Program 
upgrade. 
 

Summary 
Council requested Powercor to replace existing street lights with LED equivalent lights. LED technology is 
superior to existing Mercury Vapour and High Pressure Sodium lights in current use. LED lights use less 
energy (up to 80% reduction on standard residential light), provide a more uniform light spread, and have a 
longer working life, therefore require less maintenance. 
 
Powercor has issued four separate agreements to Council to complete the street light upgrade program 
which requires a customer contribution from Council. The sum total of contribution is $568,488 (GST 
exclusive). This fee has been determined in accordance with the Australian Energy Regulator (AER) 
guidelines. 
 
The remaining funds in Council’s allocated budget for the Street Light Program are $472,504. These funds 
have been allocated through annual budgets from Council’s Business Case funds. It was envisaged that the 
2019-20 Business Case funding would see further funding allocated to the Street Light Program, but Council 
has an ability to complete the immediate program if additional funds are allocated in this financial year.  
 
The shortfall in funds to accept Powercor’s agreement now is $95,984. There may some small ancillary or 
additional costs and so officers are recommending that an additional $100,000 be allocated to the current 
program and avoid further funds to be allocated to this LED program in 2019-20. 
 
The change to LED lights will reduce Council’s electricity for public lighting by approx. 33% and reduce 
operational costs by approx. $100,000. 
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4.8 LED Street Light Program Upgrade 
 

 

Recommendation 
That Council: 

1. Approves the allocation of $100,000 to the Street Light upgrade program from the accumulated 
unallocated cash reserve, with $100,000 of the 2019-20 Business Case funding be transferred to the 
accumulated unallocated cash reserve through the development and adoption of the 2019-20 Annual 
Budget. 

2. Enters an agreement with Powercor to replace existing standard street lights with LED lights with a 
Customer Contribution fee of $568,488 (excl. GST). 

3. Authorises the Chief Executive Officer to execute the agreement. 
 
Council Resolution   
MOVED Cr Brian McKiterick, Seconded Cr Martin Duke  
That Council: 

1. Approves the allocation of $100,000 to the Street Light upgrade program from the accumulated 
unallocated cash reserve, with $100,000 of the 2019-20 Business Case funding be transferred to the 
accumulated unallocated cash reserve through the development and adoption of the 2019-20 Annual 
Budget. 

2. Enters an agreement with Powercor to replace existing standard street lights with LED lights with a 
Customer Contribution fee of $568,488 (excl. GST). 

3. Authorises the Chief Executive Officer to execute the agreement. 
CARRIED 9:0   
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4.8 LED Street Light Program Upgrade 
 

 

Report 
 
Background 
Council’s street light network is made up of P Category (pedestrian or residential lights) and V Category 
(vehicular – used on major roads and intersections). The majority of these lights are classified as ‘standard’ 
lights, which refers to the type or deign of street light that Powercor installs. Other light types can be installed 
by developers during the construction of a new subdivision to enhance the character of a street, these are 
referred to as ‘decorative’ lights and are usually painted and have an elaborate design. Lights located on 
VicRoads managed roads are ‘cost shared’ with operational costs split between Council (40%) and VicRoads 
(60%). 
 
In December 2017 Council engaged Ironbark Sustainability to produce a street lighting business case for the 
replacement of both P Category (pedestrian) and V Category (vehicular) street lights to LED technology. The 
report recommended Council proceed with the replacement program. (The business case did not include 
cost shared lights). 
 
Council began a replacement program in 2017-18 by replacing the existing street lights in Jan Juc and half of 
Torquay. The amount of funding for 2018-19 was increased to allow for a more extensive changeover 
program.  
 
Powercor is the management authority for street lighting within the Surf Coast Shire. In September 2018 
Council officers requested Powercor provide an offer to replace Council’s existing standard lights (excluding 
decorative lights) in the remaining areas of Torquay, Anglesea, Aireys Inlet to Lorne, Winchelsea & Moriac. 
Powercor provided four separate agreements (one per regional area) to Council in January 2019. This 
project would complete the replacement of standard street lights within Surf Coast Council. 
 
Discussion 
The change to LED lights will provide Council with a number of benefits: 

a) Street lights are Council’s biggest user of energy. The program will reduce Council’s carbon 
emission output from street lights by 33%. Reduced consumption will also equate to lower energy 
bills resulting in a cost saving to Council. 

b) Due to LED lights having a longer working life and lower failure rate compared to Mercury Vapour 
and High Pressure Sodium lights, the maintenance fee charged by Powercor to Council for LED 
lights is approximately half the cost of existing lights. Resulting in another cost saving to Council. 

c) LED lights provide a more uniform light spread across the road reserve and have a higher colour 
rendition. This provides an improvement to community safety from crime, improves hazard 
identification for both pedestrians and motorists, and increases pedestrian visibility to motorists 
resulting in a safer road network. 

 
The current street light technologies of Mercury Vapour and High Pressure are being phased out of use 
globally, therefore the cost of maintaining these lights will increase with time and eventually Council will have 
no option but to replace these light types with LED. 
 
Financial Implications 
Powercor have indicated that their maintenance fees for Mercury Vapour and High Pressure Sodium lights 
will increase at a higher rate compared to LED lights, resulting in operational cost increasing over time. 
Energy prices are also continuing to increase, the higher rate of energy consumption of the older technology 
lights will result in higher electricity bills for Council. If the upgrade to LED is not completed, Council will need 
to allocate additional funds to the Street Light Operational budget.   
 
The savings in reduced operational costs from the change to LED will offset the initial capital investment for 
this project within 6 years. Based on current prices, the payback period will be shorter with a rise in energy 
prices and/or Powercor maintenance fees. 
 
Council Plan 
Theme 2 Environmental Leadership 
Objective 2.1 Drive the use of renewable energy  
Strategy 2.1.1 Implement the Renewable Energy Roadmap  
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4.8 LED Street Light Program Upgrade 
 

 

Policy/Legal Implications 
The customer contribution from Council to Powercor is for the upgrade of Powercor managed infrastructure 
for the benefit of Council. As it is not a contract for goods, services, or the carrying out of works procured by 
Council, it is not subject to section 186 of the Local Government Act 1989. 
 
Officer Direct or Indirect Interest 
No officer involved in the preparation of this report has any conflicts of interest. 
 
Risk Assessment 
Powercor will manage the supply and installation of the LED street lights and removal/recycling of the 
existing lights, therefore there is minimal risk to Council.  
 
Social Considerations 
The upgrade of the lights to LED will improve lighting levels through residential areas and major 
intersections, making night time movements safer and easier for pedestrians and motorists. If any issues 
arise for a resident from the lighting change, Council officers will work directly with those affected to arrive at 
a suitable outcome. 
 
Community Engagement 
The community will be advised of the project through media announcements.  
 
Environmental Implications 
No environmental impacts are expected during the installation process. 
 
The completed program will reduce Council’s carbon emissions and the existing lights will be recycled. 
 
Communication 
Council will return the signed agreements to Powercor. Powercor will issue an invoice to Council for the 
Customer Contribution. Once the contribution has been paid, Powercor will begin the installation process. 
 
Options 
Option 1 – Council approves the additional funding and signs the four agreements with Powercor  
This option is recommended by officers as it will allow for all of Council’s remaining standard street lights to 
be changed to LED. 
 
Option 2 – Council does not approve the budget increase and only signs three of the four agreements 
This option is not recommended by officers as the street lights located between Aireys Inlet and Lorne will 
not be included within this program and will have to be changed at a later date. Energy savings and reduced 
operational expenses will be lower with Option 2 compared to Option 1.  
 
Option 3 – Council does not sign any of the four Powercor agreements 
This option is not recommended by officers as the LED street light program will not proceed, resulting in 
increased street lighting operational costs to Council and increased carbon emissions.   
 
Conclusion 
Council can enter into an agreement with Powercor to upgrade the existing street light network to LED lights. 
Powercor will manage the upgrade for Council but will require a Customer Contribution of $568,488.  
 
Council will need to approve an increase to the LED street light program budget of $100,000 from the 
unallocated cash reserve to allow this to proceed. As a result of this project, the energy consumption from 
street lighting will be reduced by 33% and savings to Council of approximately $100,000. Through these 
savings, the project will have a payback period of 6 years. 
 
At the completion of this program, Council will still have approximately another 400 decorative lights and 650 
cost shared lights that will need to be replaced with LED equivalents at a later date. 
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4.9 Instrument of Appointment and Authorisation - Planning and Environment Act 1987 
 

Author’s Title: Manager Governance & Risk  General Manager: Anne Howard  

Department: Governance & Risk File No:  F17/51 

Division: Governance & Infrastructure Trim No:  IC19/229 

Appendix:  

1. S11A Instrument of Appointment and Authorisation - Planning and Environment Act 1987 (D19/17962)     

Officer Direct or Indirect Conflict of Interest: 

In accordance with Local Government Act 1989 – 
Section 80C: 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil 

Status: 

Information classified confidential in accordance with   
Local Government Act 1989 – Section 77(2)(c): 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil  

 
 

Purpose 
The purpose of this report is to seek Council’s endorsement for authorised officers under the Planning & 
Environment Act 1987 through the updated instrument of authorisation and appointment. This request results 
from recent staff changes.  
 

Summary 
The Chief Executive Officer appoints the majority of authorised officers under section 224 of the Local 
Government Act 1989, in reliance of Council’s delegation to the Chief Executive Officer. However the 
appointment of authorised officers under the Planning and Environment Act 1987 cannot be delegated and 
must be made through resolution of Council.  
 
The attached instrument of authorisation and appointment has been reviewed and updated following recent 
staff changes. Environmental Health Officer, Emma Monteath, has returned from maternity leave and 
Jonathan Brett has been removed as he no longer works at Council.  Amelia Green, Statutory Planner, has 
been added. 
 
The updated instrument of appointment and authorisation under the Planning and Environment Act 1987 is 
attached for Council’s endorsement.   
 

Recommendation 
That Council in the exercise of the powers conferred by section 224 of the Local Government Act 1989 and 
the legislation referred to in the attached instrument of appointment and authorisation (‘the instrument’), 
resolves that: 

1. The members of Council staff referred to in the instrument as shown in Appendix 1 be appointed and 
authorised as set out in the instrument. 

2. The Chief Executive Officer is authorised to execute the instrument by affixing the common seal in 
accordance with Local Law No. 2 of 2018 Council Meeting Procedures & Common Seal. 

3. The instrument comes into force immediately upon execution and remains in force until Council 
determines to vary or revoke it. 

4. The previous instrument dated 1 February 2019 is revoked. 
 
Council Resolution   
MOVED Cr Margot Smith, Seconded Cr David Bell  
That Council in the exercise of the powers conferred by section 224 of the Local Government Act 1989 and 
the legislation referred to in the attached instrument of appointment and authorisation (‘the instrument’), 
resolves that: 

1. The members of Council staff referred to in the instrument as shown in Appendix 1 be appointed and 
authorised as set out in the instrument. 

2. The Chief Executive Officer is authorised to execute the instrument by affixing the common seal in 
accordance with Local Law No. 2 of 2018 Council Meeting Procedures & Common Seal. 

3. The instrument comes into force immediately upon execution and remains in force until Council 
determines to vary or revoke it. 

4. The previous instrument dated 1 February 2019 is revoked. 
CARRIED 9:0   
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4.9 Instrument of Appointment and Authorisation - Planning and Environment Act 1987 
 

 

Report 
 
Background 
The Chief Executive Officer appoints the majority of authorised officers under section 224 of the Local 
Government Act 1989, in reliance of Council’s delegation to the Chief Executive Officer. However the 
appointment of authorised officers under the Planning and Environment Act 1987 cannot be delegated and 
must be made through resolution of Council. 
 
Discussion 
Officers authorised to act under the Planning and Environment Act 1987 have authorisation to enter sites, 
gather evidence or serve legal notices etc. if required, as appropriate to their level of experience and 
qualifications. 
 
The specific authorisations provided through this instrument include: 

1. under section 147(4) of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 – appointment as an authorised 
officer for the purposes of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 and the regulations made under 
that Act; and  

2. under section 232 of the Local Government Act 1989 authorisation generally to institute proceedings 
for offences against the Act and/or any regulations. 

 
The attached instrument of authorisation and appointment has been reviewed and updated.  
 
Summary of changes: 
Environmental Health Officer, Emma Monteath, has returned from maternity leave and Jonathan Brett has 
been removed as he no longer works at Council.  Statutory Planner Amelia Green has also been added. 
 
Financial Implications 
Not applicable. 
 
Council Plan 
Theme 5 High Performing Council 
Objective Nil 
Strategy Nil 
 
Policy/Legal Implications 
The appointment of authorised officers under the Planning and Environment Act 1987 ensures Council is 
compliant with the legislation and that officers are able to carry out their enforcement roles. 
 
Officer Direct or Indirect Interest 
No officer involved in the preparation of this report has any conflicts of interest. 
 
Risk Assessment 
The appointment of authorised officers under the Planning and Environment Act 1987 ensures Council is 
compliant with the legislation and that officers are able to carry out their enforcement roles. 
 
Social Considerations 
Not applicable. 
 
Community Engagement 
Not applicable. 
 
Environmental Implications 
Not applicable. 
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4.9 Instrument of Appointment and Authorisation - Planning and Environment Act 1987 
 

 

Options 
Option 1 – Endorse the updated instrument of authorisation and appointment 
This option is recommended by officers as it will ensure Environmental Health Officers and Local Laws 
Officers are appropriately authorised under the Planning & Environment Act 1987. 
 
Option 2 – Not endorse the updated instrument of authorisation and appointment 
This option is not recommended by officers as it will limit the authorisations and authority of Environmental 
Health Officers and Local Laws Officers. 
 
Communication 
The relevant parties will be notified and the Public Register of Authorised Officers updated. 
 
Conclusion 
By authorising the relevant officers to act under the Planning and Environment Act 1987 Council will ensure 
they have the required authority to carry out their roles within legislated requirements. 
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4.9 Instrument of Appointment and Authorisation - Planning and Environment Act 1987 
 
APPENDIX 1 S11A INSTRUMENT OF APPOINTMENT AND AUTHORISATION - PLANNING AND 

ENVIRONMENT ACT 1987  
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5.  ENVIRONMENT & DEVELOPMENT 

5.1 Quarterly Program Status Report - October to December 2018 
 

Author’s Title: Manager Program Management Office  General Manager: Ransce Salan  

Department: Program Management Office File No:  F18/189 

Division: Environment & Development Trim No:  IC19/169 

Appendix:  

1. Project Status - Capital Projects - 31 December 2018 (D19/14724)    

2. Project Status - Capital Programs - 31 December 2018 (D19/14722)    

3. Project Status - Operational Projects - 31 December 2018 (D19/14725)     

Officer Direct or Indirect Conflict of Interest: 

In accordance with Local Government Act 1989 – 
Section 80C: 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil 

Status: 

Information classified confidential in accordance with   
Local Government Act 1989 – Section 77(2)(c): 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil  

 
 

Purpose 
The purpose of this report is to receive and note the Program Status Report for the October to December 
2018 quarter. 
 
Summary 
The Program Status Report provides an overview of the program, progress of overall delivery and the status 
of time, cost and scope for each capital and operational project. This information provides a flag for risks to 
individual project delivery and the overall program. The report attachments reflect changes to the program 
that have been approved by Council including new projects, changes to project budgets, scope or time, and 
projects that have been completed or cancelled. 
 
The overall result of 98% spend for capital projects as at 31 December 2018 target is favourable compared 
with the result of 81% for same time last year. 
 
The year to date spend as at 31 December 2018 is 42% of the full year target. This is close to the planned 
position of 45% which is based on historical trend. 
 
Recommendation 
That Council notes the Program Status Report for the October to December 2018 period. 
 
Council Resolution   
MOVED Cr Carol McGregor, Seconded Cr Martin Duke  
That Council notes the Program Status Report for the October to December 2018 period. 

CARRIED 9:0   
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5.1 Quarterly Program Status Report - October to December 2018 
 

 

Report 
 
Background 
The Program Management Office (PMO) has responsibility to provide leadership, support and analysis for 
best practice project management, including standardising and building Surf Coast Shire Council’s project 
management capability and methods. The PMO has responsibility to support successful delivery of Council’s 
program of projects with the right approach and level of resources.  
 
The Program Status Report is intended to provide high level analysis to Executive Management Team and 
Council on progress of the overall program of capital and operational projects, and provide a point of 
accountability for project managers to provide accurate status information including time, cost and scope. It 
also provides high level information for the PMO to identify where project teams may require assistance to 
address issues impacting on project delivery.  
 
A snapshot of the overall status of the Program is provided to Council via a communications report at 
monthly briefing. This quarterly report includes more detail with individual project status detailed in 
appendices.  
 
The financial data in the appendices is drawn from Council’s finance system. The relevant project manager 
comments on status and provides an Estimate to Complete on behalf of the project team. The ‘traffic light’ 
indicators for time, cost and scope provide a snapshot of issues that project teams are addressing to 
progress the project, and that may result in a request to Council to re-baseline.  
 
Project teams consider the relationship of time, cost and scope at each of the ‘gates’ between project phases 
/ stages defined in the Project Delivery Process: 

Project Delivery Process – controlling the project through defined phases/stages 

Identify 

Phase 

Initiate 

Phase 
Plan Phase Deliver Phase 

Close 

Phase 

Idea 

(Project 

proposal) 

Verify 

(Charter) 

Details/Method 

(Project Plan) 

Requirements 

Stage 

Procurement 

Stage 

Implement 

Stage 

Wrap-up 

and Learn 

(Closure 

Report) 

Prepare Do Review 

 
Project definition develops through each of these phases / stages and at each gate the Sponsor can 
recommend that the project: 

 progress as planned 

 change 

 stop (be deferred or cancelled). 
 
If project planning determines that the project will not deliver the intended outcome within the parameters of 
time, cost and scope approved by Council, officers may recommend that the project be cancelled or funds 
transferred to the Adopted Strategy Implementation Reserve (or other relevant reserve) while a new project 
proposal is prepared for Council to consider. 
 
Projects are reported ‘Life to Date’ therefore multi-year project financial data includes actual spend from 
years prior and future allocations to represent the total project budget approved by Council. 
 
Project budgets are reported excluding contingency. Contingency funds for each project are centralised in a 
separate account to be drawn on as requested by the Sponsor and reviewed / approved by the PMO. 
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5.1 Quarterly Program Status Report - October to December 2018 
 

 

A spend target has been established for the 2018/19 program based on: 

 the program allocation made by Council in the 2018/19 Budget 

 PLUS carry forwards from 2017/18 

 LESS 

o Multi-year project funding that is planned to be expended in future years 

o Projects awaiting outcomes, such as grant or project partners preparedness, or high 

external risk i.e. subject to significant consultation or external approvals 

o Project funding in the process of being accumulated 

o Land transactions 

o Project contingency  

o DT (Digital Transformation) related projects 

 
Spend targets for the 2018/19 Capital and Operational Programs were presented to Council on 28 August 
2018.  

 
 
The quarterly profile for 2018/19 spend to produce the report graphs below is based on historical trend: 

Quarter Percentage (%) of 
annual spend 

July to September  15 

October to December  30 

January to March  20 

April to June  35 

 
A statement of Capital Works by category for annual budget, year to date budget and actual budget is 
included in the quarterly Finance Report to Council. 
 
Discussion 
The following results do not include Digital Transformation projects or non-project allocations in the program 
such as funding for fixed term staff roles or fixed term grants for activities such as Freeza. Separate reports 
are provided to Council for these items. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Actual Spend 

2015/16

Actual Spend 

2016/17                                           

Actual Spend 

2017/18

Spend Target 

2018/19

$'000 $'000 $'000 $'000

Capital 14,966         19,547         20,527         19,350          

Operational 1,922           3,168           1,526           1,957            

TOTAL 16,888         22,715         22,053         21,307          

Historically 

High Figure

New 

Challenge

Record Spend in previous 

two years
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5.1 Quarterly Program Status Report - October to December 2018 
 

 

Spend for the Capital Project Program at 31 December 2018 is represented in the graph below: 

              
 
Spend for the Operational Project Program at 31 December 2018 is represented in the graph below:  

              
 
Spend for the overall Project Program at 31 December 2018 is represented in the graph below: 
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5.1 Quarterly Program Status Report - October to December 2018 
 

 

Financial results for the Program at 31 December 2018 are detailed in the table below: 

 
 
Individual project status is detailed in Appendix 1 (Capital Projects) and Appendix 2 (Operational Projects). 
 
Financial Implications 
Requests to Council regarding change to project budgets are considered monthly via the Project Budget 
Adjustments and Cash Reserves Transfers report. Officers make recommendations to Council to create 
project budgets, change project budgets (increase or decrease), cancel projects and close projects. This 
provides transparency for variations to project budgets and acknowledgement of projects completed under 
budget with savings returned to source. 
 
The year to date spend result for the Operational Program is low. The January 2018 transfer report 
recommended that allocations for a number of operational projects be placed in the Adopted Strategy 
Reserve until there is more clarity regarding potential changes to the Victorian Government planning scheme 
and recent announcements about Spring Creek development. 
 
There are no other significant financial implications arising directly from this report. 
 
Council Plan 
Theme 5 High Performing Council 
Objective 5.2 Ensure that Council decision-making is balanced and transparent and the community is 

involved and informed 
Strategy Nil 
 
There are no Council Plan strategies or actions directly relevant to the purpose of this report. The overall 
program of projects is selected and funded by Council to deliver strategies and actions in the Council Plan. 
 
Policy/Legal Implications 
There are no significant policy or legal implications arising from this report. 
 
Officer Direct or Indirect Interest 
No officer involved in the preparation of this report has any conflicts of interest. 
 
Risk Assessment 
Project risk assessments are prepared, monitored and reviewed as part of project initiation and delivery.  Any 
risk associated with the status of time, cost and scope for each project is managed by the Project Sponsor in 
conjunction with the governance group for the project, and subject matter experts where relevant.  
 
Project managers are required to provide data on time, cost and scope for each project each month. This 
supports early identification and resolution of issues. 
 
 
 
 
 

Capital Operational Total

$ $ $

YTD Spend Target 8,707,500 880,650 9,588,150

YTD Actual Spend 8,510,081 468,832 8,978,913

Percentage Actual Spend of 

Target

98% 53% 94%

Spend during Month 2,874,192 88,235 2,962,427

Value under contract 2,453,404 144,459 2,597,863
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The indicators used in monthly reporting for individual project status are described below: 
TIME 

Green Expected to be completed within approved 
schedule 

 

Amber Delayed however expected to be completed 
within approved schedule 

Schedule is over-estimated and it may be 
possible to reduce approved schedule 

Red Delayed and NOT expected  to be completed 
within approved schedule 

 

 
COST 

Green Expected to be completed within approved 
budget 

 

Amber Budget may not be adequate and use of 
contingency may be required 

Budget is over-estimated and it may be 
possible to return funds to source early 

Red Budget including contingency will NOT be 
adequate  

 

 
SCOPE 

Green No material change to scope expected 
 

 

Amber Material change to scope may be required 
 

 

Red Material change to scope is required OR 
Scope is yet to be defined 

 

 
Social Considerations 
Any significant social issues associated with the status of time, cost and scope for each project are 
considered by the Project Sponsor in conjunction with others participating in governance for the project, and 
other subject matter experts where relevant.  
 
Community Engagement 
Community communications and engagement plans are prepared, monitored and reviewed as part of project 
initiation and delivery when relevant. Any emerging issues that require communications and engagement 
due to variations in time, cost and scope for each project are managed by the Project Sponsor in conjunction 
with others participating in governance for the project, and other subject matter experts where relevant. 
Project delivery supports Council’s Communications and Community Engagement Strategy 2015-2018 and 
complies with Council policy where relevant.  
 
Environmental Implications 
Environmental implications of individual projects are considered in the ‘Identify’ and ‘Initiation’ and ‘Planning’ 
phases as part of project approach and scope. Environmental deliverables may be specified as part of the 
project outcomes and benefits. Project delivery complies with Council policy where relevant.  
 
Communication 
Comments or questions from Council or community arising from this report will be communicated to the 
relevant Project Sponsor or Program Management Office and responded to. 
 
Conclusion 
Delivery of the 2018-19 Program of projects is progressing well with a spend result of 98% of the year to date 
target for the Capital Program and 53% of the Operational Program target. The low result for the Operational 
Program is related, in part, to uncertainty associated with potential changes to the Victorian Government 
planning scheme and recent announcements about Spring Creek development.  
 
The overall program spend result is 94% of the 31 December 2018 target.  
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5.1 Quarterly Program Status Report - October to December 2018 
 
APPENDIX 1 PROJECT STATUS - CAPITAL PROJECTS - 31 DECEMBER 2018  
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5.1 Quarterly Program Status Report - October to December 2018 
 
APPENDIX 2 PROJECT STATUS - CAPITAL PROGRAMS - 31 DECEMBER 2018  
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5.1 Quarterly Program Status Report - October to December 2018 
 
APPENDIX 3 PROJECT STATUS - OPERATIONAL PROJECTS - 31 DECEMBER 2018  
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5.2 Torquay Town Centre- Small Business Office Space Assessment 
 

Author’s Title: Principal Strategic Planner  General Manager: Ransce Salan  

Department: Planning & Development File No:  F16/1453 

Division: Environment & Development Trim No:  IC18/2057 

Appendix:  

1. Torquay Town Centre Small Business Office Assessment January 2019 (D19/7778)     

Officer Direct or Indirect Conflict of Interest: 

In accordance with Local Government Act 1989 – 
Section 80C: 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil 

Status: 

Information classified confidential in accordance with   
Local Government Act 1989 – Section 77(2)(c): 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil  

 
 

Purpose 
The purpose of this report is to present the findings of the Torquay Town Centre Small Business Office 
Space Assessment.  
 

Summary 
In December 2017, Council adopted the Torquay Town Centre Urban Design Framework (UDF), subject to a 
number of changes which included further work to be undertaken.  
 

One of the changes requested by Council was to undertake further work in relation to the need for additional 
smaller scale office floor space as identified in the UDF and thereby the need to rezone additional land to 
provide for this floor space demand. 
 

Consequently, Council officers appointed consultants, Michael Connell and Associates, to investigate further 
the option to rezone land in Bristol Road (north side) and fronting Pearl Street, between Boston Road and 
Anderson Street (east and west side) to facilitate small business office space (“The Report”). 
 

The report concludes that, given the combination of supply and demand factors, there is not a strong 
demand for office use in the proposed Bristol Road and Pearl Street sites and therefore no need for a 
rezoning to support this.  
 

The report goes on to state that there is sufficient supply of space to accommodate projected future demand 
in other locations (such as Surf Coast Highway, Surf City Precinct) that are attractive to businesses and that 
space is likely to become available in other parts of the town centre. 
 

The report also recommends that Council continue to monitor the delivery, take-up, and emerging trends of 
office space in Torquay.  In addition to this, the report recommends that Council undertake a wholesale 
review of all commercial precincts in Torquay/Jan Juc, including the review of the adopted Torquay/Jan Juc 
Retail Strategy October 2011, to ascertain their current and future role in terms of service provision and 
where they sit in the retail/activity centre hierarchy.  
 

The report will be used to inform future work undertaken for the town centre including the proposed planning 
scheme amendment to implement the Torquay Town Centre project into the Surf Coast Planning Scheme.  It 
will also more broadly inform the future work in relation to the broad strategic review of commercial centres in 
Torquay/Jan Juc.  
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5.2 Torquay Town Centre- Small Business Office Space Assessment 
 

 

Recommendation 
That Council: 

1. Receives and notes the recommendations contained in the Michael Connell and Associates report in 
relation to future demand for smaller scale office space in Torquay/Jan Juc. 

2. Notes the recommendation to review the current Retail Strategy for Torquay/Jan Juc 2011 including 
other commercial centres and areas in the Torquay Jan Juc, will be referred to the 2019 budget 
process for consideration. 

3. Notes that the Michael Connell and Associates report will be published on Council’s website and 
relevant landowners in Bristol Road and Pearl Street notified about the report and its availability. 

 
Council Resolution   
MOVED Cr Martin Duke, Seconded Cr Brian McKiterick  
That Council: 

1. Receives and notes the recommendations contained in the Michael Connell and Associates report in 
relation to future demand for smaller scale office space in Torquay/Jan Juc. 

2. Notes the recommendation to review the current Retail Strategy for Torquay/Jan Juc 2011 including 
other commercial centres and areas in the Torquay Jan Juc, will be referred to the 2019 budget 
process for consideration. 

3. Notes that the Michael Connell and Associates report will be published on Council’s website and 
relevant landowners in Bristol Road and Pearl Street notified about the report and its availability. 

CARRIED 9:0   
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5.2 Torquay Town Centre- Small Business Office Space Assessment 
 

 

Report 
 
Background 
The Torquay Town Centre Urban Design Framework (UDF) was prepared alongside a Strategic Investment 
Facilitation Plan as part of the Torquay Town Centre Project. The UDF recommended rezoning the land in 
Bristol Road (north side) to a zone that would allow small scale office uses, and for land fronting Pearl Street, 
between Boston Road and Anderson Street (east and west side) to the Commercial 1 Zone with a focus on 
tourism retail and hospitality to provide additional land for commercial operations now and in the future. 
 
At Council’s Ordinary meeting 12 December 2017, Council resolved to adopt the Torquay UDF, subject to a 
number of changes. 
 
Council did not agree that the level of demand envisaged by the Urban Design Framework for commercial 
floor space for tourism and hospitality in the Pearl Street area was evident and resolved to rezone a lesser 
extent of land for retail and hospitality type uses along the Esplanade.  
 
Council also considered it necessary to undertake further analysis into the option to rezone land in Bristol 
Road (north side) and fronting Pearl Street, between Boston Road and Anderson Street (east and west side).  
The analysis was required to facilitate medium density housing and small business office space, including a 
review of whether the same built form controls proposed for Bristol Road should apply in Pearl Street. 
 

 
 
Map 1: Location of areas that were considered for small business office space.  
 
The technical assessment into smaller scale office space in Torquay/Jan Juc was undertaken by consulting 
firm, Michael Connell and Associates, with the final report completed in January 2019. 
 
Discussion 
The technical report (refer to Appendix 1) considered a range of matters such as business growth, increase 
in local jobs, working from home, space use, trends in small business office space and future office 
requirements. This enabled the consultant to collate key issues in relation to supply and demand affecting 
small business office space in Torquay. 
 
Consideration of the above enabled issues to be identified and recommendations to be formulated which 
lead to a determination about the extent of future small office requirements within the Torquay/Jan Juc area. 
The following sub-sections provide an outline of key matters considered and issues.  
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5.2 Torquay Town Centre- Small Business Office Space Assessment 
 

 

Business and Employment in Torquay 
Torquay continues to see growth in population and increased demand for retail, business services, health 
and community services; its role as the main service centre for the LGA; the presence of the surf industry as 
a catalyst for entrepreneurial activity; construction businesses having access to a larger regional market; and 
a strong seasonal tourist market. A decline has been seen in wholesale and manufacturing due to changes 
in the surf industry, with more overseas manufacture and the companies in Torquay concentrating on design 
and development. 
 
The Surf Coast LGA and Torquay have experienced strong jobs growth over the last decade. Torquay 
accounts for over 60% of jobs in the LGA. Within Torquay, population related jobs accounted for 54% of jobs 
growth, jobs in tourism related industries at 29%, jobs in business related activities at 15%. This growth has 
mainly been accommodated in additional retail, office and industrial space.  
 
Working from home is also seen to be an emerging trend, which is expected to increase with continued 
improvements in digital technology. 
 
Space Use 
Within Torquay, businesses are concentrated in several locations:  

 Torquay Town Centre: mainly retail, food service, professional services and business services 

 West Coast Business Park: mainly large format retail, wholesale and construction services 

 Baines Crescent/ Surf City / Surf Coast Highway: surf industry – office, retail and warehousing; other 
wholesale; medical and allied health; building services; health services; and some professional 
services. 

 
Trends in Small Business Office Space 
Trends in demand for small business office space is changing due to more people working as freelancers 
and independent contractors. The result of this means that floor space demand in town centres, including 
Torquay, will change. Recent trends in the provision of co-working spaces, which allow for greater movement 
and flexibility, are increasing in popularity.  
 
Demand for traditional office space, which allows for client/patient visitation, will continue particularly in town 
centre areas. However, business clustering and use of shared space is likely to increase.  
 
Future Office Requirements 
Demand for office space is likely to take a number of forms including traditional town centre office floor space 
for client/patient visits, demand for service businesses needing larger spaces (gyms, wellness centres), new 
and emerging businesses that want lower cost space, solo businesses and freelancers requiring access to 
shared space. 
 
Future office supply is likely to be a mix of traditional office space and co-working space.  
 
Key Issues 
The main issues in relation to floorspace supply and demand impacting office space in Torquay are as 
follows: 
 
Supply issues: 

 In future, additional office space will become available with the redevelopment of sites in Gilbert 
Street and other parts of the town centre. 

 Over time, some shop front retail space may be used for service businesses, requiring a ground floor 
location. 

 Likely future developments on the Surf Coast Highway (including the large “Horse Paddock” site) will 
include some office space and medical suites. 

 With the changes occurring in the surf industry, significant amounts of space are becoming available 
in the Surf City Precinct. This space will be re-purposed for other uses including office space for 
small and medium sized businesses. 
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5.2 Torquay Town Centre- Small Business Office Space Assessment 
 

 

Demand issues: 

 Overall, businesses are using less average space per employee compared with past patterns of 
space use. This is arising from more efficient use of space though open office plans, shared meeting 
space, reductions in reception areas and other changes. 

 Projected population growth will increase the number of businesses in health and community 
services and business and professional services. Not all of these businesses will seek a town centre 
site (and those that do are likely to be accommodated in future space that comes available in the 
core of the town centre). 

 Medical and allied health businesses have tended to locate on the Surf Coast Highway and this 
pattern is likely to continue into the medium term. 

 New enterprises, entrepreneurs and independent consultants/contractors will have a preference to 
locate in co-working spaces, with their lower costs and flexibility and the ability to be alongside like-
minded workers and business people. These businesses are unlikely to locate in new town centre 
offices with higher rents, which tend to be prohibitive for start-ups or emerging small businesses. 

 In response to demand, co-working spaces are being developed in the Surf City Precinct, with the 
re-purposing of surf industry office and warehouse space. It is likely that other space will be 
converted to meet demand by medium sized businesses. 

 
The report concludes that the combination of these supply and demand factors mean that there will not be a 
strong demand for office use in Bristol Road and Pearl Street sites. Sufficient supply of space to 
accommodate projected future demand will be in other locations that are attractive to businesses (e.g. Surf 
Coast Highway, Surf City Precinct) and space that is likely to come available in other parts of the town centre 
(with future redevelopment of sites such as those on Gilbert, Pearl and Boston Streets). Consequently, the 
report does not recommend that land in this area be rezoned.  
 
The report recommends:  

 That Council does not undertake a rezoning at this stage of the identified areas of Bristol Road and 
Pearl Street for office use. 

 That Council monitors the take-up of the 1600m2 of new office and retail space in the buildings 
currently under construction (in Gilbert Street, Pearl Street and Boston Road). 

 That Council continues to maintain its database on businesses and floor space use in Torquay Town 
Centre. 

 That Council recognises the trend for small businesses and start-ups to utilise shared space in co-
working centres.  

 That Council in planning for future office space requirements for Torquay takes account of future 
uses in industrial space in the Surf City/Baines Crescent Precinct, and other developments on the 
Surf Coast Highway. 

 That Council undertakes a broad strategic review of the commercial hierarchy and centres in 
Torquay. 

 
The report provides clear recommendations based on sound analysis of existing and future floorspace 
requirements. The recommendations in relation to monitoring businesses and floorspace will be important to 
understanding changes in business stock, trends and the need to consider additional land requirements.  
 
The recommendation in relation to the undertaking of a comprehensive review of the commercial hierarchy 
(as defined in the adopted Torquay/Jan Juc Retail Strategy October 2011) in Torquay has merit as it would 
provide an opportunity to review not only the retail centre hierarchy but also the existing and future role of 
other commercial centres. These include the West Coast Business Park and Surf City/Baines Crescent 
precinct and the interaction within the network of centres. A review of this type would also include 
consideration of the need to strategically rezone land to accommodate future requirements e.g. whether 
there may be a need to rezone land for small business office space at that time or in the future.  
 
The report will be used to inform future planning work in relation to the Torquay Town Centre project and 
more broadly, a wholesale review of commercial centres within Torquay/Jan Juc. It will also be used to 
inform the proposed planning scheme amendment to implement the Torquay Town Centre project. 
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Financial Implications 
Given the report does not recommend rezoning of land at this point in time, there are limited financial 
implications beyond work that would typically be undertaken as part of standard operational program. The 
report will be used to inform the implementation of the Torquay Town Centre project into the Surf Coast 
Planning Scheme, which already has allocated project funding. 
 
Project funding to undertake a broad strategic review of commercial centres in the Torquay/Jan Juc area 
including a review of the existing Retail Strategy, will be sought through the 2019-20 Council project budget 
process. 
 
Council Plan 
Theme 4 Vibrant Economy 
Objective 4.1 Support the creation and retention of jobs in existing and new businesses to meet the needs 

of a growing community 
Strategy 4.1.4 Plan for industrial and commercial zones in growing communities 
 
Theme 4 Vibrant Economy 
Objective 4.4 Support key industry sectors such as surfing, tourism, home-based, construction and rural 

businesses  
Strategy Nil 
 
Theme 4 Vibrant Economy 
Objective 4.3 Strengthen the vitality of town centres  
Strategy 4.3.1 Identify and support the economic and social drivers of town centres within the shire 
 
Policy/Legal Implications 
The report does not result in any policy or legal implications. 
 
Officer Direct or Indirect Interest 
No officer involved in the preparation of this report has any conflicts of interest. 
 
Risk Assessment 
By resolving to support the recommendations contained in this Council report, Council will be in a good 
position to continue to monitor the take up of office space in Torquay/Jan Juc and undertake a review of 
existing strategies and commercial centres prior to committing to rezoning any land for small business office 
space in the Town Centre.  
 
Social Considerations 
There are no apparent social impacts stemming from the report.  
 
Community Engagement 
No community engagement was required to inform the outputs of the technical report. The purpose of this 
report stemmed from Council’s consideration of the Torquay Town Centre Urban Design Framework which 
underwent significant community consultation. 
 
Environmental Implications 
There are no environmental implications resulting from the report.  
 
Communication 
The report will be published on Council’s website and relevant landowners in Bristol Road and Pear Street 
will be notified in writing of its availability. 
 
Options 
Option 1 – Receive and Note the findings of the report and officer recommendations within this Council 
report 
This option is recommended by officers as the purpose of the report was a direct resolution of Council at its 
ordinary meeting of December 2017, which has subsequently led to an informed position about the lack of 
justification to rezone land in the Torquay Town Centre to facilitate small business office space.  
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5.2 Torquay Town Centre- Small Business Office Space Assessment 
 

 

Option 2 – Reject the findings of the report and support the rezoning of land in the affected areas 
This option is not recommended by officers as there is no justification as demonstrated through detailed 
analysis to support a rezoning of any land in the Town Centre for small business office space.  
 
Option 3 – Reject the findings 
This option is not recommended by officers as the consultant adopted a robust methodology that considers 
both existing and future commercial floorspace context in Torquay and provides sound recommendations 
that will inform future strategic planning projects.  
 
Conclusion 
As a result of the report, there is a clear lack of justification to rezone the land identified in the Torquay Town 
Centre Urban Design Framework for small business office space in the subject areas. However, there is a 
need to continue to monitor ongoing office space development within the town centre and also emerging 
trends in this area and other commercial precincts in Torquay/Jan Juc. There is also a need to look 
holistically at commercial centres within the Torquay/Jan Juc area to determine their role and hierarchy and 
ascertain the demand for commercial space in the future. 
 
The technical report will be used as a background to the planning scheme amendment to implement to the 
broader Torquay Town Centre Project and a future project that undertakes a broad strategic review of all 
commercial centres in Torquay/Jan Juc.  
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5.2 Torquay Town Centre- Small Business Office Space Assessment 
 
APPENDIX 1 TORQUAY TOWN CENTRE SMALL BUSINESS OFFICE ASSESSMENT JANUARY 2019  
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5.3 Anglesea Heath Establishment Project Submission 
 

Author’s Title: Environment Officer Biodiversity  General Manager: Ransce Salan  

Department: Environment & Community Safety File No:  F16/1646 

Division: Environment & Development Trim No:  IC19/181 

Appendix:  

1. Council Submission, Anglesea Heath Establishment Project (D19/17719)     

Officer Direct or Indirect Conflict of Interest: 

In accordance with Local Government Act 1989 – 
Section 80C: 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil 

Status: 

Information classified confidential in accordance with   
Local Government Act 1989 – Section 77(2)(c): 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil  

 
 

Purpose 
The purpose of this report is to seek Council’s ratification of a submission to Parks Victoria on the Anglesea 
Heath Establishment Project. 
 
Summary 
A large part of the Anglesea Heath fell within Alcoa’s leasehold and after Alcoa ceased operations, 6,501 
hectares was incorporated into the Great Otway National Park in January 2018. 
 
Council’s adopted submission to the draft Anglesea Futures Land Use Plan supported conservation of the 
Heath and Council supports the final Anglesea Futures Land Use Framework which gives the management 
direction for the Heath as, ‘Conservation to prioritise the preservation and protection of flora and fauna, with 
complementary active recreation, consistent with its inclusion in the Great Otway National Park.’ 
 
With $2.3 million of state government funding, Parks Victoria is leading a two year Anglesea Heath 
Establishment Project. Through this project Parks Victoria will be:  

 developing an implementation plan to guide future use and management 

 undertake initial works such as track rationalisation and construction of day use facilities 

 employ staff to work with community groups  

 undertake education and compliance related to agreed management changes. 
 
Parks Victoria has released position papers on proposed management directions (bushwalking, mountain 
biking, horse riding, trail biking and four wheel drives, visitor facilities and conservation). Parks is now 
undertaking extensive engagement (open days, an online survey and direct contact with user groups local 
businesses) to obtain input into their proposals and to draft their implementation plan.  
 
Council’s submission supports the protection of flora and fauna as a priority, recommends additional contact 
with user groups in the northern section of the park, suggests ways of improving linkages with relevant 
strategies and plans to ensure use and management of the Anglesea Heath is successfully integrated with 
the broader region which is consistent with regional strategies. 
 
Council’s submission on the strategy was provided to DELWP before the closing deadline of 20 February 
2019.  
 
Recommendation 
That Council ratifies the submission to Parks Victoria on the Anglesea Heath Establishment Project. 
 
Council Resolution   
MOVED Cr Margot Smith, Seconded Cr Libby Coker  
That Council ratifies the submission to Parks Victoria on the Anglesea Heath Establishment Project. 

CARRIED 9:0   
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5.3 Anglesea Heath Establishment Project Submission 
 

 

Report 
 
Background 
Since the closure of Alcoa, Council has been working with agencies and the community on the future of the 
former leasehold area. The Anglesea Heath Establishment Project, led by Parks Victoria, is the latest 
opportunity for Council to provide input to help shape change consistent with the Anglesea Futures Land Use 
Framework and other relevant Council strategies. 
 
To lead discussion on the future use and management of the Anglesea Heath, Parks Victoria released a 
series of position papers on the main uses and values and has been running an extensive engagement 
program to seek input on their proposals. After consultation closes on 20 February 2018, Parks Victoria will 
prepare a draft implementation plan based on the feedback.  
 
The future of the Anglesea Bike Park and Messmate Track are not included in the scope of this project. 
However, the project will ensure there are links between the broader Anglesea Heath and Area 9 which the 
Anglesea Futures Land Use Framework identified as being suitable for mountain biking.  
 
Discussion 
Incorporation of the Anglesea Heath into the Great Otway National Park is consistent with the high 
conservation values of the land, and Parks Victoria is proposing actions to protect and enhance these 
values. While existing user groups will continue to have access to the Heath, it is proposed that some 
activities such as trail bike riding and four wheel driving will be subject to new restrictions and constraints. 
The changes are being introduced to combat damage resulting from past use such as the creation of an 
unauthorised network of vehicle tracks. It will also assist with managing the needs of different user groups 
e.g. walkers and trail bikes. 
 
Council has provided Parks Victoria with the contact details of additional user groups and local businesses 
likely to be keen to provide input. 
 
Parks Victoria is channelling some of the project’s resources into change management with staff spending 
increased time on education and enforcement. However, the project only has funding for two years and the 
issues are likely to be ongoing. In the submission Council expresses support for additional future funding. 
 
Activities such as bushwalking, picnicking, low key camping, sightseeing and mountain bike riding are seen 
as potentially compatible with conservation, and Parks Victoria has outlined a vision for managing and 
improving the visitor experience for these activities.   
 
The proposed improvements to visitor experiences align with Council priorities including the Barwon South 
West Regional Trails Master Plan and a range of strategies aimed at promoting the region and encouraging 
sustainable tourism. Council’s submission makes a number of suggestions to improve linkages with regional 
plans and strategies. 
 
Financial Implications 
There are no direct financial implications for Council.  
 
Council Plan 
Theme 2 Environmental Leadership 
Objective 3.1 Retain and enhance rural land for appropriate and sustainable uses 
Strategy 1.3.1 Understand community safety issues and needs, and design an appropriate local 

response 
 
Theme 1 Community Wellbeing 
Objective 1.1 Support people to participate in and contribute to community life 
Strategy 1.2.1 Develop and implement local programs to support Healthy Eating and Active Living 
Theme 4 Vibrant Economy 
Objective 4.4 Support key industry sectors such as surfing, tourism, home-based, construction and rural 

businesses  
Strategy 3.2.5 Work with the community and stakeholders to implement the Anglesea Futures program 
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5.3 Anglesea Heath Establishment Project Submission 
 

 

Policy/Legal Implications 
Council’s submission is in line with the recommendations of the Anglesea Futures Land Use Framework. 
 
Officer Direct or Indirect Interest 
No officer involved in the preparation of this report has any conflicts of interest. 
 
Risk Assessment 
The risk in Council not making a submission is that Council will have missed an opportunity to provide input 
into an area of high interest to the community. 
 
Social Considerations 
There has long been a push by conservation groups such as ANGAIR to have the Anglesea Heath 
incorporated into national park. This project is about brining management of the Heath into line with national 
park standards. It will also enable improved visitor experiences where that is compatible with conservation 
and there are likely to be further benefits such as improved nature-based tourism. Some community 
members will not support changes to approved uses such as proposed new restrictions on trail biking and 
four wheel driving. 
 
Community Engagement 
Parks Victoria is leading the community engagement and it has provided many and varied opportunities for 
input. The closing date for submissions was extended to 20 February to give people more time to comment. 
Council provided Parks Victoria with further community and business contacts to improve their outreach.  
 
Environmental Implications 
This project and associated works will assist with improving the condition of the Anglesea Heath which 
supports the most diverse vegetation community in Victoria. 
 
Communication 
Parks Victoria has widely advertised the project and provided opportunities for face to face meetings as well 
as online content. 
 
Options 
Option 1 – receive and note the submission 
This option is recommended by officers as it provides an opportunity for Council to influence Parks Victoria’s 
decisions on how the Heath, which is of considerable interest to our community, will be managed. The 
submission has already been provided to DELWP to meet the 20 February deadline. 
 
Option 2 – reject the submission 
This option is not recommended by officers as the submission reflects Council priorities related to Anglesea 
Futures and other regional strategies. 
 
Conclusion 
The Anglesea Heath Establishment Project is part of ongoing implementation of the directions outlined in the 
Anglesea Futures Land Use Plan. Council’s submission and associated discussions are consistent with our 
commitment to improving the management and use of land in and around the former Alcoa leasehold.  
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5.3 Anglesea Heath Establishment Project Submission 
 
APPENDIX 1 COUNCIL SUBMISSION, ANGLESEA HEATH ESTABLISHMENT PROJECT  
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5.4 Barwon Downs Borefield- Barwon Water Licence Renewal Submission 
 

Author’s Title: Coordinator Environment  General Manager: Ransce Salan  

Department: Environment & Community Safety File No:  F18/687 

Division: Environment & Development Trim No:  IC19/184 

Appendix:  

1. Council Submission- Southern Rural Water- Barwon Downs Licence Renewal Application- Barwon 
Water (D19/8404)     

Officer Direct or Indirect Conflict of Interest: 

In accordance with Local Government Act 1989 – 
Section 80C: 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil 

Status: 

Information classified confidential in accordance with   
Local Government Act 1989 – Section 77(2)(c): 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil  

 
 

Purpose 
The purpose of this report is to consider Council’s submission to Southern Rural Water on Barwon Water’s 
licence renewal application for the Barwon Downs Borefield. 
 
Summary 
There was significant concern in the Winchelsea district community in 2018 regarding Barwon Water’s 
management of the Barwon Downs Borefield and the adequacy of environmental flows in the Barwon River. 
 
Barwon Water has acknowledged that water extraction from the Barwon Downs Borefield has contributed to 
poor environmental outcomes for Boundary Creek and Big Swamp which are tributaries of the Barwon River 
flowing through Surf Coast Shire and contribute to its health. Barwon Water committed, as part of their 
licence renewal process, to remediation of these areas before recommencing any further groundwater 
extraction. On 11 September 2018, the Minister for Water issued a direction notice to Barwon Water under 
the Water Act 1989 to submit and implement a legally enforceable remediation plan for the Boundary Creek 
and Big Swamp environment.  
 
In December 2018, Barwon Water submitted their licence renewal application to Southern Rural Water 
(SRW). When remediation is completed, Barwon Water is seeking ongoing access to the borefield, to ensure 
long-term regional water security, primarily as back up supply during drought, low flow periods or unplanned 
events. Submissions on the application are open until 1 March 2019. SRW is establishing a community 
reference group and an independent expert panel to assist them with their consultation and technical review 
of the application.  
 
Council’s submission focuses on the importance of engaging the local community directly in review of 
Barwon Water’s application and actions needed to improve the health of the Barwon River.  
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5.4 Barwon Downs Borefield- Barwon Water Licence Renewal Submission 
 

 

Recommendation 
That Council: 

1. Adopts the submission to Southern Rural Water regarding Barwon Water’s licence renewal 
application for the Barwon Downs Borefield. 

2. Forwards its submission to Southern Rural Water before 1 March 2019. 
3. Provides a copy of the submission to Growing Winchelsea and Upper Barwon Landcare Network. 

 
Council Resolution   
MOVED Cr Carol McGregor, Seconded Cr Brian McKiterick  
That Council 

1. Notes Barwon Water’s application for renewal of its water extraction license with Southern Rural 
Water. 

2. Notes the work contributed by Council officers and Barwon Water to ameliorate concerns and risks 
with regards to Barwon Water’s application. 

3. Considers that the risks and potential consequences to the aquifer and river system are too high and 
uncertain, therefore cannot support Barwon Water’s application. 

4. Requests that Barwon Water works towards sourcing an alternative means of providing water to 
residents and prioritises the Melbourne-Geelong pipeline that enables access to the existing 
desalination plant at Wonthaggi. 

5. Submits a letter to Southern Rural Water indicating the above. 
   

CARRIED 9:0   
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5.4 Barwon Downs Borefield- Barwon Water Licence Renewal Submission 
 

 

Report 
 
Background 
During 2018, Council became aware of increasing community concerns about the health of the Barwon River 
at Winchelsea; in particular the impact of Barwon Water’s Borefield extraction and the adequacy of current 
environmental flows in the Barwon River. The concerns were raised directly with Council and the Minister for 
Water. 
 
In response to these concerns, and subsequent briefings from Barwon Water, the Department of 
Environment, Land, Water & Planning and the Corangamite Catchment Management Authority, Council 
made a submission to the Central Region Sustainable Water Strategy Review. Council’s submission 
highlighted that inadequate environmental flows in the Barwon River were a significant concern to the 
Winchelsea district community and requested that this issue be resolved in partnership with them. 
 
Discussion 
Barwon Water has acknowledged publicly that water extraction from the Barwon Downs borefield is a 
contributing factor to poor environmental outcomes for Boundary Creek and Big Swamp. In particular, 
groundwater extraction has caused a two-thirds reduction of base flow into Boundary Creek and has 
increased the frequency and duration of no flow periods into the lower reaches of Boundary Creek. Boundary 
Creek and Big Swamp are tributaries of the Barwon River flowing through Surf Coast Shire and contribute to 
its health 
 
On 11 September 2018, Minister Neville issued a direction notice to Barwon Water under section 78 of the 
Water Act 1989 to submit and implement a legally enforceable remediation plan for the Boundary Creek and 
Big Swamp environment. Under the notice, no borefield extraction is permitted while the notice is in place, 
except for maintenance.  Barwon Water has confirmed its commitment to working closely with the local 
community, key agencies and technical experts to design and implement the remediation plan. 
 
Barwon Water’s background submission to their renewal application states the goal of the application is to 
ensure that the taking and use of water from the borefield is consistent with ‘sustainable use’ and ‘as a part 
of a secure and affordable regional water supply for the long term’. Under Barwon Water’s ‘Urban Water 
Strategy 2017’, the borefield is a key ‘back up’ component to continue to deliver secure water supplies to the 
region over the next 50 years. 
 
Barwon Water is not currently extracting water from the borefield and hasn’t done so in recent years. Barwon 
Water notes in their submission that in the short term they can prioritise the use of other back up sources 
such as the Melbourne to Geelong pipeline and the Anglesea borefield. Access to the Barwon Downs 
borefield is required however, until the end of the next licencing period (2019-2034) to provide security to the 
region under certain climatic conditions. Maintaining access to the borefield also provides greater resilience 
to the regional water supply system for unexpected growth, climate extremes or unplanned events like 
natural disasters or major infrastructure failures. 
 
Barwon Water’s submission notes that without the certainty of being able to access groundwater in the long 
term, an investment in additional water resources (e.g. seawater desalination) would be required to provide 
an equivalent level of certainty. The Barwon Downs borefield is described as a ‘critical standby source’ for 
Barwon Water because ‘it is buffered from climate variability due to the depth and substantial volume of the 
aquifer’. In contrast, surface water catchments are susceptible to seasonal fill patterns mostly driven by 
rainfall. 
 
Barwon Water’s Barwon Downs Borefield Background and Submission is available at  
http://www.srw.com.au/barwondowns/.  
 
Technical Considerations 
Council does not have the depth of expertise to comment on technical aspects of the licence renewal, 
including the volumetric entitlements. SRW is appointing an independent panel of technical experts to assist 
them with the review of the application. In addition, Barwon Water has invited three independent technical 
experts to work with Barwon Water to develop the remediation plan. The involvement of independent 
technical expertise will help reassure the community that relevant matters are adequately considered. 
 

http://www.srw.com.au/barwondowns/
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5.4 Barwon Downs Borefield- Barwon Water Licence Renewal Submission 
 

 

Council’s submission encourages SRW when reviewing Barwon Water’s application to also consider: 

 Diversification of water supply sources for the Geelong region, including the use of recycled water, 
thereby reducing the need to access the borefield in the future; 

 The role of integrated water management in providing long term water sustainability; 

 Climate change mitigation and adaptation; and 

 The role of the environmental entitlement framework in ensuring sustainable water use. 
These matters were highlighted by Council in its submission to the Central Region Sustainable Water 
Strategy Review and are relevant here as well. 
 
Financial Implications 
There are no direct costs to Council in making the submission. However, if in the future Barwon Water is 
unable to access the Barwon Downs Borefield, there could be price implications for Barwon Water 
customers, including those in Surf Coast Shire.   
 
Council Plan 
Theme 2 Environmental Leadership 
Objective 2.2 Improve the re-use of resources 
Strategy 2.2.4 Work in partnership with relevant stakeholders to investigate the feasibility of recycled 

water to support agriculture in the Thompson Valley and other rural areas 
 
Theme 2 Environmental Leadership 
Objective 2.3 Support local food production  
Strategy 2.3.1 Develop and implement a local food program in partnership with community 
 
Theme 3 Balancing Growth 
Objective 3.2 Ensure infrastructure is in place to support existing communities and provide for growth 
Strategy 3.2.6 Advocate for supporting infrastructure 
 
Policy/Legal Implications 
Barwon Water has submitted an application under section 58 of the Water Act 1989 for the renewal of its 
licence to extract groundwater from the Barwon Downs Borefield.  Barwon Water has also been issued a 
direction notice under section 78 of the Water Act 1989 to submit and implement a legally enforceable 
remediation plan for the Boundary Creek and Big Swamp environment. 
 
Officer Direct or Indirect Interest 
No officer involved in the preparation of this report has any conflicts of interest. 
 
Risk Assessment 
There are risks associated with groundwater extraction and also risks to longer term regional water security if 
Barwon Water is denied ongoing access to the Barwon Downs borefield. Barwon Water is now legally 
required to undertake remediation of the Boundary Creek, Big Swamp and surrounding area. 
 
Social Considerations 
Barwon Water’s management and remediation of the Barwon Downs Borefield is of concern to the 
Winchelsea district community. Council’s submission supports local community directly involved in review of 
the licence and in the development and implementation of Barwon Water’s remediation plan.  
 
Community Engagement 
SRW’s engagement and review process for the Barwon Downs Borefield licence includes the establishment 
of a Barwon Downs Licence Community Reference Group to assist SRW with community and stakeholder 
consultation regarding licence renewal. SRW has advised that open houses will be held throughout the 
review process. 
 
Environmental Implications 
Barwon Water’s commitments will reduce the environmental impacts of water harvesting from the Barwon 
Downs Borefield.  
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5.4 Barwon Downs Borefield- Barwon Water Licence Renewal Submission 
 

 

Communication 
SRW is responsible for consultation and review of Barwon Water’s licence renewal application. SRW has a 
designated website page with information about the licence application, the ministerial notice and 
consultation opportunities. 
 
Options 
Option 1 – Receive and note the submission 
This option is recommended by officers as the submission was written based on information provided to 
Council and is in keeping with Council’s previous submission to the Central Region Sustainable Water 
Strategy Review. 
 
Option 2 – Reject the submission 
This option is not recommended by officers because Council would not provide its views on the importance 
of engaging the local community in the review of Barwon Water’s licence renewal application and in their 
remediation of Boundary Creek and Big Swamp. 
 
Conclusion 
Barwon Water has acknowledged that past water extractions from the Barwon Downs Borefield is 
responsible for poor environmental outcomes for Boundary Creek and Big Swamp which are tributaries of 
the Barwon River that flows through the Surf Coast Shire.  Barwon Water is committed to not undertake 
further extraction, except for maintenance, until Boundary Creek, Big Swamp and the surrounding area is 
remediated.  Council doesn’t have the depth of expertise to comment on technical aspects of the licence 
renewal, however, Council’s submission to SRW highlights its support of commitments made to date and the 
importance of engaging the local community in the review of Barwon Water’s licence renewal application and 
remediation of Boundary Creek and Big Swamp. 
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5.4 Barwon Downs Borefield- Barwon Water Licence Renewal Submission 
 
APPENDIX 1 COUNCIL SUBMISSION- SOUTHERN RURAL WATER- BARWON DOWNS LICENCE 

RENEWAL APPLICATION- BARWON WATER  
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5.5 Environment & Development Monthly Report- January 2019 
 

Author’s Title: Executive Assistant  General Manager: Ransce Salan  

Department: Environment & Development File No:  F18/1519 

Division: Environment & Development Trim No:  IC19/193 

Officer Direct or Indirect Conflict of Interest: 

In accordance with Local Government Act 1989 – 
Section 80C: 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil 

Status: 

Information classified confidential under Section 77 
of the Local Government Act: 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil  

 
 

Purpose 
The purpose of this report is to receive and note the Environment & Development monthly activity report for 
January 2019. 
 

Summary 
The monthly report provides an overview of the Environment & Development division’s key activities 
undertaken in January 2019.  
 

Recommendation 
That Council receives the Environment & Development Monthly Activity Report for January 2019 and notes 
the following items: 

1. In January, 91.18% of all planning applications were issued within 60 statutory days. The 
comparative average score for the Peri Urban Group for December was 67% (January result is yet to 
be published). 

2. Council’s budget of $65,000 to complete the Economic Development Strategy has received a 
significant boost with recent confirmation of a $195,000 State Government grant to conduct a Skills 
& Emerging Industry Audit (SEIA) as a component of the strategy. 

3. Over 40 events and markets were staged in January, attracting an estimated 120,000 spectators and 
participants to the Surf Coast, including Pier to Pub, Mountain to Surf, Cadel Evans Great Ocean 
Road Race, Nightjar Festivals which injected millions of dollars into the local economy.  

4. The Australian National Surfing Museum has recorded its highest January visitation in 22 years with 
attendance of 2,842.  This is on top of its 4,000 increase in visitation for the past 12 months to the 
end of December 2018. 

5. The savings target for the Business Improvement program is tracking well and is expected to 
achieve its target in March 2019. 

6. The Powered by Positive program was launched in January and is a web supported program 
designed to help the community use less energy and make the switch to solar. 

7. The Surf Coast Walk website received a significant update prior to summer and forms part of a 
number of initiatives to convert to and enhance digital platforms to reach a greater audience. The 
Surf Coast Walk Instagram account now has 1,022 followers. 

8. New bushfire signage installed at the Lorne Visitor Information Centre (VIC) this summer has 
received very positive feedback from visitors and emergency services. 
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Council Resolution   
MOVED Cr David Bell, Seconded Cr Libby Coker  
That Council receives the Environment & Development Monthly Activity Report for January 2019 and notes 
the following items: 

1. In January, 91.18% of all planning applications were issued within 60 statutory days. The 
comparative average score for the Peri Urban Group for December was 67% (January result is yet to 
be published). 

2. Council’s budget of $65,000 to complete the Economic Development Strategy has received a 
significant boost with recent confirmation of a $195,000 State Government grant to conduct a Skills 
& Emerging Industry Audit (SEIA) as a component of the strategy. 

3. Over 40 events and markets were staged in January, attracting an estimated 120,000 spectators and 
participants to the Surf Coast, including Pier to Pub, Mountain to Surf, Cadel Evans Great Ocean 
Road Race, Nightjar Festivals which injected millions of dollars into the local economy.  

4. The Australian National Surfing Museum has recorded its highest January visitation in 22 years with 
attendance of 2,842.  This is on top of its 4,000 increase in visitation for the past 12 months to the 
end of December 2018. 

5. The savings target for the Business Improvement program is tracking well and is expected to 
achieve its target in March 2019. 

6. The Powered by Positive program was launched in January and is a web supported program 
designed to help the community use less energy and make the switch to solar. 

7. The Surf Coast Walk website received a significant update prior to summer and forms part of a 
number of initiatives to convert to and enhance digital platforms to reach a greater audience. The 
Surf Coast Walk Instagram account now has 1,022 followers. 

8. New bushfire signage installed at the Lorne Visitor Information Centre (VIC) this summer has 
received very positive feedback from visitors and emergency services. 

CARRIED 9:0   
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PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT 
 
Measure: 60 Statutory Days 
In January, 91.18% of all planning applications were issued within 60 statutory days. The comparative 
average score for the Peri Urban Group for December was 67% (January result is yet to be published). This 
is a great result representing Council’s best ever turnaround time and one the Statutory Planning Team is 
excited to have achieved. 
 
Measure: Current Statutory Day Performance (>100 Statutory Days) 
This month we are introducing a change to the way we have been reporting on the backlog of applications. 
The backlog has now been reduced to a small number of applications. When reporting on the Planning 
Customer Service Program began three years ago, the backlog was defined as those applications greater 
than 60 statutory days. This figure has been reducing over time from 126 in July 2016 to 35 in February 
2019. The level has been in the low 30’s for the last 3 quarters.  
 
The planning process under the Planning and Environment Act provides for the statutory clock to be reset to 
zero when an application is in progress and changes are required to an application. Historically, Council has 
allowed applicants to pursue additional information for extended periods without requiring the withdrawal of 
the application. This is often to achieve compliance with the planning controls or to address objector 
concerns following successful mediation. Council has been able to resolve a number of these applications. 
 
Consequently, we were able to achieve 91.18% determined within the 60 statutory days in January, while the 
current applications are tracking much lower at 75%. 
 
Council has set a new KPI this year of achieving 90% within statutory 100 days. While this is measured on 
the completion of the application, it is informative to look at the reason behind the applications being within 
the “tail”.  
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The table below provides an explanation as to why the result is currently over the 100 statutory days.  

Categories/Types of Reasons Number of applications 

Appeal has been lodged, awaiting a decision. 1 

Applicant to provide further information and once received, the statutory 
clock will be reset to zero. 

1 

Applicant resolving bushfire issues and to provide information to Council 
once issues are resolved. Once received, the statutory clock will be reset 
to zero. 

3 

Applicant to submit amended plans. Once received, the statutory clock 
will be reset to zero. 

3 

Applicant in the process of preparing a CHMP. Once received, the 
statutory clock will be reset to zero. 

2 

Applicant addressing site-wide issues. Decision is unable to be made 
until these issues are addressed. 

1 

Application is linked to an application to amend a Section 173 Agreement. 
A decision cannot be made until the Section 173 Agreement application is 
ready for a decision. 

1 

Applicant is further considering their proposal. If plans are amended, the 
statutory clock is reset to zero. 

1 

Applicant resolving stormwater issues and bushfire issues. When 
amended, the statutory clock is reset to zero. 

1 

A consultation meeting is required. 1 

Applicant to provide a Statutory Declaration for completion of advertising. 1 

Application has been subject to a height pole meeting . 2 

 
Measure: Compliance Open Investigations 
The Planning Compliance team focus continues to be on progressing investigations that involve impacts on 
community members by the actions of others. The aim is to keep this type of complaint to less than 50 live 
investigations by June 2019 to address compliance investigations in a timely way. Seasonal impacts do 
occur with the peak in complaints over the summer months.  
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VCAT Decisions 
One VCAT decision was received by Council in January. 
 
16 Deans Marsh Road, Lorne 
The permit applicant appealed conditions of the permit requiring the second storey wall to be setback from 
the side boundary to accord with the requirements of Standard A10 which was proposed to be reduced by 
over 1.0m. As a compromise the applicant proposed to amend the design to cut back the upper roof level, 
reducing the wall height. There would still be an encroachment but only in the order of 0.2m. This was 
considered to be a reasonable outcome having regard to the increased articulation of the building form, the 
new roof setback would comply with the standard and the total separation between the proposed and 
neighbouring dwelling. As a result a consent order was agreed to and issued by the Tribunal. 
 
ePlanning Portal 
The software provider (Open Office) is still addressing changes preventing Council from a full go live on 4 
February as originally planned. A public launch will not be scheduled until the system is fully tested and 
ready for wide public use. A revised go live date is being worked out and Councillors will be advised once a 
date has been determined. 
 
Current Strategic Planning Projects 

 Hinterland Futures Strategy: Council officers are waiting for comments from the CFA before finalising 
changes to the strategy.  It will then be exhibited for one month in accordance with Council’s 
resolution of October 2018. 

 CORA, Cape Otway Road Australia elite sports facility and tourist development: In late 2018, the 
Minister for Planning directed that an advisory committee be appointed to consider the CORA 
proposal. The terms of reference for the advisory committee have not yet been released by the 
Minister for Planning. 

 Anglesea Futures Land Use Framework Plan: In October 2018, the State Government released the 
final version of the Framework Plan. DELWP are currently drafting new policy to reflect the 
objectives and strategies of the Framework Plan that will subsequently be implemented within the 
Surf Coast Planning Scheme.  

 Winchelsea Town Centre Urban Design Guidelines: During November and December 2018, Council 
officers and the consultant undertook a number of successful community engagement activities in 
Winchelsea to inform the development of the urban design guidelines. Council officers are now in the 
process of considering the outputs of the engagement events.  

 Lorne Structure Plan Review: As part of technical background work, Council has engaged a bushfire 
consultant to undertake a new assessment of the Lorne township and undeveloped sites in Lorne. 
Council officers will continue to undertake further background work over the coming months 
including a review of relevant planning controls.  

 Spring Creek and Distinctive Areas and Landscapes: Council officers are scheduled to meet with 
DELWP’s Distinctive Areas and Landscapes project team and DELWP Regional Planning officers to 
discuss the project. 

 Torquay Town Centre: An economic report has been prepared to investigate the need for additional 
small business office space in the Town Centre. The report will be presented to Council at its 
ordinary meeting of 26 February 2019. Council officers continue to work with the consultant on 
preparing urban design guidelines for the Town Centre. Both pieces of work will be used to inform 
the future planning scheme amendment to implement the Torquay Town Centre study.  

 Surf Coast Residential Land Supply and Demand Assessment: The technical report was reported to 
Council in January 2019. The technical report is now available on Council’s website.  
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Planning Scheme Amendments 

 C114 Spring Creek PSP: The issues raised prior to the State Election regarding the final location of 
Torquay’s western settlement boundary have put Amendment C114 on hold until the State 
Government concludes community consultation. The process is expected to form part of the broader 
Distinctive Areas and Landscapes project, as mentioned above. 

 C118: Rezoning and planning permit for subdivision to create an additional 4 hectares of Industrial 3 
land to the West Coast Business Park.  The amendment is currently with the Minister for Planning for 
approval.  

 C120 Growing Winchelsea implementation: The amendment is currently with the Minister for 
Planning awaiting approval.  

 C123 Section 96A application with rezoning of 3-5 Loch Ard Drive, Torquay from General Residential 
to Commercial 1 Zone and a planning permit for shops and first floor dwelling:  The amendment was 
reported to Council in January 2019 with a resolution to submit it to the Minister for Planning for 
approval. Council officers and the proponent are currently finalising the Section 173 agreement. 
Once the S.173 agreement has been executed, the amendment will be submitted to Minister for 
Planning for approval.  

 C124 Section 96A application for rezoning of 600-640 Cape Otway Road Moriac from Farming to 
Low Density Residential and planning permit application for multi-lot staged subdivision: This 
proposal has recently been reactivated with the applicant’s planning consultant submitting revised 
technical reports.  

 C126 Proposed rezoning of land at 125/135 Strathmore Drive from Low Density Residential Zone to 
General Residential Zone: Council officers continue to work through technical matters with the 
proponent prior to reporting the planning scheme amendment and development plan to a future 
Council meeting to consider preparing and exhibiting the amendment.   

 C127 Section 96A application with rezoning of land at 2995 Princes Highway from Farming Zone to 
Low Density Residential Zone and planning permit application for an 86 lot subdivision: Council 
officers continue to work through technical matters with the proponent.    

 C128 Miscellaneous Amendment: Council officers received authorisation from the Minister for 
Planning in early February 2019 to prepare a miscellaneous amendment to the Surf Coast Planning 
Scheme. The amendment will make changes to the ordinance and mapping provisions of the 
scheme. Public exhibition is anticipated to commence in March 2019 for a period of one calendar 
month.  

 C130 The Sands, Torquay, Residential Development Planning Review: The planning controls for the 
Sands Torquay Estate are derived from the underlying planning zone but sit outside of the planning 
scheme within a set of guidelines administered by an independent Architectural Review Committee. 
The proposed planning scheme amendment will translate the existing guidelines and incorporate 
them into the planning scheme. At its January 2019 meeting, Council resolved to seek authorisation 
from the Minister for Planning to prepare the amendment and place it on public exhibition. 
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ENVIRONMENT & COMMUNITY SAFETY 
 
Nightjar Market – Food Hygiene  
Torquay’s Nightjar Market continues to demonstrate high food safety and environmental standards.  67 
temporary/mobile food premises from over 20 different councils trading at the market were inspected under 
the State-wide Streatrader program.  Council’s Environmental Health Unit has worked with Nightjar 
organisers and the traders over a number of years to ensure a high level of food safety and that wastewater 
generated is controlled to avoid any environmental harm. 
 
Support of Landcare Rabbit Control Works 
To help our community reduce the environmental damage that rabbits cause to our natural environment, 
Council has sent over 500 letters to rural property owners advising of the Surf Coast and Inland Plains 
Landcare Network (SCIPN) upcoming rabbit control program.  At the same time, Council is undertaking its 
own rabbit control program on land it manages in accordance with Council’s adopted Rabbit Management 
Policy. 
 
Council Submission on Barwon Water’s Licence Renewal Application, Barwon Downs Borefield 
Barwon Water has applied to renew its licence to extract water from the Barwon Downs borefield. A 
submission has been prepared for Council to consider at its February meeting. The submission supports 
Barwon Water to maintain a high level of public consultation and reduce the impacts that groundwater 
extraction in the Boundary Creek area has on our waterways, including the Barwon River. 
 
Anglesea Heath Establishment Project  
Officers have been providing support to Parks Victoria’s Anglesea Heath Establishment Project, which is 
establishing the management direction for the more than 6,000 Ha of Anglesea Heath that was incorporated 
in the Great Otway National Park in January 2018. The Environment team has prepared a submission aimed 
at ensuring the new management direction is consistent with the Anglesea Futures Land Use Plan and 
relevant Council strategies and priorities. 
 
Preparedness for the Fire Season 
To help keep our community safer and to ensure we fulfil our legal responsibilities, the Emergency 
Management team have been maintaining the organisation preparedness for fire events and other 
emergencies. During January this largely involves keeping the organisation aware and alert, communicating 
with Council staff around availability and role clarity. Some roles are an extension of normal duties; however 
others are emergency specific roles that staff have undergone training for during the year. Council also has 
an important role in participating in the preparedness activities of the regional incident control centres; 
providing information on Council and community activities over the busy summer period and coordinating 
with agencies and neighbouring councils.  
 
Asset Protection Zones (APZ) extension project 
To reduce the likelihood and consequence of a bushfire in our Shire, Council was awarded a State 
Government grant to investigate the creation of APZ’s on private land in strategically important high fire risk 
areas. An APZ is fuel reduced areas between houses and the bush and to date have been created on public 
land. APZ’s on private land will provide a larger continuous fuel break around our coastal towns. With 
DELWP and CFA, areas for investigation have been mapped and community engagement is expected to 
commence soon. 
 
Anglesea Food Organics Collection Pilot 
We’re now more than two months into the Anglesea Food Organics Collection Pilot and although there have 
been some significant issues with the kerbside collection service the majority of residents are pleased to be 
diverting food waste from landfill and having it turned into compost for recycling.  
 
In the next few weeks we’ll be mailing out a letter to Anglesea residents and ratepayers providing an update 
on the pilot, link to the next survey and information about some upcoming waste audits. The surveys and 
audits will help us clearly understand the impacts of the pilot, including the amount of food waste being 
saved from landfill.  
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818 surveys were returned from our mail out to Anglesea residents and ratepayers in November (before the 
pilot commenced). Analysis of the data showed: 

 Most households (97%) advise they recycle everything they can. 

 Most people (88-94%) feel they know what goes into each of their kerbside bins. 

 The most common benefits listed of the food organics collection were the reduction to landfill, the 
recycling and composting benefits, and an overall positive effect on the environment.  

 The most common concerns were the mess and smell associated with the organic waste, how well 
people (especially holiday makers) would do with the program, and the change in frequency of bin 
collection. 

 With respondents able to provide multiple responses to questions about the benefits and concerns of 
the pilot, there were 600 positive comments compared with 260 concerns before the pilot started. 

 
A full summary of responses from the first survey as well as the next steps will be available on our website 
www.surfcoast.vic.gov.au/AngleseaOrganics in the coming weeks. 
 
Powered by Positive – Nightjar engagement 
In January Council officers launched the Powered by Positive program at Torquay Nightjar Festival. An 
initiative of Council’s 25% by 2020 Renewable Energy Task Force, Powered by Positive is a web supported 
Council program designed to help the community use less energy and make the switch to solar.  Officers 
spoke with a variety of festival goers, with approximately 40% living in the Surf Coast and 60% visiting. It’s 
important we’re talking to visitors, as they contribute to our Shire’s energy consumption and can often make 
small behaviour changes to use less energy in their holiday home.   
 
Festival goers of all ages had some fun playing with the giant ‘energy saving’ jenga game. Many of the 
residents we spoke with had been thinking about solar and were keen to hear more about the Victorian 
Government’s new solar homes program. An additional $2,225 rebate for solar PV systems on top of the 
existing Federal Government rebate was an appealing incentive for residents. For further information on the 
program, visit www.poweredbypositive.com.au.  
 

 
 
 
  

http://www.surfcoast.vic.gov.au/AngleseaOrganics
http://www.poweredbypositive.com.au/
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT & TOURISM 
 
Economic Development Projects 
 
Economic Development Strategy 
Council’s budget of $65,000 to complete the Economic Development Strategy has received a significant 
boost with recent confirmation of a $195,000 State Government grant to conduct a Skills & Emerging 
Industry Audit (SEIA) as a component of the strategy. The SEIA will allow us to identify the opportunities and 
connections our surfing, creative, entrepreneurial and home based businesses provide for future job 
creation.  
 
The combined $260,000 budget enables a significant increase in our level of community engagement and 
consultation.  The funds will also enable Council to: 

 Map the current and future workforce needs of non-traditional sectors (i.e. Start-ups, entrepreneurs, 
home based businesses, design & creative industries) operating in Surf Coast Shire;  

 Develop viable solutions to current and future workforce challenges experienced by non-traditional 
sectors; 

 Engage and build partnerships with these non-traditional sectors (with whom Council has had limited 
engagement with to date); 

 Consider and prepare for shifting employment demands and future job creation; 

 Develop options and determine support structures required to help build skills, capacity, partnerships 
and jobs pathways in these non-traditional sectors; and   

 Include identified strategies to support findings from the audit into Council’s new Economic 
Development Strategy.  

 
The Strategy will have a focus on job creation, identify our economic identity, values and key drivers and the 
priority actions to create jobs and drive positive change for Surf Coast Shire. 
 
Request for Tenders were released in early February with consultants envisaged to commence in April. The 
project is scheduled to be completed in June 2020. 
 
Surf Coast Walk Website Upgrade 
The Surf Coast Walk website received a significant update just prior to summer and forms part of a number 
of initiatives to convert to and enhance digital platforms to reach a greater audience. New online, interactive 
mapping for the entire Surf Coast Walk and the individual sections of the walk were added to the website 
along with a review of existing content. The online maps work well on computer, tablet and phone and 
provide content-rich information about the Walk and its features.  
 
The website also now features a live-feed from the Surf Coast Walk Instagram account which has 1,022 
followers.  
 
There were 12 events in December and January that either used the Surf Coast Walk or were held on the 
walk.  
 
The number of events hosted on the Surf Coast Walk, the number of users and the social media following 
makes the Surf Coast Walk the most popular walk on the Great Ocean Road.  
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Events 
Surf Coast Shire hosted over 40 events and markets in January, collectively attracting visitation of an 
estimated 120,000 and promoting Surf Coast townships to a national and global audience. The biggest 
events by numbers were: 
 

Event Major Estimated attendance Notes 

Cadel Evans Great Ocean 
Road Race 

20,000 Including People’s Ride participants and elite 
race teams, management and spectators 

Lorne Pier to Pub 15,000 5,000 participants (capacity) plus 10,000 
spectators 

Nightjar 2 16,100  

Nightjar 1 15,846  

Nightjar 3 12,659  

Nightjar 4 8,814 Nightjar total: 53,419 

Cowrie Market 4,000  

Lorne Mountain to Surf Run 2,000 Capacity 

Total: 94,419  

 

 The 5
th
 edition of the Cadel Evans Great Ocean Road Race was held in superb conditions on Australia 

Day weekend. Operationally, the event ran very smoothly, with the rolling road closure minimising 
impacts and delays in spite of the high volume of traffic due to the long weekend and perfect weather. 
Spectacular footage of the Surf Coast was broadcast live nationally on Channel 7, as well as to a global 
audience across 160 countries (figures still to be provided by event organiser). 
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 Surf Coast Shire Council hosted its third Welcome Wave event on 23 January, to recognise and 
celebrate the female teams and athletes competing in the Deakin University Elite Women’s Race. A 
Welcome to County community ceremony was held at Torquay Surf Beach, followed by a sit down 
dinner at the RACV Resort, featuring guest speaker Lydia Lassila. Lydia captivated the audience as she 
spoke about her learnings as she successfully transitions to life beyond her athletic career. The 
Welcome Wave event is regarded by the elite women’s riders as a tour highlight and the best ‘welcome’ 
they receive around the globe by a host community.  

 The GMHBA Lorne Pier to Pub (5,000 participants) and Mountain to Surf (2,000 participants) were 
held over 11-12 January, with all events selling out well in advance. The events generate a national 
focus on Lorne and create a significant economic boost for the broader region.  

 The Nightjar Festivals returned to the Torquay Common on Thursday nights in January with a new site 
map aimed at improving flow and visitor experience. Visitation increased by 25% on the previous year. 
There were no incidents, with the family friendly atmosphere reflected by a strong contingent of 
attendees being young teenagers and children under 12. 

 
Visitor Information Centres & National Australian Surfing Museum 
In early January, the Australian National Surfing Museum (ANSM) hosted the successful Bells Beach Surf 
Film Festival (BBSFF) which enjoyed sell out audiences for the first two nights and very strong attendance 
across all nights. The ANSM provides a perfect backdrop for surf focussed films and also enables attendees 
to the films to see the museum collection. 
 
The strong visitation levels to the ANSM in 2018 continued into January with 2,842 people attending. This 
figure represented the highest January visitation to the ANSM for 22 years. A challenge will be to continue to 
ensure the ANSM offers quality exhibitions for visitors and the community to attend. Planning is already 
underway for new exhibitions post Fossil Beach.   
 
Our Visitor Centres were again busy throughout January with over 28,000 information enquiries received for 
the month. While a significant proportion of enquiries relate to the 12 Apostles and other destinations beyond 
Surf Coast Shire, the level of localised township enquiry is growing with visitors keen to experience the 
various activities on offer.  
 
There is also a trend in visitors seeking more people contact for information requests and searches. Recent 
research indicates over 47% of people who visit Visitor Centres do so to speak to a ‘person’.  This has been 
reflected in the January peak period with all Visitor Centres receiving very positive feedback for volunteers 
and staff.   
 
New bushfire and emergency contact information installed over the summer at the Lorne VIC has been very 
well received by both visitors and emergency services (image below). The information will remain on display 
year round. 
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PROGRAM MANAGEMENT OFFICE 
 
Total Projects Overview 

 
 

 
 
As at 31 January 2019: 

 156 Capital Projects 

 45 Operational Projects (reduction in projects in Program as several transferred to Adopted Strategy 
Implementation Reserve) 
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Projects are continuing to move out of the Initiating/Planning phase into the Delivering and Closing/Closed 
Out phases.  
 

Percentage of YTD Spend 
Target at 31/12/18 

2017/18 2018/19 

Capital 92% 98% 
Operational 65% 51% 
Overall 90% 94% 
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BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT, RANGER SERVICES AND BUILDING COMPLIANCE 
 
Departmental critical functions – performance overview 
 

 
Business 
Improvement 

Ranger 
Services 

Building 
Compliance 

 

Financial 
 
 

  
Both expenditure and 
revenue are very favourable 
to budget 

CRMs    

10 of 179 Ranger Services 
CRMs in January were 
completed past the 
nominated due date.  There 
are no overdue CRMs as at 
11 February 2019. 

OHS    Active surveillance, 
compliant 

Key: 
 
 
 

 
On track 

  
Minor delay 

  
Off track 

 
Business Improvement 
 

Deliverable Overview Status 

Develop 2018/19 Business Improvement 
Program 

 
Completed 

Deliver 2018/19 Program 

 Underway 

 Three reviews complete, one cancelled 

 Three reviews underway 

 Two yet to commence 

Deliver identified savings  
 
 
 

Underway 

 
The savings target for the Business Improvement program is tracking well, with the target expected to be 
achieved in March 2019.  Strong budget diligence in reviewed areas, primarily Rangers Services, Positive 
Ageing, Light Fleet and Sports Operations has contributed strongly to the result. 
 
Ranger Services 
It has been a very busy summer for the team with fine weather and a range of events, including NightJar in 
Torquay, Cadel Evans Great Ocean Road Race and the Pier to Pub in Lorne generating huge visitation to 
our towns. The following chart indicates the high volume of Ranger Services resources deployed to deliver 
services.  This bolstered staffing profile for the summer peak period has had a positive impact on compliance 
and service provided to the community. The focus for staffing has been on weekends and other high 
visitation times. This higher level of on ground presence will continue through February and then ramp up 
again at Easter. 
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During this period Rangers attended to over 350 customer requests.  Rangers were also very active in 
managing compliance for parking and illegal camping.  The beach patrols with GORCC, using the dedicated 
beach vehicle, have proven to be very successul with a very strong level of compliance witnessed and 
excellent feedback from the community for the Council and GORCC officers. 
 
Building Compliance 
 
Key Statistics  
A Building Notice is a show cause notice issued by Council’s Building Compliance team when they discover 
illegal building works that have been carried out without a valid Building Permit.  Statistics below show the 
Building Notice activity for the 2018 calendar year. 
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As at the end of January 2019, Council had 464 outstanding Building Notices of which 164 are overdue.  
Additional resources are being sought through short term consultancy to immediately address this backlog.  
In addition to this, recruitment is being finalised for an additional Building Inspector, with the position 
expected to be filled in March 2019.  This will complete the new Building Compliance team structure. With all 
this in place, open building notices are expected to decline in late 2018/19. 
 
Other key workload indicators for the Building Compliance team are shown below.  These service delivery 
tasks are generated by the high level of building activity in the Shire.  This is a significant workload for 
Council staff to manage, particularly the high number of Building Permits that are lodged. 
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6.  CULTURE & COMMUNITY 

6.1 Bi-Annual Complaints Handling Report - July to December 2018 
 

Author’s Title: Customer Experience Coordinator  General Manager: Chris Pike  

Department: Community Relations File No:  F18/254 

Division: Culture & Community Trim No:  IC19/87 

Appendix:  

Nil 

Officer Direct or Indirect Conflict of Interest: 

In accordance with Local Government Act 1989 – 
Section 80C: 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil 

Status: 

Information classified confidential in accordance with   
Local Government Act 1989 – Section 77(2)(c): 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil  

 
 

Purpose 
The purpose of this report is to present information on complaints received for the period 1 July to 31 
December 2018.  
 

Summary 
Council’s Complaints Policy outlines an open and transparent complaint handling system to ensure all 
complaints are handled fairly and objectively. 
 
Council is committed to resolving complaints in a timely manner, recognises people’s right to complain and 
analyses complaint data to find ways to improve. 
 
The policy commits that a report on complaints performance will be prepared to Council twice a year. The 
Complaints Policy and Management Procedure outlines complaint performance indicators. This report 
describes performance against these indicators. 
 
In this period Council received 60 complaints. During this time officers also registered 7085 requests for 
service from customers through the Authority software system, also known as CRMs. Officers use Authority 
to handle all complaints and a significant number of customer requests.  
 

Recommendation 
That Council receives and notes the complaints handling report for the period of 1 July to 31 December 
2018. 
 
Council Resolution   
MOVED Cr Carol McGregor, Seconded Cr Brian McKiterick  
That Council receives and notes the complaints handling report for the period of 1 July to 31 December 
2018. 

CARRIED 9:0   
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Report 
 
Background 
Council adopted the Complaints Policy (SCS-032) on 27 June 2017. The purpose of the policy is to outline 
an open and transparent complaint handling system which ensures all complaints are handled fairly and 
objectively. 
 
The policy commits Council to deal effectively with complaints and guides how complaints handling 
procedures are implemented. A commitment in the policy states Council will receive a bi-annual report on 
complaints performance. 
 
The policy defines a complaint as an expression of dissatisfaction with: 

 The quality of an action taken, decision made, or service provided by Council or its contractor. 

    A delay or failure in providing a service, taking an action, or making a decision by Council or its 
contractor. 

 
The policy describes a request for service is different to a complaint. Unlike a complaint, a request for service 
is when a customer wants Council to provide something, generally information or a service, or similarly report 
a fault such as a maintenance request. 
 
The policy is based on seven principles for effective complaints handling, as outlined in the Victorian 
Ombudsman’s – Good Practice Guide to Handling Complaints: 

1. Commitment 
Council is committed to resolving complaints that are received in a timely manner.  Council recognises 
people’s right to complain and considers complaint handling to be part of the core business of serving 
the community and improving service delivery. 

2. Accessibility 
People can easily find out how to make a complaint and be supported through the complaint process. 

3. Transparency 
 The complaint handling system clearly sets out how to complain, where to complain and how the 

complaint will be handled.  The steps taken to respond to a complaint are recorded and will stand up 
to scrutiny. 

4. Objectivity and fairness 
 Under the complaint handling system, complainants and staff are treated with respect and courtesy. 

Complaints are judged on merit and fact. 
5. Confidentiality 
 The complaint handling system protects the personal information of people making a complaint, and 

council staff will be informed on a ‘need to know’ basis. 
6. Accountability 
 Council is accountable, both internally and externally, for its decision making and complaint handling 

performance. Council provides explanations and reasons for decisions, and ensures that decisions are 
subject to appropriate review processes. 

7. Continuous Improvement 
 Council regularly analyses complaint data to find ways to improve how it operate and how it delivers 

services.   
 
In August 2018 a review into the application of the policy after the initial 12 months found the policy, 
including the definition of a complaint, was sound and no changes were required.  
 
The review informed a more proactive approach in the application of the definition of a complaint, i.e. what 
characterises a complaint, and when to register one.  The review found the majority of complaints registered 
in the preceding 12 month period were when the customer explicitly expressed a wish to complain.  
 
Officers, including the Executive Management Team confirmed a more proactive approach will be taken in 
registering complaints. As a result complaints are registered when a customer implies failure to satisfactorily 
respond to a request, or expectation that a service will be delivered. Customers will not need to explicitly 
state they want to make a complaint. Officers consider this approach the best way to ascertain if there has 
been a service failure and identify ways to improve, even if a customer does not wish to lodge a complaint. 
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In line with the policy definition breakdown, a complaint is to be registered when a customer expresses 
dissatisfaction with: 

 quality of an action taken – e.g. the quality of works undertaken 

 decision made - e.g. an initial request for service/maintenance is denied 

 service provided - e.g. a customer calls back a second time to report a service has not been 
provided (when we said it would) 

 delay/failure in providing service - e.g. we have not undertaken works (when we said we would) 

 delay/failure in taking action - e.g. we’ve not replied to a written request/phone calls 

 delay/failure in making a decision - e.g. when objection to fine/payment plan request has not been 
responded to. 

 
Training for staff on registering and handling complaints is scheduled at least annually and more frequently if 
needs are identified. 
 

Discussion 
The performance report is based on the indicators outlined in Complaints Policy and Management Procedure 
for the period of 1 July to 31 December 2018: 

 60 complaints received from customers, of these: 

o 17 were upheld 

o 19 were partially upheld 

o 13 were not upheld 

o 11 are still under investigation.  

 15 complaints registered during the period fell beyond the target response time 

 There are recommended changes to services as a result of complaints 

 No internal complaint reviews were conducted  

 No complaints registered with the Ombudsman have resulted in the Ombudsman issuing a proposal 
for action to Council for the period. 
 

In the July-December period Council recorded 7085 requests for service from customers through the 
Authority software system, also known as CRMs. Authority handles a significant number of customer 
requests, but not all.   
 

The complaints received fell under the themes of: 

 Not happy with works undertaken 

 Time frames not met 

 Unclear timeframes 

 Irresponsible driving 

 Not getting back to the customer 

 Privacy and confidentiality  

 Failure to provide service 

 Staff behaviour 

 Concerns with process. 
 

Where complaints were upheld (fully or partially) the following remedies were offered: 

 Apologies offered to the customer 

 Clearer communication to the customer 

 Acknowledgement of concerns and provision of information to the customer on actions taken.  
 

The complaints handling process is an opportunity for Council to learn and do better. All complaints, even 
those not upheld through the complaint investigation process are reviewed for improvement opportunities.   
 
Officers have identified the following improvement opportunities from the complaints investigated in the 
period: 

 Correction of staff performance 

 Staff training 

 Process reviews and improvements 

 Improved communication 

 Review and improve clarity of customer response times. 
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Financial Implications 
There are no significant financial implications in Council considering this report. 
 
Council Plan 
Theme 5 High Performing Council 
Objective 5.3 Provide quality customer service that is convenient, efficient, timely and responsive  
Strategy 5.3.3 Improve how we manage customer requests and complaints 
 
Policy/Legal Implications 
No policy or legal implications arising from this report. 
 
Officer Direct or Indirect Interest 
No officer involved in the preparation of this report has any conflicts of interest. 
 
Risk Assessment 
There is a reputational risk to Council if it does not comply with reporting commitments as per the Complaints 
Policy. 
 
Social Considerations 
There are no significant social considerations arising from this report. 
 
Community Engagement 
There was no dedicated community engagement in developing this report. The report is the result of 
customers engaging with Council by registering their complaint. 
 
Environmental Implications 
There are no environmental implications arising from this report. 
 
Communication 
This report will be incorporated into Council minutes and made available via the Surf Coast Shire Council 
website. The contents of the report will also be communicated to staff, to reiterate the importance of 
complaint handling and the service improvements identified in this report.  
 
Options 
Option 1 – Council receive and note the complaints handling report.  
This option is recommended by officers as the complaints handling report is a commitment from the 
Complaints Policy and describes complaint handling performance from 1 July to 31 December 2018. The 
analysis of complaints offers insights and opportunities for improvement. 
 
Option 2 – Council do not note and receive the complaints handing report. 
This option is not recommended by officers as this would not uphold the commitment in Council’s Complaints 
Policy. 
 
Conclusion 
Complaints remain an important opportunity for Council to listen to customers and learn how to do things 
better.  
 
This report upholds Council’s commitment in the Complaints Policy. The report identifies service 
improvements based on the complaints received for the period 1 July to 31 December 2018. Officers are 
learning and imbedding improvements in processes and performance as a result of the analysis of the 
complaints received.   
 
This bi-annual report will continue to report performance, and identify service improvements to provide a 
better experience for our customers. 
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Item - 6.2 Former Winchelsea Shire Hall- Future Use - has been moved to another part of the document. 
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6.3 Healthy Eating and Active Living Action Plan 2018-2021 
 

Author’s Title: Health & Wellbeing Officer  General Manager: Chris Pike  

Department: Community Relations File No:  F18/304 

Division: Culture & Community Trim No:  IC19/166 

Appendix:  

1. Healthy Eating Active Living Action Plan 2018-2021 (D19/6880)     

Officer Direct or Indirect Conflict of Interest: 

In accordance with Local Government Act 1989 – 
Section 80C: 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil 

Status: 

Information classified confidential in accordance with   
Local Government Act 1989 – Section 77(2)(c): 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil  

 
 

Purpose 
The purpose of this report is to document the research findings regarding the impact that diet and physical 
inactivity have within the Surf Coast Shire and propose an action plan that addresses identified issues. 
 

Summary 
The Public Health and Wellbeing Act 2008 establishes a number of responsibilities for councils including ‘to 

protect, improve and promote public health and wellbeing within the municipal district’ and to develop and 

implement a Municipal Public Health and Wellbeing Plan (MPHWP). 

Council has integrated its MPHWP into the 2017-2021 Council Plan. The Council Plan includes the strategic 

objective to ‘support people to be healthy and active’ and a strategy to ‘develop and implement local 

programs to support healthy eating and active living’.  

The inclusion of this strategy reflected a commitment between the Department of Health and Human 

Services (Barwon Area), councils and health authorities in the G21 region to address Healthy Eating and 

Active Living as a State Government Health and Wellbeing priority. It is one of two key regional health 

priorities along with the Prevention of Violence Against Women and Children. 

Council staff undertook research to determine the specific issues caused by poor diet and physical inactivity. 

Data indicates that shire residents are doing comparatively better than the state average. Unfortunately given 

the severity of the issue nationally, this doesn’t mean that residents are thriving. With a high percentage of 

residents not meeting diet and physical activity guidelines, and one in two presenting with at least one 

preventable chronic illness, the need for Council to take action to address this public health issue is clear.  

Research identified current best practice for local governments in relation to healthy eating and active living 

is to use a health promotion framework, focusing on creating healthy environments. Environments or settings 

are those places in which residents live, work, study and recreate. The proposed action plan focuses on the 

difference Council can make by altering these environments to support healthy choices.  
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Recommendation 
That Council: 

1. Notes the healthy eating and active living research findings outlined in this report. 
2. Adopts the Surf Coast Shire Council Healthy Eating and Active Living Action Plan 2018-2021 as 

attached at Appendix 1 with the implementation cost of $13,700 plus staff time. 
3. Notes that staff time and program implementation costs of $1200 for the current financial year will be 

funded through existing operating budgets. 
4. Allocates $12,500 from the Accumulated Unallocated Cash Reserve to fund the balance of 

implementing this action plan in 2019-20 and 2020-21.  
5. Receives updates on the implementation of the plan and its impact at least annually. 

 
Council Resolution   
MOVED Cr Martin Duke, Seconded Cr Brian McKiterick  
That Council: 

1. Notes the healthy eating and active living research findings outlined in this report. 
2. Adopts the Surf Coast Shire Council Healthy Eating and Active Living Action Plan 2018-2021 as 

attached at Appendix 1 with the implementation cost of $13,700 plus staff time. 
3. Notes that staff time and program implementation costs of $1200 for the current financial year will be 

funded through existing operating budgets. 
4. Allocates $12,500 from the Accumulated Unallocated Cash Reserve to fund the balance of 

implementing this action plan in 2019-20 and 2020-21.  
5. Receives updates on the implementation of the plan and its impact at least annually. 

CARRIED 9:0   
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Report 
 
Background 
Local governments are legislated under both the Local Government Act 1989 and the Public Health and 

Wellbeing Act 2008 to endeavour to achieve the best outcomes for the local community.  

The Public Health and Wellbeing Act 2008 defines public health and wellbeing as ‘the absence of disease, 

illness, injury, disability or premature death and the collective state of public health and wellbeing’. The Act 

imposes a number of responsibilities on councils including ‘to protect, improve and promote public health and 

wellbeing within the municipal district’ and to develop and implement a Municipal Public Health and 

Wellbeing Plan (MPHWP). 

In 2017 the Surf Coast Shire Council integrated its MPHWP into the 2017-2021 Council Plan. Accordingly, 

the Council Plan includes the strategic objective to ‘support people to be healthy and active’. To achieve this 

objective the Council Plan commits to four strategies one of which is to ‘develop and implement local 

programs to support healthy eating and active living’.  

The inclusion of this strategy reflected the commitment between the Department of Health and Human 

Services (Barwon Area), councils and health authorities in the G21 region to address Healthy Eating and 

Active Living as a State Government Health and Wellbeing priority. It is one of two key regional priorities 

along with the Prevention of Violence Against Women and Children and contributes to the achievement of 

the State Health and Wellbeing Outcomes Framework. 

To action this commitment the officers undertook research to determine the status of Surf Coast Shire 

residents’ diet and physical activity levels, and the incidence of preventable chronic diseases and early death 

that these risk factors contribute to.  

The healthy eating and active living data analysis included the following data sources: 

 VicHealth Indicators Survey data 2015 

 Victorian Population Health Survey LGA Quick Stats 2014 

 Australian Bureau of Statistics, National Health Survey 2014-15.   

Following an analysis of the data further research was conducted to determine current best practice in 

relation to the identified issues of concern, this process included: 

1. Review of the literature. 
2. Desktop search of current best practice interventions in line with the literature. 
3. Meetings internally with Council staff from the following teams; Recreation and Open Space 

Planning, Facilities and Open Space Operations, Planning and Development, Environmental 
Sustainability, Positive Ageing, Early Years and People and Culture. 

4. Meetings externally with staff from the following organisations; Barwon Health, Heart Foundation, 
Barwon Water, Australian Drug Foundation (ADF), Healthy Eating Advisory Service (HEAS), Cancer 
Council, Bellarine Community Health Service, VicHealth. 

 
Discussion 
Why healthy eating and active living? 

Poor diet has overtaken smoking as the leading cause of preventable chronic disease and early death in 

Australia (Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation 2016). Poor diet and sedentary lifestyles are associated 

with the following preventable health conditions; overweight and obesity, coronary heart disease, dementia, 

stroke, high blood pressure, various cancers and type 2 diabetes. Coronary heart disease is the leading 

cause of preventable death in Australia, followed by Dementia. 

Australia is currently experiencing unprecedented levels of overweight and obesity. The 2017-18 National 

Health Survey found that more than 2 in 3 (67 per cent) Australians aged 18 and over were overweight or 

obese. This was up from 63 per cent in 2015 and 56 per cent in 1995. In 2017-18 males were more at risk of 

being overweight or obese than females (74.5% and 59.7% respectively), although there was a comparative 

increase in obesity for both males (2014-15, 28.4% vs 2017-18, 32.5%) and females (2014-15, 27.4% vs 

2017-18, 30.2%).  
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Is healthy eating and active living an issue in the Surf Coast Shire? 

The data indicates that Australians are suffering from preventable ill health and early death caused by poor 

diet and sedentary behaviour; and the Surf Coast Shire is not immune. 

The VicHealth Indicators Survey 2015 suggests that Surf Coast Shire residents are doing comparatively 

better than the state against healthy eating and active living indicators, but given the severity of the issue this 

unfortunately doesn’t mean that residents are thriving. In contrast, the Victorian Population Health Survey 

(LGA Quick Stats 2014) measures indicators against the national guidelines for healthy eating and physical 

activity. Guidelines are supported by a rigorous evidence review process that considers how these risk 

factors interrelate and contribute to preventable chronic disease.  

The results for Surf Coast Shire residents 18 years and over are as follows: 

 7.1% met vegetable consumption guidelines 

 64% met fruit consumption guidelines 

 30.2% consume sugar-sweetened beverages daily, once or several times a week  

 41.6% of Surf Coast residents do not meet physical activity guidelines 

 45% of adult residents are classified as overweight or obese 

 46.1% have at least one preventable chronic disease. 

 

More than 1 in 3 premature deaths in Australia are the result of chronic diseases that could have been 

prevented. With almost 1 in 2 (46.1%) Surf Coast Shire residents with a preventable chronic disease, it is 

important to consider not only how this contributes to early death but how this compromises resident’s quality 

of life. 

What is best practice for local governments to address healthy eating and active living? 

Local government is best positioned to focus on health promotion to address healthy eating and active living 

issues. Health promotion is the process of enabling people to increase control over, and to improve, their 

health (Vic Health, 2018).  

Health promotion is focused at a the population level, is evidence based, aims to address the determinants 

or root causes of poor health, and focuses on creating healthy environments that makes it easier for people 

to make choices that are good for their health.  

Best practice health promotion work for local governments also includes integrating health promotion 

principles into all of Councils programs and services to achieve change, as opposed to the creating 

standalone programs.  

What programs and services does Surf Coast Shire Council currently provide that contribute to 

healthy eating and active living? 

Council has a number of existing programs and services that contribute to healthy eating and/or active living 

within the Surf Coast Shire.   

Planning and Development services involve decisions that impact both healthy eating and active living within 

the Surf Coast Shire. These decisions are guided by the provisions set out in the Surf Coast Shire Local 

Planning Scheme. The planning scheme details the consideration for ‘health, wellbeing and safety’ in these 

decisions.   

Recreation and Open Space Planning services play an important role in ensuring the provision of high 

quality and accessible recreation facilities and open space. These spaces provide the community with the 

opportunity to engage in a range of structured (such as sport) and unstructured (such as walking) physical 

activities.  

Facilities and Open Space Operations services include the Sport and Recreation Centre (Torquay), 

Winchelsea Health Club and Winchelsea Pool. These facilities provide accessible sport and recreation 

options for residents including Basketball, Netball, Futsal, Badminton, Touch Football, Kinder Gym and group 

fitness classes providing options for physical activity. 
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Positive Ageing services provide a delivered meals service to eligible older residents. This service is 

provided by an organisation that ensures meals meet the Home and Community Care (HACC) program 

nutritional guidelines.  

Early Years services include an ‘Early Years Services, Nutrition and Healthy Eating Policy’ which serves to; 

encourage families to provide healthy food and drink choices, provide a positive and safe eating 

environment, teach children about food and healthy eating, communicate with parents about healthy eating, 

encourage staff to learn about healthy eating and role model healthy eating behaviour. The policy references 

it’s alignment to the National Quality Framework, which the service is regulated under. In addition, all Council 

run kindergartens have a vegetable garden which is used to promote healthy eating as a part of their 

program.  

Environment services include a range of local food initiatives that aim to increase access to secure 

sustainable local food sources. This includes supporting community run vegetable gardens, encouraging 

food swaps and promoting a range of regional food events.    

The organisation’s people and culture activities include Swellness, a health and wellbeing program for staff 

and volunteers which aims to build their capacity to achieve ‘healthy work-life balance, improve general 

health, create resilient minds, active bodies and fulfilled souls’. This program includes a calendar of activities 

and a range of health education initiatives.     

Whilst these programs and services are helpful contributions, the statistics outlined above highlight that 

despite these programs a high number of residents on the Surf Coast are not meeting recommended diet 

and physical activity guidelines and suffering with preventable chronic illness. 

What settings based health promotion could Surf Coast Shire Council provide? 

The proposed Surf Coast Shire Healthy Eating and Active Living Action Plan 2018 – 2021 (Appendix 1) aims 

address the diet and physical inactivity issues identified in the data. The actions proposed in the plan are all 

evidence based best practice health promotion programs that build on and strengthen the programs already 

being provided by Council and other organisations. The recommended initiatives align to the G21 regional 

Healthy Eating and Active Living priorities and focus on integrating health promotion Councils services, 

programs and partnerships to achieve maximum result. The attached action plan lists all 12 proposed 

initiatives, a sample of these recommended initiatives are provided below. 

Workplaces 

It is essential that the Surf Coast Shire leads by example and creates a health promoting environment for its 

staff and volunteers. Given that the scope of local government’s role within the community, these benefits will 

go beyond the front doors of the Shire offices. 

The Achievement Program (developed by the Cancer Council) is recommended, as it is an integrated 

program that contains six benchmarks, two of which are Healthy eating and Active Living. Each benchmark 

has key action areas that address leadership, physical environment, culture, education, staff capacity and 

families and community. Surf Coast Shire is already registered with the Workplace Achievement Program 

and the People and Culture team are committed to its delivery. 

The Community Health and Development team will drive the development of the Healthy Eating Policy, 

which forms the first component of the healthy eating benchmark. This policy will be developed with internal 

stakeholders and will fit within national guidelines. 

Kindergartens 

Kindergartens provide a unique opportunity to intervene early and to support children and parents to make 

healthy changes in the home. Council’s six owned and run Kindergartens will form the initial pilot for the 

delivery of the Early Years Achievement Program.  

Similar to the Workplaces Achievement Program, the Early Years Achievement Program has six 

benchmarks, two of which are Healthy Eating and Active Living. Each benchmark has key action areas that 

address leadership, physical environment, culture, education, staff capacity and families and community. 
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The Early Years Achievement Program aligns with the work being done through the G21 Health and 

Wellbeing priority, ‘Heathy Eating and Active Living’. Enabling the Surf Coast Shire to actively contribute to a 

collective impact project.    

Schools 

To address sedentary behaviour and physical activity levels of children it is recommended that Council 

support the delivery of VicHealth’s ‘Walk to School’ program. VicHealth offer grants to local governments 

each year to support the delivery of the program during the month of October. 

These funds would enable the delivery of the program into all 14 Surf Coast Shire primary schools which are 

located within each township. The ‘Walk to School’ program, like the Achievement Program, has key actions 

that support the engagement of families and communities.    

‘Walk to School’ aligns with the work being done through the G21 Health and Wellbeing priority, ‘Heathy 

Eating and Active Living’, enabling the Surf Coast Shire to actively contribute to a collective impact project.    

Sport and Recreation 

41.2% of Surf Coast Shire residents belong to a sports clubs, this is much higher than the Victorian average 

(25.7%). Therefore sports clubs are an ideal environment to promote health and prevent disease.   

In partnership with the Australian Drug Foundation (ADF) it is recommended that Council facilitate the 

delivery of the ‘Good Sports Junior’ program. This program will be adjusted to primarily focus on assisting 

clubs to implement healthy canteens, healthy fridges, healthier BBQ options and promoting water as the 

drink of choice. Although the current program is titled ‘Junior’ this is in the process of receiving a name 

change, as the program is available to all clubs not just juniors. 

Winchelsea Pool is a Council run facility that sells food and drink through an onsite kiosk. The kiosk does not 

currently offer any food and drink options that comply with the Healthy Eating Advisory Service (HEAS) 

guidelines other than bottled water. In partnership with Council staff and the local community, the kiosk will 

undergo a menu change in line with the guidelines that will support pool attendees to make healthier choices 

for themselves and their families.    

Open Spaces 

To reduce consumption of sugar sweetened beverages and promote water as the drink of choice it is 

recommended that Council perform a water fountain audit and support the ‘Be Smart Choose Tap’ program. 

VicHealth have developed a local government specific ‘Water Fountain Guide’ that steps through the audit 

process. Following the audit and the implementation of necessary changes, the action plan recommends 

supporting the ‘Be Smart Choose Tap’ program. This program has been developed by water authorities 

including Barwon Water, to promote tap water for health and for the environment. 

Financial Implications 
The most recent report detailing the economic cost of diet-related diseases was by the Australian Institute of 

Health and Welfare in 1989-90. The report states that the direct cost (e.g. the cost of health care services-

hospital, medical, pharmaceutical, allied professional and nursing home) of diet-related disease was $1,520 

million and the indirect cost (e.g. earnings foregone through illness and premature death) was $746 million, 

arriving at a total cost of $2,267 million. Given that the data indicates a significant increase in diet related 

disease since this time, it is expected that the economic cost would now be considerably higher.     
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The table below summarises the program costs required to implement the Healthy Eating and Active Living 

Action Plan 2018-2021 and the proposed income sources.  

 2018/2019 2019/2020 2019/2020 Totals 

Income     

Council Contribution $1,200 $7,050 $5,450 $13,700 

Vic Health Funding  $10,000 $10,000 $20,000 

Total Income    $33,700 

Expenditure          

Total Annual Program Costs  $1,200 $17,050 $15,450 $33,700 

Total Expenditure        $33,700 

 

The following notes should be made in regards to the table above;  

 The table above does not include staff time required to implement the Healthy Eating and Active 

Living Action Plan.  

 2018-19 program expenses of $1200 will be funded through existing Council operating budgets. 

 The 2019-20 and 2020-21 expenses for Council, a total of $12,500, is an additional expense that 

requires an allocation from the Accumulated Unallocated Cash Reserve to fund the balance of 

implementing this action plan. 

 
Council Plan 
Theme 1 Community Wellbeing 
Objective 1.2 Support people to be healthy and active 
Strategy 1.2.1 Develop and implement local programs to support Healthy Eating and Active Living 
 
Policy/Legal Implications 
The report and action plan recommendations enable the implementation of a strategy item outlined in the 

integrated Surf Coast Shire Council Plan 2017-2021 and satisfy its legislative requirements outlined in the 

Municipal Public Health and Wellbeing Act 2008.  

Failure to implement the Healthy Eating Active Living Action Plan risks failing to fulfil Council’s obligations 

outlined in the Municipal Public Health and Wellbeing Act 2008, including to protect, improve and promote 

public health and wellbeing within the municipal district’ and to develop and implement a Municipal Public 

Health and Wellbeing Plan (MPHWP). 

 
Officer Direct or Indirect Interest 
No officer involved in the preparation of this report has any conflicts of interest. 
 
Risk Assessment 
Risk assessments will be carried out as part of the planning process with identified partners to ensure the 

health and safety of those involved in all interventions.  

Not implementing the recommendations creates the following risks for the community: 

 Increasing preventable chronic disease and preventable deaths  

 Increasing numbers of residents who are overweight and obese 

 Decreased productivity due to preventable disease resulting in further economic impacts.  

 
Social Considerations 
Research shows that poor diet and physical inactivity is causally linked to range of preventable chronic 
diseases. Chronic diseases are long lasting conditions with persistent effects. Their social and economic 
consequences can impact on peoples’ quality of life. Implementing the recommended action plan intends to 
prevent and reduce the prevalence of chronic disease by making the ‘healthiest choice the easiest choice’ in 
the environments in which Surf Coast Shire residents live, work, study and recreate.  
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6.3 Healthy Eating and Active Living Action Plan 2018-2021 
 

 

Community Engagement 
Comprehensive community engagement was undertaken in the development of the integrated Council Plan 

and Municipal Public Health and Wellbeing Plan, which identified healthy eating and active living as a 

priority.  

Further engagement was undertaken with key internal and external stakeholders to identify opportunities and 

design specific programs recommended in the action plan.  

Environmental Implications 
Some of the proposed action items will have a positive impact on the natural environment. In particular the 

Water Fountain Audit and Be Smarty Choose Tap initiatives that promote refilling water bottles.   

There are no other negative environmental implications associated with the recommendation to endorse and 

implement the Healthy Eating and Active Living Action Plan 2017-2021. 

Communication 
Following Council’s resolution on this report, the Community Health and Development Team will develop a 

communications plan to promote Council’s work in this space. The communications plan will include making 

the action plan publically available on the Surf Coast Shire Council website and promoting it to the 

community and key stakeholders via e-mail, social and media print channels.  

The Community Health and Development Unit will monitor and evaluate the progress and effectiveness of 

the Healthy Eating Active Living Action Plan (2018-2021), and report findings to Councillors and the 

community annually.  

Options 
Option 1 – Council note the diet and physical activity research findings, and adopt the recommendation to 
endorse and implement the Surf Coast Shire Council Healthy Eating and Active Living Action Plan 2018-
2021 (Appendix 1). 
 
This option is recommended by officers as it considers the latest evidence and best practice methods to 
addressing poor diet and physical inactivity in Surf Coast Shire. 
 
Option 2 – Council note the diet and physical activity research findings and only partially adopt the proposed 
Surf Coast Shire Council Healthy Eating and Active Living Action Plan 2018-2021 (i.e. adopt some initiatives 
in the action plan and costs associated but not others).  
 
This option is not recommended by officers as the research process identified a need to include all initiatives 
in the action plan to adequately address the issues. Adopting only parts of the action plan may result in a 
limited impact. 
 
Option 3 – Council note the diet and physical activity research findings and consider another course of action 
(e.g. invest more significantly in providing services to those experiencing preventable chronic disease on the 
Surf Coast) 
 
This option is not recommended by officers as the proposed action plan contains the best opportunities for 
Council considering local government’s role in the issue. 
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6.3 Healthy Eating and Active Living Action Plan 2018-2021 
 

 

Conclusion 
Addressing healthy eating and active living is a priority in the Surf Coast Shire Council Plan 2017-2021. 

The data indicates that Surf Coast Shire residents are doing comparatively better than the state against 

healthy eating and active living indicators. Unfortunately given the severity of the issue nationally, this 

doesn’t mean that residents are thriving. In contrast, against the national guidelines for healthy eating and 

physical activity the results for Surf Coast Shire residents 18 years were as follows: 

 7.1% met vegetable consumption guidelines 

 64% met fruit consumption guidelines 

 30.2% consume sugar-sweetened beverages daily, once or several times a week  

 41.6% of Surf Coast residents do not meet physical activity guidelines 

 45% of adult residents are classified as overweight or obese 

 46.1% have at least one preventable chronic disease. 

 

With almost 1 in 2 (46.1%) Surf Coast Shire residents with a preventable chronic disease, it is important to 

consider not only how this contributes to early death but how this compromises resident’s quality of life. 

Research identified current best practice for local governments in relation to healthy eating and active living 

is to use a health promotion framework, focusing on ‘creating healthy environments’. Environments or 

settings are those places in which residents live, work, study and recreate. In addressing these environments 

the evidence suggests that residents can be supported to make healthier choices for themselves and their 

families (behaviour change). 

The Healthy Eating and Active Living Action Plan 2018-2021 provides Council and its partners with the 
direction required to address preventable disease and early death caused by poor diet and physical inactivity 
within the Surf Coast Shire.  
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6.3 Healthy Eating and Active Living Action Plan 2018-2021 
 
APPENDIX 1 HEALTHY EATING ACTIVE LIVING ACTION PLAN 2018-2021  
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6.4 Djila Tjarri Skate Bowl Leak Investigation 
 

Author’s Title: Recreation Officer  General Manager: Chris Pike  

Department: Recreation & Open Space Planning File No:  F17/42 

Division: Culture & Community Trim No:  IC19/247 

Appendix:  

Nil  

Officer Direct or Indirect Conflict of Interest: 

In accordance with Local Government Act 1989 – 
Section 80C: 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil 

Status: 

Information classified confidential in accordance with   
Local Government Act 1989 – Section 77(2)(c): 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil  

 
 

Purpose 
The purpose of this report is to receive an update on the Djila Tjarri skate bowl leak investigation and 
determine a way forward to resolve the current leak issue.  
 

Summary 
The Djila Tjarri Skate Bowl has been experiencing water leaking problems since late 2016. Despite 
maintenance and preventative works being completed in early 2017 the skate bowl continues to leak water 
through the structural joints and was closed in June 2018 due to safety concerns (re-opening in December 
2018).  
 
Officers had limited knowledge of the underlying cause of the water leak and in August 2018 Council 
allocated funds to undertake geotechnical and hydrological testing. SMEC Australia (engineering firm) was 

engaged to understand cause(s) of the leakage issue, and to obtain viable and cost‐effective engineering 
solutions and repair options. 
 
The investigation involved SMEC drilling five 6m deep boreholes around the skate bowl to assess 
subsurface conditions. Pressure meters were installed in all the boreholes to monitor groundwater conditions 
and assess geological formation permeability.  
 

The final SMEC report confirmed that the deepest part of the skate bowl intercepts the water‐table by up to a 

depth of 0.5m. Hence, it is possible that the water‐table is pressurising the structure, causing buoyancy and 
inducing water seepage at structural joints. In the absence of artificial drainage this pressure can only be 
relieved by seepage through joints between the concrete slabs.   
 
The SMEC report provides three solution options which are summarised as follows: 

1. Install pressure release valve (in existing pit of bowl) and polyurethane seal all skate bowl joints and 
cracks. 

2. Remove section of skate bowl slab. Install additional drainage connecting to existing stormwater 
system and reconstruct bowl. 

3. Inject grout curtain (creation of barrier for water table) around perimeter of bowl then undertake 
works as per Option 2. 
 

Officers have considered the cost, implementation timeframe and associated risks of each option and have a 
high level of confidence in Option 1 resolving the water leak issue. Should this option fail the other options 
would need to be considered.  
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6.4 Djila Tjarri Skate Bowl Leak Investigation 
 

 

Recommendation 
That Council: 

1. Notes the progress of the Djila Tjarri Skate Bowl Leak Investigation.  
2. Allocates $50,000 from the Accumulated Unallocated Cash Reserve to allow for the installation of a 

pressure release valve (in existing pit of bowl) and polyurethane seal all skate bowl joints and cracks 
(Option 1). 

3. Notes that Officers will monitor the effectiveness of the remediation works and provide progress 
updates via Council’s social media platforms.   

4. Acknowledges the Djila Tjarri Skate Reference Group for their patience and support in identifying 
options to resolve this matter. 

 
Council Resolution   
MOVED Cr Brian McKiterick, Seconded Cr Libby Coker  
That Council: 

1. Notes the progress of the Djila Tjarri Skate Bowl Leak Investigation.  
2. Allocates $50,000 from the Accumulated Unallocated Cash Reserve to allow for the installation of a 

pressure release valve (in existing pit of bowl) and polyurethane seal all skate bowl joints and cracks 
(Option 1). 

3. Notes that Officers will monitor the effectiveness of the remediation works and provide progress 
updates via Council’s social media platforms.   

4. Acknowledges the Djila Tjarri Skate Reference Group for their patience and support in identifying 
options to resolve this matter. 

CARRIED 9:0   
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6.4 Djila Tjarri Skate Bowl Leak Investigation 
 

 

Report 
 
Background 
The Djila Tjarri Skate Bowl has been experiencing water leaking problems since late 2016. Despite 
maintenance and preventative works being completed in early 2017 the skate bowl continues to leak water 
through the structural joints and was closed in June 2018 due to safety concerns (re-opening in December 
2018). 
 
Officers had limited knowledge of the underlying cause of the water leak and in August 2018 Council 
allocated funds to undertake geotechnical and hydrological testing. SMEC Australia was engaged in October 

2018 to investigate the leakage issue, and to obtain viable and cost‐effective engineering solutions and 
repair options. 
 
Discussion 
The methodology used to determine the leak cause involved SMEC drilling five 6m deep boreholes around 
the skate bowl to assess subsurface conditions. Pressure meters were installed in all the boreholes to 
monitor groundwater conditions, assess geological formation permeability using falling and rising head tests, 
and assess groundwater quality for irrigation purposes. 
 

The final SMEC report confirmed that the deepest part of the skate bowl intercepts the water‐table by up to a 

depth of 0.5m. Hence, it is possible that the water‐table is pressurising the structure, causing buoyancy and 
inducing water seepage at structural joints. 
 

The report concludes that there is a shallow water‐table that impacts the deeper part of the skate bowl. It is 
possible that high pressures in the low permeability sedimentary rocks surrounding the bowl are acting upon 
the structure of the skate bowl together with the shallow water‐table to cause buoyancy pressures. In the 
absence of artificial drainage this pressure can only be relieved by seepage through joints between the 
concrete slabs as witnessed by the leaking water particularly around the ‘waterfall’ zone of the structure. The 
ground water has also been confirmed as unsuitable for irrigation purposes due to its high level of salinity. 
 
The picture below illustrates the shallow water table and the effects on the structural joints. 

 
 
The investigation report highlights that there are no underdrains detailed on the existing skate bowl 
drawings, which are commonly included in concrete basins to drain any water away which relieves the 
pressure and buoyancy forces when they are emptied.  
 
SMEC have provided three solution options to address the leaking issues, these options are detailed and 
reviewed below.  
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6.4 Djila Tjarri Skate Bowl Leak Investigation 
 

 

 
Option One  Option Two Option Three 

Summary of 
Proposed Works 

Install pressure release valve 
(in existing pit of bowl) and 
polyurethane seal all skate 

bowl joints and cracks 

Remove section of skate bowl 
slab. Install additional drainage 

connecting to existing stormwater 
system and reconstruct bowl 

Inject grout curtain (creation of 
barrier for water table) around 

perimeter of bowl then 
undertake works as per Option 2 

Cost Estimate 

(inc PM and 
contingency) 

Approx. $50K  Approx. $250k 

 

Approx. $500k 

 

Implementation 
Timeframe and 

Risk 

Complete in 2-4 weeks.  

Not guaranteed to fix issue, 
however least invasive 
option with limited risks.  

 

Removal and reconstruction of 
slab will close the bowl for an 

extended period whilst works are 
completed. This Option introduces 

further risks associated with 
compromising skate surface 

condition and structural integrity of 
the bowl. Not guaranteed to fix 

issue.  

Additional works will close the 
skate bowl for a longer period 

than Option 2. This Option 
introduces further risks 

associated with comprising 
surface condition and integrity of 
the bowl. Not guaranteed to fix 

issue. 

Level of 
Confidence 

Confidence in solution - 75-
85% 

 

Confidence in solution 85-95% 

 

Confidence in solution >95% 

 

 
Officers have considered the cost, implementation timeframe and associated risks of each option and have a 
high level of confidence in Option 1 resolving the water leak issues. Should this option fail the other options 
would need to be considered.  
 
Financial Implications 
The construction of the skate bowl in 2016 was $320,000. Costs incurred to date due to the skate bowl leak 
include $6,000 maintenance works and $80,000 (including $10,000 project management and $10,000 

contingency allocations) for SMEC Australia to investigate the leakage issue and confirm viable and cost‐
effective engineering solution options.    
 
The investigation report has confirmed that remediation works are required to address the immediate safety 
concerns. The cost of implementing any of the three potential solution options range from $50,000 – 
$500,000. This allocation would require a resolution of Council from the Accumulated Unallocated Cash 
Reserve.  
 
Council Plan 
Theme 1 Community Wellbeing 
Objective 1.2 Support people to be healthy and active 
Strategy 1.2.2 Implement health and wellbeing impact assessments as part of infrastructure and project 

planning 
 
Theme 1 Community Wellbeing 
Objective 1.1 Support people to participate in and contribute to community life 
Strategy 1.1.1 Develop and implement a program to support communities of place and interest, and to 

provide opportunities for them to identify and achieve their community aspirations 
 
Policy/Legal Implications 
Officers shall monitor the effectiveness of the proposed solution and should this fail the other options would 
need to be considered and further review of the skate bowl design may be required.  
 
Officer Direct or Indirect Interest 
No officer involved in the preparation of this report has any conflicts of interest. 
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6.4 Djila Tjarri Skate Bowl Leak Investigation 
 

 

Risk Assessment 
Djila Tjarri Skate Bowl is currently open, but has been closed for extended periods due to the water seepage 
through the joints presenting an unacceptable safety risk for skaters. The leak issue needs to be resolved to 
ensure the ongoing safety of all skate bowl users. 
 
Social Considerations 
Not addressing the cause of the skate bowl leaks now will likely result in outrage from the community and a 
further closure of the bowl once the ground water rises in the winter months. 
 
Community Engagement 
The Djila Tjarri Skate Park Reference Group has been receiving regular updates during the leak investigation  
process. A meeting was held on 19 February 2019 to discuss the key findings of the SMEC report and next 
steps toward resolving the leak issues. The Skate Reference Group will be engaged and kept well informed 
through the next phase of remediation works.   
 
Environmental Implications 
The SMEC report assessed and concluded that the groundwater quality is unsuitable for irrigation purposes. 
Groundwater modelling also demonstrated that a dewatering scheme for irrigation supply is not viable. 
 
Communication 
The outcomes of this report will be communicated to the Djila Tjarri Skate Park Reference Group and further 
skate bowl repair progress updates via Council’s social media platforms. 
 
Options 
Option 1 – Allocate $50,000 from the Accumulated Unallocated Cash Reserve to implement Option 1 
remediation works as identified in this report.   
This option is recommended by officers as it is considered the most appropriate approach to address the 
water leak issue when considering the cost, implementation timeframe and associated risks to complete the 
works. Officers have a high level of confidence that installing a pressure release valve (in existing pit of bowl) 
and polyurethane seal all skate bowl joints and cracks will provide a viable and cost-effective solution.  
 
Option 2 – Allocate $250,000 from the Accumulated Unallocated Cash Reserve to implement Option 2 
remediation works as identified in this report.   
This option is not recommended by officers as removal and reconstruction of slab will close the bowl for an 
extended period whilst works are completed. This option introduces further risks associated with 
compromising skate surface condition and structural integrity of the bowl.  
 
Option 3 – Allocate $500,000 from the Accumulated Unallocated Cash Reserve to implement Option 3 
remediation works as identified in this report.  
This option is not recommended by officers for the same reasons as identified above in option 2 and there is 
no guarantee these works will fix the issue at a significantly larger cost to Option 1.    
 
Option 3 – Do nothing to address the leak issues at Djila Tjarri Skate Bowl 
This option is not recommended by officers as not addressing the cause of the skate bowl leaks now will 
likely result in outrage from the community and a further closure of the bowl once the ground water rises in 
the winter months. 
 
Conclusion 

The final SMEC report has confirmed that the deepest part of the skate bowl intercepts the water‐table by up 

to a depth of 0.5m. Hence, it is possible that the water‐table is pressurising the structure, causing buoyancy 
and inducing water seepage at structural joints. In the absence of artificial drainage this pressure can only be 
relieved by seepage through joints between the concrete slabs.  
 
Officers have confidence in Option 1 to address the leaking issue, which recommends installing a pressure 
release valve (in existing pit of bowl) and polyurethane seal all skate bowl joints and cracks to address the 
issue. 
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6.5 Submission to The National Transport Commission Issues Paper- Barriers to the Safe Use of 
Innovative Vehicles and Motorised Mobility Devices. 

 

Author’s Title: Community Relations Manager  General Manager: Chris Pike  

Department: Community Relations File No:  F18/720 

Division: Culture & Community Trim No:  IC19/227 

Appendix:  

1. Surf Coast Shire Submission- Barriers to the Safe Use of Innovative Vehicles and Mobility Devices 
February 2019 (D19/24513)     

Officer Direct or Indirect Conflict of Interest: 

In accordance with Local Government Act 1989 – 
Section 80C: 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil 

Status: 

Information classified confidential in accordance with   
Local Government Act 1989 – Section 77(2)(c): 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil  
 
 

Purpose 
The purpose of this report is to adopt Council’s submission to the National Transport Commission’s Issues 
Paper – Barriers to the safe use of innovative vehicles and motorised mobility devices. 
 

Summary 
The National Transport Commission (NTC) has compiled an issues paper on the barriers to the safe use of 
innovative vehicles and motorised mobility devices (MMDs) to engage the public this topic.   
 
MMDs include motorised wheelchairs which are generally designed to carry people with greater mobility 
needs than users of mobility scooters. Mobility scooters are often used by older people, or by people who 
have a permanent or long-term physical limitation but have sufficient mobility to walk short distances.  
 
Innovative vehicles are a form of transport that differs from conventional vehicles and are typically small, 
portable and designed to carry one person.  Examples include Segways, electric skateboards or scooters. 
  
The purpose of the issues paper is to investigate the extent to which regulatory barriers exist in the 
Australian Road Rules (ARRs) and other relevant legislation that may inhibit the safe use of innovative 
vehicles and MMDs. 
 
The submission prepared for Council’s adoption responds to the key issues and questions raised in the NTC 
issues paper with particular attention paid to the safety issues for pedestrians, in particular people with a 
disability such as a vision or hearing impairment.   
 
There is currently limited safety incident or injury data on this issue available locally. Council’ submission 
references other data to describe important issues relevant to innovative vehicles and MMDs.   
 
Council’s All Abilities Advisory Committee has offered strong advice that Council should take this opportunity 
to influence the review of road rules and regulations related to innovative vehicles and MMDs. 
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6.5 Submission to The National Transport Commission Issues Paper- Barriers to the Safe Use of 

Innovative Vehicles and Motorised Mobility Devices. 
 

 

Recommendation 
That Council:  

1. Adopts the submission to the National Transport Commission Issues Paper- Barriers to the safe use 
of innovative vehicles and mobility devices as attached at Appendix 1. 

2. Lodges its submission with the National Transport Commission by the 28 February 2019 deadline. 
 
Amended Recommendation 
That Council:  

1. Adopts the submission to the National Transport Commission Issues Paper- Barriers to the safe use 
of innovative vehicles and mobility devices as attached at Appendix 1 with the following amendment 
on page five, dot point seven, third sentence – ‘A wheelchair user as a pedestrian may not 
understand their legal obligations’. 

2. Lodges its submission with the National Transport Commission by the 28 February 2019 deadline. 
 

Council Resolution   
MOVED Cr Martin Duke, Seconded Cr Margot Smith  
That Council:  

1. Adopts the submission to the National Transport Commission Issues Paper- Barriers to the safe use 
of innovative vehicles and mobility devices as attached at Appendix 1 with the following amendment 
on page five, dot point seven, third sentence – ‘A wheelchair user as a pedestrian may not 
understand their legal obligations’. 

2. Lodges its submission with the National Transport Commission by the 28 February 2019 deadline. 
CARRIED 9:0   
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6.5 Submission to The National Transport Commission Issues Paper- Barriers to the Safe Use of 

Innovative Vehicles and Motorised Mobility Devices. 
 

 

Report 
 
Background 
Innovative vehicles and MMDs have existed for some decades and there is the likelihood of growth in the 
number of these devices on our roads, footpaths and pathways in the future.   
 
The current regulatory framework is outdated and does not enable our road and path system to cater 
properly for a diverse range of vehicles.  The framework predates the general availability of innovative 
vehicles and MMDs, and is based largely on the three main types of passenger vehicles – cars, motorcycles 
and bicycles. 
 
The increasing use of innovative vehicles and MMDs impacts other footpath, pathway users including 
pedestrians – particularly those with a disability such as people with a vision or hearing impairment.   
 
There is limited available local data related to this issue. Council data does not show a strong pattern related 
to incidents involving MMDs and innovative vehicles in Surf Coast Shire.  
 
Discussion 
Council’s All Abilities Advisory Committee have offered strong advice that this is a key issue that is likely to 
be even more important in the future as the number of these devices in Surf Coast Shire is likely to grow. 
 
Council’s submission notes that many people experience positive impacts by using MMDs as this increases 
their social connection and independence.  The submission encourages a specific focus on pedestrian safety 
especially for this people with a vision or hearing impairment. 
 
The submission proposes that a distinction should be made between innovative vehicles which are primarily 
leisure devices and MMDs which assist people with mobility. The submission contends that tighter controls 
be placed on innovative vehicles. 
 
Other key points in Council’s submission include: 

 The Australian Road Rules should be updated to improve safety (with particular regard for 
pedestrians), provide consistency and clarity about the use of innovative vehicles and MMDs. 

 All rules and related documentation make reference to footpaths and pathways rather than “road 
related areas”. 

 Require that all retail suppliers of innovative vehicles and MMDs have a legal responsibility to 
provide a purchaser with evidence that the device complies with Australian Standards for safety for 
such devices. 

 The State and Federal Governments should consider increased investment to construct and 
maintain better roads, footpaths, pathways and other infrastructure as a result of any new 
regulations or improvements that this review identifies 

 Manufacturing standards should be reviewed to ensure safety is paramount now and as future 
design and technology changes. 

 Greater effort is required in enforcing rules and regulations. Speed limits below 10km/h on footpaths 
and pathways need to be legislated and properly policed.  

 Devices that exceed 200 watt power should not be allowed to be used on footpaths and pathways. 

 A systematic and sustained approach to data collection regarding incidents related to innovative 
vehicles and MMDs is needed to properly understand the issues. Data collection needs to include 
and understand impacts on pedestrians and should pay particular attention and engage directly with 
pedestrians with a vision or hearing impairment. 

 MMDs and innovative vehicles should be fitted with mandatory alert devices to notify pedestrians 
and other path users they are nearby. 

 Any revised and new regulations need to be clear about which agency is responsible for: 

o checking device safety and appropriateness for use on footpaths and pathways 

o enforcement of new compliance rules 

o education for users 

o signage.  
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6.5 Submission to The National Transport Commission Issues Paper- Barriers to the Safe Use of 

Innovative Vehicles and Motorised Mobility Devices. 
 

 

Financial Implications 
There are no immediate financial implications related to this report. 
 
Council Plan 
Theme 1 Community Wellbeing 
Objective 1.1 Support people to participate in and contribute to community life 
 
Theme 1 Community Wellbeing 
Objective 1.2 Support people to be healthy and active 
 
Policy/Legal Implications 
There is no policy or legal implications related to this report. 
 
Officer Direct or Indirect Interest 
No officer involved in the preparation of this report has any conflicts of interest. 
 
Risk Assessment 
Council’s submission is not informed by Surf Coast Shire specific data which is a risk to the strength of the 
submission. 
 
However there is a risk in not making a submission as this would forego the opportunity to have a say and 
influence an outcome which Council’s advisory committee has articulated is a high priority.  
 
Social Considerations 
Council’s submission seeks to balance the needs of people using MMD’s and the important role these 
devices play in maintaining social connection and the safety needs of pedestrians. 
 
Community Engagement 
Council’s All Abilities Advisory Committee is an ongoing community engagement group regarding access 
and inclusion issues. The Committee has offered strong advice that Council should be making a submission 
and have offered suggestions on the intent and content of the submission. 
 
Environmental Implications 
There are no significant environmental implications related to this report.  
 
Communication 
Direct communication will occur with the All Abilities Advisory Committee regarding this report and Council’s 
submission.  Council’s submission will be made available on the website. Local media may report on this 
topic. 
 
The NTC will be directly contacted with Council’s submission after it is adopted. 
 
Options 
Option 1 – Council makes a submission as described in this report to the NTC Issues Paper 
This option is recommended by officers as the submission is based on the advice of the All Abilities Advisory 
Committee and research into the key issues related to innovative vehicles and MMDs.  The submission 
seeks to balance the needs of users of MMDs with pedestrian safety. 
 
Option 2 – Council does not make a submission to the NTC Issues Paper 
This option is not recommended by officers as this would be ignoring the advice of Council’s All Abilities 
Advisory Committee and missing the opportunity for Council to engage the NTC on this topic. 
 
Option 3 – Council makes a different submission to the one described in this report to the NTC Issues Paper 
This option is not recommended by officers as the proposed submission has taken into consideration the 
Committee’s advice and is informed by research.  
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6.5 Submission to The National Transport Commission Issues Paper- Barriers to the Safe Use of 

Innovative Vehicles and Motorised Mobility Devices. 
 

 

Conclusion 
MMDs are an important device assisting people with limited or no mobility so they can remain socially 
connected and independent. MMDs and innovative vehicles however can present safety challenges for users 
and in particular pedestrians if used without proper regard to safety.  
 
This review needs to recognise the safety of pedestrians with a disability who are entitled to an environment 
that enables access and inclusion in the life of their community. The new regulations should seek to find a 
balance for the use of MMDs so that people can remain connected and independent and ensuring that other 
users of footpaths, pathways and roads feel safe. 
 
Surf Coast Shire’s submission to the NTC Issues Paper encourages the review of ARRs and development of 
clear guidelines in relation to the safe use of innovative vehicles and MMDs. 
 
Updated AARs should reflect that MMDs need to abide to a speed limit of 10km/h on footpaths and pathways 
and a stricter enforcement regime be put in place.  MMDs must have appropriate design controls that enable 
them to be used safely. 
 
Innovative vehicles are leisure based by nature whose core purposes is not to aid with mobility and provide 
social connectivity and independence for people with a disability or low mobility. As such, they should be 
subject to strict controls including restricted power that does not exceed 200 watt power output and 
restriction to their maximum speeds.  
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6.5 Submission to The National Transport Commission Issues Paper- Barriers to the Safe Use of 
Innovative Vehicles and Motorised Mobility Devices. 

 
APPENDIX 1 SURF COAST SHIRE SUBMISSION- BARRIERS TO THE SAFE USE OF INNOVATIVE 

VEHICLES AND MOBILITY DEVICES FEBRUARY 2019  
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6.6 Council Plan (Incorporating the Health and Wellbeing Plan) 2017-21- Year Two Review 
 

Author’s Title: Coordinator Governance & Corporate 
Planning  

General Manager: Chris Pike  

Department: Governance & Risk File No:  F15/1705 

Division: Governance & Infrastructure Trim No:  IC18/2083 

Appendix:  

1. Council Plan (Incorporating the Health and Wellbeing Plan) 2017-21 (D17/43811)     

Officer Direct or Indirect Conflict of Interest: 

In accordance with Local Government Act 1989 – 
Section 80C: 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil 

Status: 

Information classified confidential in accordance with   
Local Government Act 1989 – Section 77(2)(c): 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil  

 
 

Purpose 
The purpose of this report is consider the outcomes of the annual review of the Council Plan (incorporating 
the Health and Wellbeing Plan) 2017-21. 
 

Summary 
In June 2017 Council adopted an integrated Council and Health and Wellbeing Plan for 2017-21, 
strengthening and streamlining statutory planning and reporting processes (refer Appendix 1).  
 
The Plan was developed in accordance with the following legislation: 

 Section 125 of the Local Government Act 1989 (the Act) 

 Section 26 of the Public Health and Wellbeing Act 2008. 
 
The above legislation also requires Council to conduct an annual review of the Plan to ensure its currency.  
 
An internal mid-term review of the Plan was conducted in November 2018. Officers throughout the 
organisation were engaged in this process, resulting in two briefings of Councillors. This included: 

 A review of externally and internally-produced data including health and wellbeing indicators 
available since the last annual review 

 An external environmental scan covering all dimensions of the Plan 

 A review of progress against the current Plan  

 Consideration of findings from community and stakeholder engagement activities. 
 
This review has confirmed the currency of the Plan and therefore no changes are recommended. 
 

Recommendation 
That Council: 

1. Affirms that the strategic indicators, strategies and strategic indicators included in the Council Plan 
(incorporating the Health and Wellbeing Plan) 2017-21 as attached at Appendix 1 are current and do 
not require adjustment.  

2. Incorporates the revised Strategic Resource Plan 2019-23, once it is produced in the 2019-20 
Annual  Budget, into the Council Plan (incorporating the Health and Wellbeing Plan) 2017-21. 

 
Council Resolution   
MOVED Cr Margot Smith, Seconded Cr Libby Coker  
That Council: 

1. Affirms that the strategic indicators, strategies and strategic indicators included in the Council Plan 
(incorporating the Health and Wellbeing Plan) 2017-21 as attached at Appendix 1 are current and do 
not require adjustment.  

2. Incorporates the revised Strategic Resource Plan 2019-23, once it is produced in the 2019-20 
Annual  Budget, into the Council Plan (incorporating the Health and Wellbeing Plan) 2017-21. 

CARRIED 9:0   
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6.6 Council Plan (Incorporating the Health and Wellbeing Plan) 2017-21- Year Two Review 
 

 

Report 
 
Background 
The Council Plan (incorporating the Health and Wellbeing Plan) 2017-21 (the Plan), adopted in June 2017 is 
Council’s key directional document influencing the strategic and operational activities of Council during their 
elected term. 
 

This Plan was developed following an extensive community engagement process and in accordance with the 
following legislative requirements: 

 Section 125 of the Local Government Act 1989 

 Section 26 of the Public Health and Wellbeing Act 2008. 
 

Council is required to review the Plan on an annual basis and make any adjustments where necessary to 
ensure it continues to meet the requirements of legislation and the priorities of Council and the community. 
 

The following sections extracted from legislation direct Council in developing and reviewing the Plan. 
 

Section 125 of the Local Government Act 1989: 
(2) A Council Plan must include:- 

(a) The strategic objectives of the Council; 
(b) Strategies for achieving the objectives for at least the next 4 years 
(c) Strategic indicators for monitoring the achievement of the objectives 
(d) A Strategic Resource Plan containing the matters specified in section 126; 
(e) Any other matters which are prescribed by the Regulations. 

 

(7) At least once in each financial year, a Council must consider whether the current Council Plan requires 
any adjustment in respect of the remaining period of the Council Plan. 

(8) Subject to subsections (9) and (10), a Council may make any adjustment it considers necessary to the 
Plan. 

(9) A person has a right to make a submission under section 223 on a proposed amendment to a Council 
Plan which relates to a matter specified under subsection (2)(a), (2)(b) or (2)(c). 

(10) If a Council makes an adjustment to the Council Plan the Council must, within 30 days of making the 
adjustment, advise the Minister of the details of the adjustment to the Council Plan. 

 
Section 26 of the Public Health and Wellbeing Act 2008 requires that: 
(2) A municipal public health and wellbeing plan must- 

(b) identify goals and strategies based on available evidence for creating a local community in 
which people can achieve maximum health and wellbeing. 

(ba)  specify measures to prevent family violence and respond to the needs of victims of family 
violence in the local community. 

(4) A Council must review its municipal public health and wellbeing plan annually, and if appropriate, 
amend the municipal public health and wellbeing plan. 

(4A) An annual review must include a review of the measures referred to in subsection (2)(ba). 
 
Discussion 
Council adopted the Council Plan (incorporating the Health and Wellbeing Plan) 2017-21 in June 2017 
following an extensive community engagement process. 
 

An internal mid-term review of the Plan was conducted in November 2018. Officers throughout the 
organisation were engaged in this process, resulting in two briefings of Councillors. This included: 

 A review of externally and internally-produced data including health and wellbeing indicators 
available since the last annual review 

 An external environmental scan covering all dimensions of the Plan 

 A review of progress against the current Plan  

 Consideration of findings from community and stakeholder engagement activities. 
 
This review has confirmed the currency of the Plan as articulating the priorities of Council and the community 
at this time. No changes are recommended. 
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6.6 Council Plan (Incorporating the Health and Wellbeing Plan) 2017-21- Year Two Review 
 

 

Financial Implications 
Strategies in the Council Plan (incorporating the Health and Wellbeing Plan) 2017-21 will be considered in 
preparation of the Budget 2019-20. 
 
Council Plan 
Theme 5 High Performing Council 
Objective 5.2 Ensure that Council decision-making is balanced and transparent and the community is 

involved and informed 
Strategy 5.2.2 Evolve our community engagement approach to inform strategic Council direction and 

decision-making 
 
Policy/Legal Implications 
This report complies with Section 125 of the Local Government Act 1989 and Section 26 of the Public Health 
and Wellbeing Act 2008. 
 
Officer Direct or Indirect Interest 
No officer involved in the preparation of this report has any conflicts of interest. 
 
Risk Assessment 
Failure to conduct an annual review of Council Plan (incorporating the Health and Wellbeing Plan) 2017-21 
could result in misalignment of the priorities of Council and the community. 
 
Social Considerations 
In accordance with the Local Government Act 1989, the “primary objective of a council is to endeavour to 
achieve the best outcomes for the local community with regard to the long-term and cumulative effectives of 
decisions.” The annual review of this plan enables Council consideration of the Plan to ensure it continues to 
reflect the needs, views and aspirations of the community. 
 
Community Engagement 
Council completed an extensive community engagement process in early 2017 to receive input from the 
community in regard to Council’s proposed vision and objectives for the next four years. Council continues to 
engage the community in the delivery of the Council Plan in six-monthly performance reporting and in the 
Annual Report.  
 
In addition Council undertakes regular community consultation activities in delivering services and projects. 
The Council and individual Councillors also receive representations from individuals and groups through 
email, community meetings, Councillor briefing sessions, Council Committee meetings, and Special and 
Ordinary Meetings of the Council. Councillors and the organisation’s Executive Management Team also 
meet six monthly with resident and business groups from across the Shire’s townships. 
 
Together these engagement opportunities enable officers and the Council to stay abreast of the key issues 
for the community and other stakeholders. 
 
Environmental Implications 
Council remains committed to preserving and enhancing the natural environment including encouraging the 
uptake of renewable energy, the reuse of resources and supporting the production and consumption of 
locally grown food. These priorities are included in the “Environmental Leadership” theme in the Council 
Plan. 
 
Communication 
The Plan can be accessed on Council’s website www.surfcoast.vic.gov.au and at nominated exhibition 
locations throughout the Shire. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.surfcoast.vic.gov.au/
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6.6 Council Plan (Incorporating the Health and Wellbeing Plan) 2017-21- Year Two Review 
 

 

Options 
Option 1 – Revise the Council Plan (incorporating the Health and Wellbeing Plan) 2017-21 
This option is not recommended by officers as the annual review of the plan has found it to be current.  
 
Option 2 – Affirm the Council Plan (incorporating the Health and Wellbeing Plan) 2017-21 as adopted by 
Council in June 2017 without change 
This option is recommended by officers as the plan is considered current.  
 
Both options would ensure that Council meets its statutory obligations to review the plan in each financial 
year. 
 
Conclusion 
Council has a statutory obligation to review the Council Plan and Municipal Public Health and Wellbeing Plan 
on an annual basis. These documents have been combined to form the Council Plan (incorporating the 
Health and Wellbeing Plan) 2017-21, (the Plan) to strengthen and streamline statutory planning and 
reporting processes. A mid-term review of the Plan has confirmed that the priorities of Council and the 
community were still reflected in the Plan at this time. 
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6.6 Council Plan (Incorporating the Health and Wellbeing Plan) 2017-21- Year Two Review 
 
APPENDIX 1 COUNCIL PLAN (INCORPORATING THE HEALTH AND WELLBEING PLAN) 2017-21  
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7.  URGENT BUSINESS 

Nil  
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8.  PROCEDURAL BUSINESS 

8.1 Advisory Committee Minutes 
 

Author’s Title: Senior Governance Officer  General Manager: Chris Pike  

Department: Governance & Risk File No:  F18/221 

Division: Governance & Infrastructure Trim No:  IC19/147 

Appendix:  

1. 25% By 2020 Task Force Minutes- 8 November 2018 (D18/150201)    

2. Positive Ageing Advisory Committee Minutes - 18 January 2019 (D19/10622)    

3. All Abilities Advisory Committee Minutes- 7 February 2019 (D19/20220)     

Officer Direct or Indirect Conflict of Interest: 

In accordance with Local Government Act 1989 – 
Section 80C: 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil 

Status: 

Information classified confidential in accordance with   
Local Government Act 1989 – Section 77(2)(c): 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil  

 
 

Purpose 
The purpose of this report is to receive and note the minutes of the Advisory Committee meetings as 
appended. 
 
Summary 
The minutes provided in this report are draft unless otherwise identified. Committees do not re-issue minutes 
if any corrections are made at the time of adoption, rather note these corrections in the agenda item 
confirming adoption of the minutes at the following committee meeting.  
 
Any corrections to draft minutes of material significance made by the committees will be provided to Council 
for noting in a subsequent report. 
 

Recommendation 
That Council receives and notes the minutes of the following Advisory Committee meetings: 

1. 25% By 2020 Task Force Committee - 8 November 2018. 
2. Positive Ageing Advisory Committee - 18 January 2019. 
3. All Abilities Advisory Committee - 7 February 2019.  

 
Council Resolution   
MOVED Cr Margot Smith, Seconded Cr Libby Coker  
That Council receives and notes the minutes of the following Advisory Committee meetings: 

1. 25% By 2020 Task Force Committee - 8 November 2018. 
2. Positive Ageing Advisory Committee - 18 January 2019. 
3. All Abilities Advisory Committee - 7 February 2019. 

CARRIED 9:0   
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8.1 Advisory Committee Minutes 
 
APPENDIX 1 25% BY 2020 TASK FORCE MINUTES- 8 NOVEMBER 2018  
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8.1 Advisory Committee Minutes 
 
APPENDIX 2 POSITIVE AGEING ADVISORY COMMITTEE MINUTES - 18 JANUARY 2019  
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8.1 Advisory Committee Minutes 
 
APPENDIX 3 ALL ABILITIES ADVISORY COMMITTEE MINUTES- 7 FEBRUARY 2019  
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8.2 Section 86 Committee Minutes 
 

Author’s Title: Senior Governance Officer  General Manager: Anne Howard  

Department: Governance & Risk File No:  F18/221 

Division: Governance & Infrastructure Trim No:  IC19/148 

Appendix:  

1. Hearing of Submissions Committee Meeting Minutes- 12 February 2019 (D19/22246)     

Officer Direct or Indirect Conflict of Interest: 

In accordance with Local Government Act 1989 – 
Section 80C: 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil 

Status: 

Information classified confidential in accordance with   
Local Government Act 1989 – Section 77(2)(c): 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason:   

 
 

Purpose 
The purpose of this report is to receive and note the minutes of the Section 86 Committee meetings as 
appended. 
 
Summary 
The minutes provided in this report are draft unless otherwise identified. Committees do not re-issue minutes 
if any corrections are made at the time of adoption, rather note these corrections in the agenda item 
confirming adoption of the minutes at the following committee meeting.  
 
Any corrections to draft minutes of material significance made by the committees will be provided to Council 
for noting in a subsequent report. 
 
Recommendation 
That Council receives and notes the following minutes of the Section 86 Committee meeting: 

1. Hearing of Submissions Committee Meeting – 12 February 2019. 
 
Council Resolution   
MOVED Cr Clive Goldsworthy, Seconded Cr David Bell  
That Council receives and notes the following minutes of the Section 86 Committee meeting: 
1. Hearing of Submissions Committee Meeting – 12 February 2019. 

CARRIED 9:0   
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8.2 Section 86 Committee Minutes 
 
APPENDIX 1 HEARING OF SUBMISSIONS COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES- 12 FEBRUARY 2019  
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8.3 Assemblies of Councillors 
 

Author’s Title: Senior Governance Officer  General Manager: Anne Howard  

Department: Governance & Risk File No:  F18/225 

Division: Governance & Infrastructure Trim No:  IC19/145 

Appendix:  

1. Assembly of Councillors - Councillor Briefing - 15 January 2019 (D18/165752)    

2. Assembly of Councillors - Responsible and Planning Authority Briefings - 22 January 2019 
(D18/165746)    

3. Assembly of Councillors - Councillor Briefing - 22 January 2019 (D18/165745)    

4. Assembly of Councillors - Councillor Briefing - 5 February 2019 (D19/15098)    

5. Assembly of Councillors- Animal Welfare Workshop- 12 February 2019 (D19/25089)     

Officer Direct or Indirect Conflict of Interest: 

In accordance with Local Government Act 1989 – 
Section 80C: 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil 

Status: 

Information classified confidential in accordance with   
Local Government Act 1989 – Section 77(2)(c): 

☐ Yes ☒ No 

Reason: Nil  

 
 

Purpose 
The purpose of this report is to receive and note the Assembly of Councillors records received since the 
previous Council Meeting. 
 
Summary 
The Local Government Act 1989 section 80A(2) states that the Chief Executive Officer must ensure that the 
written record of an assembly of Councillors is as soon as practicable reported at an Ordinary Meeting of 
Council and incorporated in the minutes of that Council Meeting. 
 

Recommendation 
That Council receives and notes the Assembly of Councillors records for the following meetings: 

1. Councillor Briefings – 15 January 2019. 
2. Responsible and Planning Authority Briefing – 22 January 2019. 
3. Councillor Briefings – 22 January 2019. 
4. Councillor Briefings – 5 February 2019. 
5. Animal Welfare Workshop – 12 February 2019. 

 
Council Resolution   
MOVED Cr David Bell, Seconded Cr Martin Duke  
That Council receives and notes the Assembly of Councillors records for the following meetings: 

1. Councillor Briefings – 15 January 2019. 
2. Responsible and Planning Authority Briefing – 22 January 2019. 
3. Councillor Briefings – 22 January 2019. 
4. Councillor Briefings – 5 February 2019. 
5. Animal Welfare Workshop – 12 February 2019. 

CARRIED 9:0   
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8.3 Assemblies of Councillors 
 
APPENDIX 1 ASSEMBLY OF COUNCILLORS - COUNCILLOR BRIEFING - 15 JANUARY 2019  
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8.3 Assemblies of Councillors 
 
APPENDIX 2 ASSEMBLY OF COUNCILLORS - RESPONSIBLE AND PLANNING AUTHORITY 

BRIEFINGS - 22 JANUARY 2019  
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8.3 Assemblies of Councillors 
 
APPENDIX 3 ASSEMBLY OF COUNCILLORS - COUNCILLOR BRIEFING - 22 JANUARY 2019  
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8.3 Assemblies of Councillors 
 
APPENDIX 4 ASSEMBLY OF COUNCILLORS - COUNCILLOR BRIEFING - 5 FEBRUARY 2019  
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8.3 Assemblies of Councillors 
 
APPENDIX 5 ASSEMBLY OF COUNCILLORS- ANIMAL WELFARE WORKSHOP- 12 FEBRUARY 

2019  
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9.  NOTICE OF MOTIONS 

Nil    
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10. CLOSED SECTION  

 
Council Resolution   
MOVED Cr Libby Coker, Seconded Cr Margot Smith  
That Council pursuant to section 89(2)(a) personnel matters, section 89(2)(c) industrial matters and section 
89(2)(h) other matters  of the Local Government Act 1989, close the meeting to members of the public at 
7.49pm to resolve on matters pertaining to the following items: 
 
10.1 Rural Council Transformation Program - Services and Functions (section 89(2)(a) personnel 

matters; AND industrial matters; AND other matters) (section 89(2)(c) personnel matters; AND 
industrial matters; AND other matters) (section 89(2)(h) personnel matters; AND industrial matters; 
AND other matters). 

10.2 Sport and Facilities Operations Service Review (section 89(2)(a) personnel matters). 
10.3 25% By 2020 Task Force Terms of Reference Extension (section 89(2)(a) personnel matters). 
10.4 Council Governance Matters (section 89(2)(a) personnel matters; AND industrial matters; AND 

other matters) (section 89(2)(c) personnel matters; AND industrial matters; AND other matters) 
(section 89(2)(h) personnel matters; AND industrial matters; AND other matters). 

10.5 Confidential Assemblies of Councillors (section 89(2)(h) other matters). 
 
 

CARRIED 9:0   
 
 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
Close: There being no further items of business the meeting closed at  8.10pm  
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